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Abstract

IR-UV SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF OH AND CN RADICAL COMPLEXES

Bridget A. O’Donnell
Marsha I. Lester

Infrared action spectroscopy is used to identify the OH-HONO2 complex, an
intermediate proposed to be important in the reaction of OH with HONO2. Two features
are observed in the OH stretching region: a rotationally structured band corresponding to
the OH radical stretch and a broadened feature assigned to the OH stretch of HONO2.
Assignments are based on vibrational frequencies, analysis of rotational structure, and
comparison with ab initio calculations. Nascent OH product state distributions give a
binding energy of ≤5.3 kcal mol-1.
Infrared action spectroscopy is also used to examine the H2O-HO complex, a
primary interaction in the hydration of OH. A rotationally structured band is assigned to
the OH radical stretch of H2O-HO. The stability of the complex, ≤5.14 kcal mol-1, is
derived from the nascent OH product state distribution. The assignment is supported by
ab initio predictions of the spectral shift and dissociation energy. A second feature to
lower frequency is attributed to a hot band from an H2O bending state based on
theoretical modeling.
IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy is used to characterize hindered rotor states
in the ground electronic state of CN-Ne and CN-Ar. Infrared spectra exhibit
iv

perturbations due to Coriolis coupling: a deperturbation analysis gives rotational
constants and coupling strengths. The energetic ordering and spacings of the hindered
rotor states provide a probe of the anisotropic intermolecular potential, which is
compared with ab initio calculations. The CN monomer is nearly free rotor-like within
both complexes. A similar approach yields the infrared spectrum of H2-CN, which
exhibits rotational structure consistent with ortho-H2-CN in a linear C≡N–H-H
configuration.
Lastly, laser-induced fluorescence and IR-UV fluorescence depletion studies are
used to characterize the lowest intermolecular levels of CN-Ar correlating with CN B 2Σ+
+ Ar. Fluorescence depletion spectra confirm that specific features originate from a
common ground state. The observed energy level pattern and intensity profile reflect the
change in configuration from a weakly anisotropic potential about linear N≡C–Ar in the
ground state to linear C≡N–Ar in the excited electronic state.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1

Atmospheric chemistry has been a subject of scientific interest for over three
centuries beginning with determination of the major constituents which make up Earth’s
atmosphere. Over the past century, the subject of study has shifted away from the major
components of the atmosphere to trace species, which, although small in concentration,
play a major role in the chemistry of Earth’s atmosphere. In addition, the ever-evolving
nature of the atmosphere over time results in significant changes of basic chemical
processes. For example, one of the most important trace species whose concentration has
changed significantly over time is ozone (O3), which in the stratosphere acts as a
protective screen blocking ultraviolet photons from reaching Earth’s surface, but whose
rising concentration in the troposphere is harmful to both plants and humans. Particularly
in recent years, with ever-increasing concern over pollution and climate change,
atmospheric chemistry remains an active field of research.1,2
The chemistry of the atmosphere is driven by a wide variety of trace species, but
the hydroxyl radical (OH) ranks as one of the most significant. It is widely termed the
“detergent” of Earth’s atmosphere because of its high reactivity towards a large variety of
destructive species in the atmosphere, most notably carbon monoxide (CO) and methane
(CH4). The hydroxyl radical (OH) is formed primarily through the photolysis of ozone
by ultraviolet (UV) photons (λ<340 nm) to form O (1D), which then reacts with water in
the atmosphere to produce two OH radicals.
O3 + hν → O (1D) + O2
O (1D) + H2O → 2OH
O (1D) + M → O (3P)

2

The formation of OH competes with deactivation of the excited oxygen atom to form
ground state O (3P) via collisional relaxation (M). In addition to this primary production
pathway, OH may also be formed in polluted areas through photolysis of nitrous acid
(HONO) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) where high concentrations of these species are
present.
HONO + hν (λ<400 nm) → OH + NO
HOOH + hν (λ<370 nm) → 2OH
There are many varied pathways for OH production aside from the primary one listed
above, and the amount of OH in any given scenario varies greatly depending upon the
time of day and geographical region being studied. In addition, because the formation
pathways are mostly photolytic in nature, OH is a major oxidant during daylight hours.1,2
The OH radical is also a key component in the tropospheric HOx cycle, which is
the production pathway responsible for ozone formation and hydrocarbon oxidation.

OH reacts with a hydrocarbon (RH) to form an alkyl radical, R, which then reacts with
oxygen to form an alkylperoxy radical, RO2. RO2 subsequently reacts with NO to form
an alkoxy radical, RO, and, in the process, creates ozone and NO2. RO then reacts with
3

O2 to form the hydroperoxyl radical, HO2, which combines with NO to reform OH and
produces another ozone molecule and NO2. The net result of the tropospheric HOx cycle
is the oxidation of a single hydrocarbon molecule and formation of two ozone molecules.
It is important to note that OH is reformed in the process, leading to no net loss.1,2
Nitric acid (HONO2) is another important trace species in the atmosphere; it acts
as a relatively stable sink for NO2 and is one of the most abundant acids in Earth’s
atmosphere. The formation of nitric acid (HONO2) in the gas phase includes several
pathways as shown below
NO2 + OH + M → HONO2 + M
N2O5 + H2O → 2HONO2
NO3 + RH → HONO2 + R
In the first reaction, formation of nitric acid serves as a reservoir for NO2, which reacts
readily with OH to form HONO2. Again, because OH sources are primarily photolytic,
the formation of HONO2 in this case is a daytime reaction. The second reaction is the
dominant formation pathway of nitric acid in the Northern Hemisphere arising from
hydrolysis of dinitrogen pentoxide, N2O5, to form two HONO2 molecules. The reaction
is known to be catalyzed by surfaces and the reaction occurs rapidly at aqueous interfaces
on many surfaces to form HONO2 (l). The last mechanism is reaction of the nitrate
radical (NO3) with an organic species (i.e. aldeydes, alkanes) to form HONO2 and a
carbon containing radical, R.1,2
The primary removal pathway of nitric acid in the troposphere is through wet or
dry deposition, as HONO2 is “sticky” and readily adsorbs, particularly to aqueous

4

surfaces. However, in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, where there is no rain,
HONO2 is removed by solar photolysis and reaction with OH.
HONO2 + hν (λ<350 nm) → OH + NO2
→ O + HONO
OH + HONO2 → H2O + NO3
The quantum yield (φ) for formation of OH and NO2 in the first reaction is unity down to
222 nm, while φ for production of O and HONO at 193 nm is 0.8. The reaction of nitric
acid with OH results in conversion of HONO2 into reactive NOx species as the unstable
NO3 radical rapidly decomposes to form NO and NO2.1,2 The reaction of OH with nitric
acid has been the subject of many experimental3-8 and theoretical studies4,9,10 aimed at
understanding the reaction mechanism.
Kinetic studies of the reaction of OH and HONO2 have revealed several unusual
characteristics including a negative temperature dependence, pressure dependence, and a
strong isotope effect with deuterium substitution in HONO2.3-8 The observed kinetics
have been modeled using the scheme pictured below. The reaction begins through
formation of an energized pre-reactive intermediate, OH-HONO2*, which may be
stabilized via collisions, redissociate to form OH and HONO2, or react to form products,
H2O and NO3. The collisionally stabilized complex, OH-HONO2, may also lead to
reaction.

OH + HONO 2 R OH − HONO*2 → H 2 O + NO3
7 [M]

OH − HONO 2 → H 2 O + NO3

5

The negative temperature dependence and pressure dependence are attributed to the
enhanced stabilization and formation of the reaction intermediate while the greatly
decreased reaction rate with deuterium substitution is attributed to lowered tunneling
efficiency with increasing mass. It should be noted that deuterium substitution in the
hydroxyl radical does not change the reaction rate significantly.
The structure and stability of the pre-reactive intermediate in the reaction of OH
with HONO2 have been predicted theoretically using a variety of methods.4,9,10 The
complex is predicted to form a doubly hydrogen-bonded complex where the H of OH
hydrogen-bonds to an oxygen atom of HONO2 and the H of HONO2 hydrogen-bonds to
the oxygen atom of OH, forming a planar six-membered ring-like structure as pictured in
Figure 1. The stability (De) has been predicted to be between 6.9 and 9.8 kcal mol-1
while the zero-point corrected binding energy (D0) is predicted to lie between 5.6 and 8.1
kcal mol-1. A transition state is predicted 3.5 kcal mol-1 higher in energy where the O-H
bond in HONO2 is extended and the H atom is nearly equidistant between HONO2 and
OH.10 The ab initio structure of the transition state supports the proposed mechanism
made in kinetic studies that reaction occurs via tunneling of the H atom through the
reaction barrier at low temperature.
In our lab, OH-HONO2 is stabilized and probed directly using infrared (IR) action
spectroscopy, allowing for spectral characterization of the intermediate as detailed in
Chapter 2. The complex is formed through the association of photolytically generated
OH radicals with HONO2 and subsequent stabilization via three-body collisions in a
supersonic jet. IR action spectroscopy is then used to identify both the hydroxyl OH
stretch (ν1) and the OH stretch of nitric acid (ν2) within the complex. Both observed
6

Figure 1. (a) Minimum energy geometries of OH-HONO2 and (b) H2O-HO, and
structural parameters used to describe (c) CN-Ne/Ar, and (d) CN-H2.
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bands display characteristic features of hydrogen bonding,11 including spectral shifts to
lower energy of their respective monomer frequencies and, in the case of ν2, extensive
spectral broadening arising from anharmonic coupling between vibrational states.
Vibrational predissociation of the complex upon infrared excitation to form OH and
subsequent measurement of the populated rotational states of OH (EOH), allows for
determination of an upper limit of the complex’s binding energy, D0, based upon a simple
energy balance equation, hν IR − D0 = EHONO2 + EOH + Et . Due to the fact that the internal
energy of HONO2 ( EHONO2 ) and the translational energy of both fragments (Et) are not
characterized, an upper limit alone may be determined of D0 ≤ 5.3 kcal mol-1.
Complementary ab initio calculations provided supporting evidence for the spectral
assignments made.
Because of the importance of OH as a “cleanser” of trace species in the
atmosphere, it is crucial to find what role complexes with OH, including non-reactive
ones, may play in the broader chemistry of the atmosphere.12 Complexation of OH with
water is one such system which has attracted interest. The H2O-HO complex has been
detected directly in infrared spectroscopy in matrices13-15 and microwave spectroscopy in
the gas phase16-19 in addition to being calculated theoretically via a plethora of different
methods.20-23 Apart from acting as a sink for OH radicals, the OH-H2O complex is also
theoretically predicted to be more reactive than OH, specifically in reaction with
saturated hydrocarbons.12
The H2O-HO complex is predicted to have a global minimum structure where the
hydrogen atom of OH is hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom of H2O. The hydrogen
9

atoms of the water molecule are situated out-of-plane resulting in a minimum energy Cs
symmetry as shown in Figure 1.20-23 There are two equivalent Cs minima with a planar

C2v symmetry structure as a barrier between them, predicted to be ~18 cm-1 in
magnitude.22 There is also a second local minimum in which one hydrogen atom of
water is hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom of OH. It is predicted to be less well
bound than the global minimum by a factor of ~2. In addition to structural
considerations, frequency calculations have been carried out which predicted a red-shift
of the OH stretch in the global minimum geometry, consistent with the hydrogen bonding
motif.22,23
In addition to ab initio predictions, the H2O-HO complex has been observed in
argon and neon matrices13-15 and in the gas phase using microwave spectroscopy.16-19
Three vibrational modes of the H2O-HO complex attributed to the various OH stretching
states were observed in an argon matrix consistent with the minimum energy geometry
predicted by theory. The analogous three bands were also observed in the deuterated
counterpart, D2O-DO, confirming the structural assignment.13 The OH stretch of the
complex (ν2) was also observed in a Ne matrix.15 In both matrices, ν2 was shifted to
lower frequency relative to the monomer matrix frequency, verifying the trend predicted
theoretically. The H2O-HO complex and its associated isotopomers, both D and 18O
substituted, have also observed in microwave spectroscopy in the gas-phase, where the
vibrationally averaged configuration was found to be planar.16-19
In our lab, the H2O-HO complex is stabilized and probed using IR action
spectroscopy as described in Chapter 3. The OH radical stretch of the complex, ν2, is
identified, shifted to lower wavenumber of the OH monomer stretch, which is a spectral
10

signature of the hydrogen bond in H2O-HO. The stability of the H2O-HO complex is
derived in the same manner as described above to be D0 ≤ 5.14 kcal mol-1.
Complementary ab initio calculations verify the observed spectral shift and stability
measured experimentally. In addition to the main feature assigned to ν2, an additional
feature is observed, shifted 15 cm-1 lower in frequency which is assigned as a hot band
originating from an out-of-plane H2O bending state.
The cyano radical, although not prevalent in Earth’s atmosphere, is important in
planetary atmospheres, interstellar medium, and is an important product in the
combustion of nitrogen containing fuels.24-28 It is also important in the removal of
harmful NOx products from combustion in a process called reburning. In the combustion
of natural gas and other low nitrogen-containing fuels, NOx is produced in significant
quantities such that combustion modification technologies have been developed to
decrease their emissions. In the reburning process, a secondary combustion zone is
introduced after the main combustion zone where additional fuel is introduced and NOx
undergoes both formation and removal reactions, ultimately leading to a decrease in NOx
concentrations of 50-70%.25 Although there are several mechanisms for NOx removal,
the basic process begins with carbon-containing radicals which are formed in the
reburning stage that reduce the NO concentration by converting it to various species with
C-N bonds, including the cyano radical. These species are then reduced in reactions with
various radicals to produce NH species that finally react with NO to form N2. The
removal of NO is then twofold; first by reaction with carbon-containing radicals forming
CN species, and secondly by reaction with nitrogen-containing radicals.
C + NO → CN + O
11

CN + O2 → NCO + O
CN + OH → NCO + H
NCO + H → NH + CO
NH + NO → N2 + OH
The inclusion of additives to the reburning process can further reduce NOx emissions by
as much as 90%.25
In addition to its use as a NOx “scrubber”, the reaction of CN with hydrocarbons
in both the gas and solution phase has gained significant interest. 29-37 The reaction of
CN with alkanes has been shown to display non-Arrhenius behavior with a negative
temperature dependence at low temperature. Specifically, in the case of the reaction of
CN with ethane (C2H6), the reaction rate exhibited a sharp minimum in the rate constant
at ~200 K. Theoretical calculations were carried out to explain the observed behavior,
and it was proposed that, at low temperature, the rate determining step for reaction
involved the formation of a weakly bound complex. At higher temperature, the barrier to
reaction, which is predicted to lie below the reactant asymptote, is surmounted.38 To
accurately model the observed kinetics of CN reactions, it is important to take into
account both the formation of stable complexes as well as the presence of a barrier to
products and its position above or below the reactant asymptote. While the presence of
bound van der Waals complexes have been inferred from the kinetics studies, the
complexes have not been probed directly. Preliminary investigation of CN-rare gas and
CN-H2 complexes provides a means for future studies of more complicated systems.
There has been extensive experimental and theoretical work on CN-Ne,39-42 CNAr,43-46 and CN-H2/D2 complexes.47-51 Thus far, most of the experimental work has
12

focused on electronic spectroscopy and excited state dynamics in these systems. In all
three systems, electronic spectra of the complexes have been recorded in the CN B 2Σ+-X
2 +

Σ region using laser induced fluorescence (LIF), hereafter referred to as B-X transitions

of the complexes. In CN-Ne, rotationally structured bands have been observed through
excitation of the complex to the B state and subsequent fluorescence of the complex back
to the ground state. The electronic spectrum of CN-Ne displays a progression of
vibrational bands with a B-X electronic origin shifted minimally from free CN.40,42 The
excited state dynamics of both CN-Ar and CN-H2 are drastically different from that
observed in CN-Ne. In CN-Ar, the complex undergoes electronic predissociation after
excitation to the B state, forming vibrationally excited CN radicals in the A state. The
resulting long-wavelength and long lifetime CN A-X fluorescence is then collected. The
CN-Ar B-X spectrum is congested and difficult to analyze, displaying groupings of
vibrational bands that are not easily assignable.44 In CN-H2, the complex is excited to a
continuum above the CN B 2Σ+ + H2 asymptote, resulting in CN B-X fluorescence which
is then collected. Due to the bound-free nature of the transition, the CN-H2 B-X spectrum
is unstructured, however the dissociation threshold has been determined allowing for an
estimate of the ground state binding energy, D0.50
In addition to extensive experimental work, ab initio calculations on the potential
energy surfaces (PES) of CN-Ne,52,53 Ar,43 and H251 have been carried out. Two
geometric parameters were used to describe the CN-Ne and CN-Ar complexes; R is the
distance from the center of mass of CN to Ne/Ar and θ is the angle between C, the center
of mass of CN, and Ne/Ar as depicted in Figure 1. In CN-H2, there are four geometric
parameters used to describe the complex geometry; R is the distance from the center of
13

mass of CN to the center of mass of H2, θ1 is the angle between C, the center of mass of
CN, and the center of mass of H2, θ2 is the angle between H, the center of mass of H2,
and the center of mass of CN, and φ is the dihedral angle defined between H, the center
of mass of H2, the center of mass of CN, and C (Figure 1). In CN-Ne, MRCI+Q surfaces
were generated which revealed a long-range interaction between the Ne atom and the CN

X 2Σ+ radical (Re=3.75 Å) with a stability, De, of only 31.3 cm-1. The potential exhibits a
very small anisotropy, with a barrier to free CN rotation within the complex of less than
2 cm-1.53 In the CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential, RSPT2 calculations predict a more anisotropic
potential with a bent minimum configuration (θe=133°, Re=3.83 Å) and larger binding
energy, De=39 cm-1. The barrier to free rotation of CN within CN-Ar is larger at 27 cm-1
compared to CN-Ne. PES calculations for the excited state of CN-Ar were also carried
out and reveal a large change in geometry from the ground state which is unsurprising
given that the sign of the CN dipole changes in going from the ground X 2Σ+ state to the
excited B 2Σ+ state of CN. The minimum geometry in this case is linear (θe=0°) with a
shorter bond length, Re=3.57 Å, and stronger intermolecular interaction, De=256 cm-1. In
addition, the anisotropy of the excited state is much greater with a barrier to internal
rotation of 160 cm-1.43 Lastly, for CN X 2Σ+ + H2, the global minimum configuration is
calculated to be linear (θe=0°) with Re=3.94 Å and De=100.89 cm-1 using the MRSDCI
method. In addition, bound state calculations predict that CN will be bound more
strongly to ortho-H2 over para-H2 by 11 cm-1.51
Given the shallow nature of the ground states of the CN-Ne and CN-Ar
complexes, a progression in the low frequency “bending” mode associated with hindered
14

internal rotation of CN within the complex is expected in both infrared and vibronic
spectra (and is observed and assigned as such in previously recorded CN-Ne B-X
spectra40). As such, the ground states are treated in the same manner as laid out by
Dubernet et al54 for open-shell van der Waals complexes which reduces the effective
Hamiltonian to the bending mode alone. The reduced Hamiltonian in this case follows a
Hund’s case (b) approximation and is similar to the closed-shell system because the
electron spin is only weakly coupled to the nuclear axis. The diatomic rotational
quantum number is denoted as n and its projection onto the intermolecular axis is K
which takes on values of n, n-1, n-2,…,0. L is the pseudo-diatomic quantum number
which describes end-over-end rotation of the complex and couples with K to form a
resultant N, which is the total angular momentum excluding spin and is a good quantum
number. As such, quantum states in the ground state and excited state of CN-Ne and in
the ground state of CN-Ar are labeled by their hindered rotor state, nK, CN vibrational
state, vCN, and intermolecular stretch, vs. Because the excited B state of CN-Ar is much
more anisotropic, the appropriate quantum labels are those of a linear triatomic where vb
is the intermolecular bending mode and K is its projection onto the intermolecular axis.

K in this case takes on values of vb, vb-2, vb-4,…, 0 or 1.
In Chapter 4, the ground state of CN-Ne is probed using IR-UV double
resonance spectroscopy. The IR laser prepares a hindered rotor level in vCN=2, and the
UV subsequently excites the complex to the excited B state. The resulting fluorescence
of the complex back to the ground state is then collected. Two rotationally resolved
transitions are observed in the infrared and are assigned as transitions from the ground
state to nK=11 and 10 hindered rotor states in vCN=2. The two bands are closely spaced
15

and display complex rotational structure typical of Coriolis coupling observed in similar
HX-rare gas systems.55-57 A deperturbation analysis similar to that derived previously for
HX-rare gas complexes, is carried out to obtain accurate rotational constants for the
hindered rotor states and their associated average R values and coupling strength. In
addition, the energetic ordering and spacing of the hindered rotor states provides direct
experimental information on the angular anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne potential and
reveals a small barrier to free CN rotation within the complex of ~8 cm-1.
Complementary MRCI+Q calculations extrapolated to the one-electron complete basis
set limit are carried out and agree remarkably well with the angular potential derived
from the experiment. The excited state angular potential is also calculated and indicates a
slightly more anisotropic potential with a barrier to internal rotation of ~16 cm-1.
In Chapter 5, the B-X electronic spectrum of CN-Ar is revisited and spectral
assignments, previously unidentified,43 are made using IR-UV fluorescence depletion
spectroscopy. Two additional features are observed in the electronic spectrum of CN-Ar
in the CN B-X spectral region to lower frequency. Both bands display rotational structure
which is analyzed as a pseudo-diatomic to give rotational constants and associated
average separation distances. The lowest energy feature at 25714.1 cm-1 is assigned as a
transition from the ground state to the (vCN, vs, vbK)=(0,0,00) in the excited state while the
broader, higher energy feature centered at 25755.5 cm-1 is assigned as a combination of
two transitions from the ground state to (0,11,0) and (0,00,1). Fluorescence depletion
spectra are then recorded by fixing the IR on a transition from the ground state to vCN=2,

nK=11, and scanning the UV laser in the CN B-X spectral region. All of the observed
transitions are depleted by the IR laser, indicating that all of the CN-Ar B-X features
16

originate from the same species and share a common ground state. Assignments for the
lowest five features in the B-X electronic spectrum are made based on the observed band
types, and previous bound state calculations for the excited state of CN-Ar43 verify the
ordering and energetic spacings observed experimentally. The binding energy of the B
state of CN-Ar is also derived with the newly observed and assigned feature at 25714.1
cm-1 to be D0=186±2 cm-1. Lastly, the intensity pattern observed in the progression of the
bending modes is rationalized by the large angular change predicted in going from the
ground state (θe=133°) to the excited state(θe=0°) in CN-Ar.43
In Chapter 6, the ground state of CN-Ar and CN-H2 are probed in a similar
fashion to that described above for CN-Ne in IR-UV double resonance. Two transitions
are observed attributed to CN-Ar in the infrared originating from the ground state and
terminating in vCN=2, nK=11 and 10. As in CN-Ne, evidence for Coriolis coupling is
observed in the rotational structure of the closely spaced bands and, as such, a
deperturbation analysis is carried out to derive deperturbed rotational constants, average
values for R, and the strength of coupling between the two hindered rotor states. The
energetic ordering and spacings of the hindered rotor states are similarly used to derive
information on the angular anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential. The barrier to
internal rotation determined of ~12 cm-1 is only slightly higher than that determined in
CN-Ne of ~8 cm-1 indicating that CN is nearly free rotor in the ground state of the CN-Ar
complex. The experimental results are compared with previous predictions for CN X 2Σ+
+ Ar which are found to match the shape of the angular potential well, but predict a larger
barrier to internal rotation of 27 cm-1.43 Two infrared features attributable to linear CN-

ortho-H2 are observed and assigned as transitions with ΔK=0 and ΔK=+1 based upon
17

their observed Σ-Σ and Π-Σ band types. Assignments are verified by comparison of the
observed experimental spacing with predicted levels from ab initio calculations.49
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Chapter 2:

Spectroscopic Identification and Stability of the Intermediate in the
OH + HONO2 Reaction
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I. Introduction
Nitric acid is a chemically inactive and photochemically stable reservoir for
reactive HOx and NOx species in the atmosphere. In the troposphere, HONO2 is usually
removed by dry deposition or rainout faster than it is photochemically converted back to
NOx, making it a permanent sink for NOx (1, 2). In the upper troposphere and
stratosphere, where there is no rain, HONO2 can be removed by solar photolysis and
reaction with OH (3, 4),
OH + HONO2 → H 2 O + NO3 .
This reaction results in the conversion of HONO2 into reactive NOx species, since the
unstable nitrate radical rapidly decomposes into NO or NO2.
Kinetic studies have shown that the OH + HONO2 reaction is unusual in several
respects (3, 5-11), particularly under the temperature and pressure conditions found in the
lower atmosphere. Under these conditions, this reaction exhibits a negative temperature
dependence, a pressure dependence and a strong kinetic isotope effect. The indirect
mechanism inferred from these studies consists of initial OH radical addition forming an
energized OH-HONO2* intermediate, followed by dissociation or reaction to form
products. The energized intermediate can also be temporarily stabilized by collisions
with bath gas M, and then redissociate to reactants or decompose to products as shown in
the following scheme:

OH + HONO2 R OH − HONO*2 → H 2 O + NO3
7 [M]
OH − HONO2 → H 2 O + NO3
25

The unusual kinetic behavior arises because of enhanced formation and collisional
stabilization of the reaction intermediate under lower temperature and higher pressure
conditions. Yet, the proposed intermediate has not been identified experimentally to
date.
Prior theoretical work anticipated that OH + HONO2 can form a doubly
hydrogen-bonded complex with a planar six-membered ring-like structure (5, 12, 13).
The stability of the OH-HONO2 complex was predicted to be De ~ 6.9-9.8 kcal mol-1 with
an estimated binding energy of D0 ~ 5.6-8.1 kcal mol-1 (12, 13). The transition state to
reaction has also been predicted to lie 3.5 kcal mol-1 above the reactant asymptote as
shown in Fig. 1 (13), with reaction presumably occurring by tunneling through the barrier
as evidenced by the large kinetic isotope effect (3).
This paper reports the first experimental identification of the OH-HONO2
intermediate associated with this significant atmospheric reaction. The structure and
stability of the reaction intermediate are obtained from direct spectroscopic
characterization of the OH-HONO2 complex and its unimolecular dissociation dynamics
using an IR pump – UV probe technique (14), in which the UV laser probes the OH
products following vibrational predissociation of OH-HONO2 as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Two transitions are identified in the fundamental OH stretch region: the OH radical
stretch (ν1) and OH stretch of nitric acid (ν2) of the OH-HONO2 complex. In addition,
these same vibrational transitions are identified for the fully deuterated OD-DONO2
complex. Complementary high-level ab initio calculations are also presented in support
of the experimental findings.
26

Figure 1. Reaction coordinate for the OH + HONO2 → H2O + NO3 reaction illustrating
the presence of a hydrogen-bonded OH-HONO2 intermediate. The stability of the OHHONO2 intermediate is taken from current expiermental results and the barrier height
separating the intermediate from products is taken from theoretical predictions in this and
earlier work (12, 13). The OH-HONO2 intermediate is characterized by infrared action
spectroscopy of the OH radical stretch (ν1) and the OH stretch in nitric acid (ν2), which
involves detection of OH products by UV laser-induced fluorescence
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II. Results
A. Infrared action spectra
The OH-HONO2 intermediate has been stabilized in a pulsed supersonic jet by
combining photolytically generated OH with residual nitric acid precursor as described in
detail in the materials and methods section. A spectroscopic search in the fundamental
OH stretching region has revealed two features that we attribute to the OH-HONO2
intermediate based on a combination of experimental and theoretical results. Both
spectral features were detected with the probe laser fixed on the OH A-X (1,0) R1(3)
transition. One feature is a rotationally structured band at 3516.8 cm-1 (origin) and the
second, much broader feature is centered at ∼3260 cm-1, as shown in Fig. 2. The
significant shift, -290 cm-1 from the OH stretch of the HONO2 monomer, and broadening
associated with the second feature is characteristic of strong hydrogen bonding, while the
modest shift of the structured band, -52 cm-1 from free OH, suggests a weaker interaction
(15). The vibrational frequencies of these features and their shifts relative to the
monomers strongly suggest their assignment as the OH radical stretch (ν1) and the OH
acid stretch (ν2) modes of OH-HONO2, particularly when compared with theoretical
predictions of the spectral shifts (see below and Table 1).
The assignment of the 3516.8 cm-1 feature as the OH radical stretch (ν1) of the
OH-HONO2 complex is further supported by analysis of the rotational structure of the
band. Preliminary simulations with rotational constants predicted from ab initio theory
(see Table A3 in Appendix 1), assumed unchanged upon vibrational excitation, and the
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Figure 2. Infrared action spectra of features assigned to the fundamental OH radical
stretch (ν1, blue) and the OH stretch of nitric acid (ν2, red) of the OH-HONO2 complex.
These spectral features are observed with the UV probe laser fixed on the OH A-X (1,0)
R1(3) line. The fundamental vibrational frequencies of the OH radical and the OH stretch
of the nitric acid monomers are indicated with blue and red dash lines, respectively. The
integrated intensity of the OH acid stretch relative to the OH radical stretch feature in the
infrared action spectrum is 5.5(4):1. The OH acid stretch can be modeled as two broad
components (black) at 3248.1(6) and 3270.8(5) cm-1 with Lorentzian linewidths of 22
cm-1.
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Table 1. Vibrational frequencies (cm-1), spectral shifts (cm-1) relative to the monomer
vibrations, and binding energies (kcal mol-1) of the OH-HONO2 complex predicted by
various theoretical methods and observed experimentally. The frequencies and shifts of
deuterated species are indicated in parentheses.

B3LYP
6-311++G(3df,3pd)a

B3LYP
6-311G(d,p)b

QCISD
aug-cc-pVDZc

Experimentc

3712
3723

3704 (2698)
3735 (2719)

3683
3743

3568.5 (2631.5)
3550.0 (2621.5)

OH-HONO2
ν1
ν2

3639
3365

3621 (2636)
3370 (2463)

3670
3502

3516.8 (2594)
3260 (2425)

Δ1d
Δ2e

-73
-358

-83 (-62)
-365 (-256)

-13
-241

-51.7 (-38)
-290 (-197)

Energy
(kcal mol-1)
De
D0

CCSD(T)
6-311++G(2d,2p)a
6.9
5.6

G2M(cc3)b

CCSD(T)
aug-cc-pV∞Zc
7.4
5.9

Experimentc

Vibrational
frequencies
(cm-1)
OH
HONO2

9.8
8.1

≤ 5.3

a

Ref. (12)

b

Ref. (13)

c

This work.

d

Spectral shift of OH radical stretch of OH-HONO2 relative to fundamental of free OH.

e

Spectral shift of OH acid stretch of OH-HONO2 relative to OH stretch of HONO2

monomer.
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transition dipole along the OH radical axis capture much of the rotational structure. The
observed band structure shown in Fig. 3 was more faithfully reproduced, however, by
including a spin-rotation interaction to account for the effects of electronic state mixing
in the open-shell species; this effect has been demonstrated previously in high-resolution
studies of OH-water and other systems (16-18). The resultant rotational band simulation
shown in Fig. 3 extends over ∼12 cm-1 at 10 K. The rotational band also exhibits some
line broadening (homogeneous linewidth of 0.25 cm-1 compared to the laser bandwidth of
0.02 cm-1) that likely arises from intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR),
dissociation, and/or reaction following vibrational excitation.
By contrast, a much broader feature centered around 3260 cm-1 and spanning ~80
cm-1 in breadth was assigned as the OH acid stretch (ν2). The resultant spectrum appears
to be composed of two broad components, although some rotational substructure is still
observable. As shown in Fig. 2, the two broad components can be simulated as bands at
3248.1(6) and 3270.8(5) cm-1 with a corresponding intensity ratio of 1:1.4(1) and
Lorentzian linewidths of 22 cm-1. The fact that the 3260 cm-1 feature (as well as its two
subcomponents) is much broader than the OH radical stretch feature is consistent with
strong anharmonic coupling between two (or possibly more) vibrational states. We
carried out a vibrational deperturbation analysis (19) in an effort to characterize the
energies and couplings of zero-order states that might give rise to the two components of
the 3260 cm-1 feature. A two state deperturbation analysis indicates that the
experimentally observed mixed states would arise from coupling between zero-order
states at 3257.6(7) and 3261.2(7) cm-1. The analysis also indicates a very strong coupling
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Figure 3. High-resolution infrared action spectrum of the OH radical stretch of OHHONO2 (black) at 3516.8 cm-1 (origin). A simulation of the rotational band structure
(blue) is generated using rotational constants predicted for the OH-HONO2 complex
(Table A3) and assumed spin-rotation parameters, εaa=-0.25 cm-1, εbb=-0.55 cm-1, to
account for the open-shell character. A simulation of the intensity profile using the bcomponent of the transition dipole moment, rotational temperature of 10 K, and a
homogeneous linewidth of 0.25 cm-1 provides a good representation of the observed band
structure. Atmospheric water absorption lines are indicated with asterisks.
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of 11.2(2) cm-1 between the zero-order states. One of the zero-order states is the optically
bright OH acid stretch (ν2) of OH-HONO2; the identity of the second zero-order state is
unknown, but will be the subject of future theoretical studies. The OH stretch in nitric
acid is predicted to have a transition intensity ~10 times stronger than that of the OH
radical stretch (12). Our experimental measurements yield an integrated intensity ratio of
5.5(4):1 for the acid stretch to the radical stretch in infrared action spectra. The fractional
population in the OH product channel being detected is essentially the same (20%)
following ν1 and ν2 excitation; however, the branching between dissociation and reaction
following ν1 and ν2 excitation is not known.
In addition, these same vibrational transitions have been identified for the fully
deuterated OD-DONO2 complex by infrared action spectroscopy. The spectra were
recorded with the probe laser fixed on the P1(3) line of the OD A-X (1,0) transition (20).
The OD radical stretch (ν1) of OD-DONO2 is observed at 2594 cm-1, shifted 38 cm-1 to
lower frequency of that in free OD (21). The OD stretch of DONO2 (ν2) is observed at
2425 cm-1, corresponding to a -197 cm-1 shift compared to the OD stretch of the
monomer (21). The OD radical stretch band spans ∼15 cm-1, while the OD acid stretch
feature is spread over ∼40 cm-1. These spectral properties are consistent with a strong
hydrogen bond for the acid and a weaker interaction for the radical.
B. OH product state distribution
The IR excitation provides sufficient energy to induce dissociation and/or reaction
between the components of the OH-HONO2 intermediate. In this work, we examine the
nascent OH X 2Π (v=0) product state distribution to provide a direct experimental
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determination of the stability of the intermediate. For both ν1 and ν2 excitation, the
product state distributions peak at the lowest rotational level that can be observed, N=2,
F1,* and fall off with increasing rotational energy, as shown in Fig. 4. There are no
noticeable fine structure (Λ-doublet or spin-orbit) preferences. Following ν1 excitation of
OH-HONO2 at 3516.8 cm-1, the highest energetically observed OH level is N=9, F1,
Π(A″) with an internal energy of 1654.6 cm-1; the same OH product state appears to be
closed following ν2 excitation at 3260 cm-1 (3268.4 cm-1 or 3250.7 cm-1). In the latter
case, the highest energetically observed OH channel is N=8, F1, Π(A″) with an internal
energy of 1324.3 cm-1. The ν1 infrared excitation energy, hνIR, and the energy of the
highest open OH product channel, EOH, indicate that 1862.2 cm-1 (5.3 kcal mol-1) is
available for dissociation of OH-HONO2, D0, internal excitation of the HONO2
cofragment, EHONO2 , and translational energy of the recoiling fragments, Et, according to
the following energy balance equation:

hν IR − D0 + EOH-HONO2 = EOH + EHONO2 + Et
The internal energy of OH-HONO2, EOH-HONO2 , is negligible at ∼10 K and EHONO2 and Et
are unknown. Therefore, our experiment provides a rigorous upper limit for the OHHONO2 binding energy of D0 ≤ 5.3 kcal mol-1. The same calculation for ν2 excitation
yields D0 ≤ 5.5 kcal mol-1 (1935.7 cm-1); the large spacing (∼330 cm-1) to the next higher
OH rotational level, N=9, which appears to be closed, precludes further refinement of this
limit.
The population in the lowest rovibrational state, OH X 2Π (v=0, N=1), could not be probed because of the
large jet-cooled background.

*
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Figure 4. Nascent quantum state distribution of the OH (v=0, N) products observed
following excitation the radical stretch (ν1) at 3516.8 cm-1 (upper panel, blue) and the
nitric acid stretch (ν2) at 3268.4 cm-1 (lower panel, red) of the OH-HONO2 intermediate.
Ticks identify OH rotational levels in the F1 spin-orbit manifold, while the Π(A′) and

Π(A″) Λ-doublet components are distinguished by triangle and circle symbols,
respectively. The OH product state distributions peak at low rotational states and fall off
with increasing rotational excitation. For ν1 excitation, the highest observed product state
is N=9, F1 Π(A″) with 1654.6 cm-1 of internal energy, while for ν2 excitation the highest
state is N=8, F1 Π(A″) with 1324.3 cm-1 of internal energy. The smooth curves through
the data are prior statistical distributions with Eavail derived from the IR excitation
frequency and the upper limit for the binding energy, D0≤5.3 kcal mol-1 (1862.2 cm-1).
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The experimental OH X 2Π (v=0) product rotational distributions were also
modeled by a statistical prior distribution (22). The prior distribution assumes that the
product states associated with the translational, rotational, and vibrational motions of the
OH and HONO2 fragments are populated with equal probability subject only to a
constraint on the energy available to products, Eavail = hν IR − D0 (23). In this experiment,
we examine the probability of the OH products being released in a given quantum state
and, therefore, we sum the usual formulation (22) over the unobserved HONO2 rotational
and vibrational states. The density of HONO2 vibrational states is obtained from a direct
count, assuming harmonic vibrations. The density of HONO2 rotational states is treated
classically. The prior distributions computed for ν1 and ν2 excitation of OH-HONO2 with

D0 = 5.3 kcal mol-1 are illustrated as smooth curves through the experimental data in Fig.
4, demonstrating that the distribution is statistical and further validating the binding
energy derived from the highest open OH product channel. The statistical distribution
clearly indicates some degree of IVR before dissociation and/or reaction.
C. Insights from theory
The optimized geometry of the OH-HONO2 complex is detailed in Appendix 1,
Table A1 for the QCISD and CCSD(T) methods with various basis sets and illustrated in
Fig. 5a. The hydrogen bond between the acidic proton of nitric acid and the oxygen of
OH (O7-H5) is predicted to be near linear (172.5°) with a bond length of 1.83 Å at the
highest level of theory. A secondary interaction between the hydrogen of the OH radical
and a nitric acid oxygen atom (O3-H6) is nonlinear (121.2°) with a bond length of 2.28 Å.
Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis (shown in Fig. 5, b-e) has been used to investigate
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Figure 5. (a) Labeling scheme for the optimized geometry of the OH-HONO2 complex.
Natural bond orbital analysis reveals (b) the primary interaction of the sigma antibonding
orbital σ*(O2-H5) of nitric acid with the lone pair O7 of the OH radical and (c) the
secondary interaction of the lone pair of O3 of HONO2 with the sigma antibonding orbital
σ*(O6-H7) of the OH radical. The half-filled pπ orbital of the OH radical in the OHHNO3 complex lies perpendicular to the plane of interaction as shown from the (d) top
view and (e) side view.
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the nature of hydrogen bonding in the complex (24). A characteristic feature of the
radical-molecule complex is the cyclic double hydrogen bonding. The strongest
interaction is between the sigma antibonding orbital of the acid, σ*(O2-H5), and the lone
pair of the OH radical, O7. There is also a second interaction involving the lone pair of
O3 of the HONO2 acid and the sigma antibonding orbital of the OH radical, σ*(O6-H7).
The unpaired electron of the OH radical does not directly participate in the hydrogen
bonding of the OH-HONO2 complex. The unpaired electron is in a pπ-type orbital that
lies perpendicular to the plane of interaction.
The spectral shifts for the radical stretch (ν1) and acid stretch (ν2) of HONO2
predicted from previous B3LYP (12, 13) and the present QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ
calculations, listed in Table 1, are in good accord with observed shifts, -52 and -290 cm-1,
respectively. The computed shifts are derived from harmonic frequency calculations for
the complex and monomers. A small spectral shift is predicted for the weakly coupled
OH radical stretch (ν1), while a much larger shift is predicted for the strongly coupled
OH acid stretch (ν2). The integrated intensities of the features are also consistent with the
intensity ratio predicted theoretically (12). Both the spectral shifts and intensities
indicate that the rotationally structured feature at 3516.8 cm-1 and the broad feature at
3260 cm-1 correspond to the ν1 and ν2 fundamentals of the OH-HONO2 intermediate,
respectively. For the fully deuterated complex, the calculated shifts (13) are again in
good agreement with the observed spectral shifts. The binding energy of the OH-HONO2
complex has been computed by the CCSD(T) method with various basis sets permitting
extrapolation to the complete basis set limit (CBS-∞). The resultant zero-point corrected
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binding energy of D0= 5.9 kcal mol-1 is in reasonable ageement with the limiting
experimental value of D0≤ 5.3 kcal mol-1.
III. Discussion
The properties of the OH-HONO2 complex are expected to be similar to those of
the nitric acid-water complex, which has been investigated by ab initio theory (25-28),
and observed experimentally by microwave spectroscopy in the gas-phase (29) and
infrared spectroscopy in Ar matrices (28, 30). The nitric acid-water complex forms a sixmembered ring with the free hydrogen of the water molecule lying out of plane. The
microwave study demonstrated that the hydrogen bond between the acidic proton of nitric
acid and the oxygen of water is near linear (174.5°) with a bond length of 1.779 Å. The
second, weaker interaction between the hydrogen of the OH radical and a nitric acid
oxygen atom is nonlinear (119.3°) with a bond length of 2.30 Å (29). The doubly
hydrogen-bonded nitric acid-water complex is computed to have a greater stability than
OH-HONO2 with D0 ∼ 7.5-8.1 kcal mol-1 (25, 26, 28). From the Ar matrix measurement
(30), the frequency shift of the OH acid stretch of the nitric acid-water complex from the
monomer is -496 cm-1, which is a significantly greater shift than that observed for OHHONO2 (see Table 1); however, one must be cautious in comparing Ar matrix data to
gas-phase data particularly in hydrogen-bonded systems (28). Ab initio calculations also
predict a greater spectral shift for the OH acid stretch in the nitric acid-water complex
than the OH-HONO2 complex (25, 28, 31), implying both a stronger and shorter
hydrogen bond in the nitric acid-water complex.
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We can estimate the lifetime of an energized OH-HONO2* intermediate based on
rate constants deduced from kinetic modeling of the bimolecular OH + HONO2 reaction
(3). Using the rate constants for redissociation of the energized OH-HONO2* adduct
back to reactants (k-a ∼ 2.5 x 1010 s-1) and unimolecular reaction of OH-HONO2* to form
products (kb ∼ 5.0 x 108 s-1), we estimate a lifetime (τ-1 = k-a + kb) of ∼40 ps for an
energized OH-HONO2* intermediate. This compares favorably with the lifetime of 21 ps
derived from the homogeneous linebroadening in the experimental spectrum for the OH
radical stretch (ν1) of OH-HONO2.
Fundamental OH radical stretch excitation takes the OH-HONO2 complex in
close proximity of the transition state for reaction as shown in Fig. 1. Since the initial
OH stretch excitation is rapidly randomized in the intermediate, the branching ratio for
inelastic to reactive decay may be analogous to a collision experiment. Kinetic modeling
of such experiments (3) suggest that most of the energized OH-HONO2* adducts will
redissociate back to reactants rather than forming products (k-a / kb ∼ 50), favoring
production of OH fragments. This situation is quite favorable for obtaining infrared
action spectra of OH-HONO2, as illustrated in the present work. The branching ratio may
change for the OH stretch of HONO2, which may enhance reactive decay. Such a change
would clearly have an impact on the relative intensities of vibrational bands in infrared
action spectra.
The OH radical stretch of OH-HONO2 is expected to be weakly coupled to the
reaction coordinate, whereas elongation of the OH bond in HONO2 should drive the
transformation from the intermediate to the transition state for reaction. As a result,
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excitation of the OH acid stretch of HONO2 in the OH-HONO2 is particularly fascinating
because it both induces the necessary geometrical changes to move along the reaction
coordinate and provides sufficient energy to reach the barrier to reaction. Future studies
will explore the possibility that this excitation enhances production of the NO3 reaction
product.
We have successfully stabilized the OH-HONO2 hydrogen-bonded intermediate
in the OH + HONO2 → H2O + NO3 reaction in a pulsed supersonic expansion.
Vibrational features at 3516.8 cm-1 and 3260 cm-1 observed via infrared action
spectroscopy have been attributed to the OH radical stretch and the OH nitric acid stretch,
respectively, of OH-HONO2 complex. These findings have been confirmed by high level
ab initio theory and experimental studies of the fully deuterated complex. The
identification of this intermediate is important experimental validation of key steps in the
mechanism of the OH + HONO2 reaction, which is an important atmospheric reaction
that controls the residence time of nitric acid in the atmosphere.
IV. Materials and methods
The OH-HONO2 intermediate is produced by combining photolytically generated
OH radicals with residual nitric acid precursor (99.8 % fuming) entrained in pure He or a
20% N2/He gas mixture (200 to 250 psi), or alternatively Ar carrier gas (60 psi). The
production of HO-HONO2 is optimized when HONO2 is photolyzed (ArF excimer laser,

∼5 mJ cm-2) within a quartz capillary tube (0.5 mm i.d., 10 mm length) attached to the
pulsed valve assembly, indicating that the high pressure conditions in the capillary tube
facilitate collisional stabilization of OH-HONO2. The OH-HONO2 intermediate and
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residual OH radicals are then cooled in the ensuing supersonic expansion to their lowest
quantum states.
Infrared excitation in the OH fundamental stretch region near 2.8-3.1 μm is
achieved with a single-mode optical parametric oscillator (OPO, 0.02 cm-1 linewidth, ~10
mJ cm-2) pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser. The OH X 2Π (v=0) fragments
resulting from IR excitation are detected by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the A 2Σ+
- X 2Π (1,0) transition at 282 nm using a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG pumped dye laser.
The IR and UV lasers are calibrated using a wavelength meter and/or the well-known
positions of OH lines (20, 32). The focused IR and collimated UV laser beams are
counterpropagated into the vacuum apparatus, where the two beams are spatially
overlapped ∼10 nozzle diameters downstream of the exit of the capillary tube. The IR
pump laser (10 Hz) is present for every other UV probe laser pulse (20 Hz), which
permits data acquisition with active background subtraction of UV only signal arising
from residual OH. The time delay between the IR and UV lasers is 50 ns. Similar
methods were used for OD-DONO2.
For a given OH X 2Π (ν=0) product rotational level, N, there are four fine
structure sub-states which correspond to Π(A′) or Π(A″) Λ-doublet level levels (in the
high J limit) within both the F1 and F2 spin-orbit manifolds. Fine-structure resolved
detection is relatively straightforward, as P- and R-type main branch transitions originate
from Π(A′) levels while Q-type main branch transitions originate from Π(A″) levels.
Typically four transitions probing different rotational/fine-structure states were recorded
at least three times for the determination of the statistical uncertainty in the signal
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intensities. The intensities were determined from the amplitudes of the spectral lines.
Conversion of line intensities to ground state populations included a degeneracy
correction factor.
All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 03 software (33). The
geometries were optimized using the QCISD method with aug-cc-pVDZ basis set as well
as the CCSD(T) method with aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets (see Table A1 in
Appendix 1). Frequency calculations were performed using the QCISD method with the
aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (see Table A2 in Appendix 1). The corresponding rotational
constants at the equilibrium position are given in Table A3. We carried out a detailed
study of the hydrogen bonded orbitals using a Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis (34).
The three dimensional figures of the orbitals derived from this work (Fig. 5) were plotted
using NBOVIEW 1.0 (35). The binding energies, both at the equilibrium position De and
zero point corrected D0, were extrapolated to the complete basis set limit (CBS aug-ccpV∞Z) using the CCSD(T) method as shown in Table A4 in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 3:

Infrared Spectrum and Stability of the H2O-HO Complex: Experiment
and Theory
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I. Introduction
Hydroxyl radicals (OH) are expected to form strong hydrogen bonds with water.
Such interactions are found in the gaseous environment of the atmosphere,1 the interface
of liquid water and ice,2,3 and bulk regions of liquid water, snow, and ice.4 The study of
the binary H2O-HO complex will provide insights on the interactions of OH with a single
water molecule and larger water networks found in the aforementioned systems. This
paper utilizes experimental gas-phase vibrational spectroscopy in the OH radical
stretching region, high-level ab initio calculations, and a two-dimensional vibrational
approach to investigate the binary H2O-HO complex.
Global and local minima of the H2O-HO complex have been located in previous
theoretical calculations.5-7 At the global minimum geometry, hydrogen bonding occurs
between the hydrogen of OH and the oxygen of water. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
complex in this geometry has Cs symmetry, with the water molecule at a specific angle φ
displaced from planarity, where it has C2v symmetry. φ is defined as the angle between
the O-O axis and the vector bisecting the HOH angle in the water molecule. Minima at
this geometry were identified for states of both 2A′ and 2A″ symmetry, differing in the
orientation of the singly occupied pπ-orbital of OH;6 the 2A′ state is the ground state and
global minimum. The difference in energy between the two electronic states has been
theoretically calculated to be in the range of 105-187 cm−1.6-9 The stability of H2O-HO at
the global minimum, De, relative to the OH + H2O reactant asymptote has been predicted
to be ~4.7-6.4 kcal mol−1.6-8,10 Another local minimum has been located in which the
hydrogen bond occurs between one of the hydrogens in the water and the oxygen of
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Figure 1. The H2O-HO complex in its global minimum geometry. The water monomer
is displaced from planarity by an angle φ, where φ is defined as the angle between the OO axis (solid line) and the vector bisecting the water molecule (dotted line). The
orientation of the a, b, and c inertial axes are also shown.
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OH.6,7 De for the less stable conformer has been predicted to be ~2.5-3.7 kcal mol−1.5-8,10
Using ab initio calculations, specific regions of the H2O-HO interaction potential have
been mapped out, scanning along one coordinate at a time about various H2O-HO
minima.11
The calculated harmonic frequency of the OH radical stretch in H2O-HO at its
global minimum and its shift from that in free OH have also been previously reported.6,8
A significant shift to lower frequency ranging from -76 to -99 cm−1 were calculated at the
SCF and RCISD levels of theory,6 while a larger shift of -156 cm−1 was reported in a
DFT study.8
The H2O-HO complex has been experimentally observed by infrared
spectroscopy in argon and neon matrices.12-14 Engdahl et al. assigned bands at 3452.3
and 3428.2 cm−1 to site-specific fundamental OH radical stretch transitions of the H2OHO complex,12 denoted ν2 in this paper in accordance with convention. In these ν2
transitions, the radical acts as the hydrogen bond donor and the water molecule as the
acceptor, consistent with the global minimum geometry of H2O-HO. Cooper et al.
determined that a previously unassigned 3442.1 cm−1 band is another ν2 transition of
H2O-HO in the same hydrogen bonded configuration from yet another site in the
matrix.13 The observed H2O-HO transitions at 3542.2, 3442.1, and 3428.0 cm−1 are
shifted from the OH monomer in an Ar matrix by −96.0, −106.1, and −120.2 cm−1,
respectively. Very recently, the H2O-HO ν2 transition in a Ne matrix has been reported at
3472.5 cm-1, shifted −94 cm-1 from the OH radical stretch of the monomer.14 To support
this assignment, the analogous three bands were observed upon deuteration; the three
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experimental shifts were comparable to the isotopic shift theoretically calculated for the
ν2 transition in D2O-DO relative to H2O-HO and at their global minima.13
The H2O-HO binary complex has also been observed in the gas-phase in
microwave studies.15-18 The microwave spectra, recorded using FTMW, were consistent
with the global minimum geometry predicted for the complex. Further microwave
studies investigated isotopic variants of H2O-HO, both D and 18O substituted.15,16,18
These studies analyzed the transition frequencies and derived ρ, the vibrationally
averaged 2A′-2A″ energy separation, using the formalism of Marshall and Lester.19 The
value of ρ obtained assumes the absence of rotation and spin-orbit coupling. In these
microwave studies, the value of ρ varied slightly amongst the many isotopomers, and
these differences were attributed to variations in the vibrationally averaged angle between
the OH radical bond axis and the a-inertial axis within the isotopomers.15,16,18
Several similar closed-shell systems have also been examined previously, namely
H2O-HF and H2O-HCl in both microwave20-24 and infrared spectroscopic investigations2527

as well as theoretical studies.21,28,29 The global minimum geometries of H2O-HF and

H2O-HCl resemble the global minimum geometry of H2O-HO. The hydrogen bond
occurs between the acid hydrogen and the oxygen of the water, and the complexes have
Cs symmetry, with the water molecule displaced from planarity at a specific angle φ. In
H2O-HF and H2O-HCl complexes, the lowest frequency vibration is a bending motion of
the water molecule out of the plane of the complex (ν6). This mode is described by a
double well potential; the water molecule is displaced from planarity at the global
minimum and the barrier corresponds to a planar C2v structure.20,21 Since the zero-point
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level in both H2O-HCl and H2O-HF was found to be extremely close to the top of the
low-lying barrier, both complexes were determined to be effectively planar.20,21 In a
more detailed investigation of H2O-HF, however, the average angle φ was markedly
nonzero.21 The energy difference between ν6=0 and ν6=1 in H2O-HF was estimated to be
70±3 cm−1 and rotational transitions of H2O-HF within ν6=1 have also been observed.20,23
Similarly, when H2O-HO forms from hydroxyl radical and water monomers, five
additional low-frequency vibrational modes are introduced. This includes the lowest
frequency bending mode, ν6, which, as in H2O-HF and H2O-HCl, is described by a
double-well potential. At the RCISD(Q)/TZ2P level of theory, the barrier height was
previously calculated to be ~18 cm−1;6 a more extensive investigation of the barrier to
planarity is carried out in the present study. With such a low-lying barrier, H2O-HO
would be effectively planar. However, H2O-HO is not truly a planar molecule, since it
undergoes large amplitude motion in the out-of-plane bend (ν6), and the coupling
between ν6 and other modes needs to be considered.
In this study, an experimental gas-phase infrared spectrum of H2O-HO in the OH
radical stretching region is presented for the first time. The infrared action spectrum was
recorded while detecting OH X 2Π (v=0) products by laser-induced fluorescence. In
addition, the OH product state distribution was measured, providing information on the
binding energy, D0, of H2O-HO. Complementary high-level CCSD(T) calculations in the
complete basis set (CBS) limit are carried out to obtain the best estimate of the OH
spectral shift and dissociation energy for the binary H2O-HO complex. Observation of a
second feature in the infrared spectrum prompted a theoretical investigation to aid in the
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assignment. As a result, a two-dimensional potential incorporating both ν2, the OH
radical stretching mode, and ν6, the H2O out-of-plane bending mode, is constructed to
shed light on the experimental spectrum and further develop the H2O-HO interaction
potential. This study demonstrates the coupling between these two modes, which leads to
changes in the effective potential for the out-of-plane bending motion upon OH
vibrational excitation.
II. Experimental Methods
The H2O-HO complex is formed by combining photolytically generated OH
radicals with H2O vapor in a pulsed supersonic jet. Diluted nitric acid at 60 wt. % (with
partial pressures of p H2O =4.67 torr and p HONO2 =0.79 torr at 20°C)30 is entrained in 150

psi He and photolyzed at 193 nm using an ArF excimer laser to form OH radicals.
Signals attributed to the H2O-HO complex are absent when water vapor is removed from
the carrier gas by using fuming nitric acid at 98 wt % in He. Photolysis occurs in the
collisional region of the jet; subsequent collisions stabilize and cool the H2O-HO
complex.
The H2O-HO complex is identified using infrared action spectroscopy, an IR
pump – UV probe technique, which provides high species selectivity and high sensitivity.
The IR pump laser is scanned in the fundamental OH stretch region and the UV probe
laser detects the resultant OH radical products, i.e. the action, using the sensitive laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) method. This IR-UV technique affords high selectivity for
species, such as H2O-HO, that are both bound by less than the energy of the IR photon
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(~10 kcal mol−1) and generate OH radicals upon dissociation in the specific quantum state
that is probed. As a result, species such as water clusters will not be detected as the IR
laser is scanned.
Infrared excitation in the OH fundamental region (~2.8 μm) is achieved using a
optical parametric oscillator (Continuum OPO, 0.02 cm−1 linewidth, ~10 mJ cm−2)
pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Precision 8000, 10 Hz). The
OH X 2Π (v=0) products resulting from IR excitation of H2O-HO are detected via LIF on
the OH A 2Σ+-X 2Π (1,0) transition at 280 nm, which is generated by frequency-doubling
the output of a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (Continuum 7020 and ND6000, 20 Hz). The
IR and UV lasers are calibrated using a wavelength meter (Coherent Wavemaster) and
the well-known positions of OH lines, respectively. The two beams are counterpropagated and spatially overlapped, intersecting the expansion ∼20 nozzle diameters
downstream from the pulsed valve. This is particularly helpful in cooling residual OH to
its lowest quantum state, v=0, N=1, and thereby reducing UV only signals. The IR pump
laser (10 Hz) is present for every other UV probe laser pulse (20 Hz), which permits data
acquisition with active background subtraction of UV only signal arising from residual
OH. The time delay between the IR and UV lasers is set at 50 ns.
The resultant probe laser-induced fluorescence is collimated using a f/1 lens and
re-focused on a slit using another f/1 lens. Wavelength discrimination and suppression of
scattered probe laser light is achieved using a narrowband interference filter at 313 ± 10
nm that passes OH A-X (1,1) emission before impinging upon a photomultiplier tube
(Electron Tubes 9813QB). The signal from the photomultiplier was pre-amplified and
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displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6050A) interfaced with
a PC for further processing.
Infrared action spectra are obtained by scanning the IR laser with the UV laser
fixed on the OH A-X (1,0) R1(3) transition, which was empirically found to give the best
signal-to-background ratio. Multiple scans are recorded to verify reproducibility and then
added together to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The OH X 2Π (v=0) product state
distribution is also recorded by scanning the UV laser over various well-known OH A-X
(1,0) lines. For each rotational level N, there are four fine-structure sub-states, which in
the high N limit correspond to Π(A′) or Π(A″) Λ-doublets within the F1 or F2 spin-orbit
manifolds. The fine-structure states can be easily resolved by probing different rotational
lines, as main-branch P and R lines originate from the Π(A′) state and Q lines originate
from the Π(A″) state. Typically four transitions probing different rotational/finestructure states were recorded at least three times for the determination of the statistical
uncertainty in the signal intensities. One OH product state is repeatedly probed before
and/or after other measurements and serves as a reference for scaling purposes. The
intensities were determined from the amplitudes of the spectral lines. Conversion of line
intensities to ground state populations includes a degeneracy correction factor.31
III. Theoretical Methods
A. Level of Theory and Basis Set

Density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional and the DunningHuzinaga aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, as implemented in the Gaussian 03 program package,32
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was used in this study to develop a two-dimensional potential for the H2O-HO complex.
Density functional theory, with the B3LYP functional, has been shown to be an effective
descriptor of hydrogen-bonded complexes.33,34 Diffuse functions need to be included in a
hydrogen-bonded complex such as H2O-HO. Computations of the H2O-HO energy were
carried out at different basis set sizes; the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set was found to be a
reasonable compromise between computational expense and accuracy.
We also performed a set of calculations of the equilibrium structure, dissociation
energy and harmonic frequencies of H2O-HO at the CCSD(T) level of theory,35-38 with
various basis sets from which we were able to extrapolate the energy to the complete
basis set limit. In particular, the structures were optimized and harmonic frequencies
were calculated using aug-cc-pVxZ basis sets with x = D, T and Q.39,40 A final single
point energy calculation is done with the aug-cc-pV5Z basis set using the optimized
geometry calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory. The CBS limits
employed by this work is that by Peterson et al.41 in which the extrapolation was
performed using
E ( n ) = ECBS + Ae −( n −1) + Be −( n −1)

2

where n is the highest orbital angular momentum quantum number, while A and B are
fitting parameters. In this work, n = 2 through 5 for the basis sets from double to
quintuple zeta respectively. The vibrational frequencies for both the monomers and
complexes were also calculated at the CCSD(T) level with the aug-cc-pVDZ through
aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets. The results of these calculations provided high-level
benchmarks against which we compare the DFT calculations.
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(1)

B. Two-Dimensional Potentials and Vibrational Energy Levels

Two-dimensional potential surfaces were constructed as functions of the hydroxyl
OH bond length r and the out-plane-angle φ for H2O-HO in the lowest states of 2A′ and
2

A″ symmetry. Here, the out-of-plane-angle is defined to be the angle between the O-O

axis and the bisector of the HOH angle in the water molecule.
This potential surface, V(r,φ), was constructed in two steps. First, a onedimensional potential surface Ve(φ) was evaluated for both the 2A′ and 2A″ states at
seventeen values of φ ranging from 0° to roughly 85°. At each of these values of φ, all
other coordinates were optimized to minimize the total energy. The resulting electronic
energies and the corresponding geometric parameters are tabulated in Appendix 2 in
Tables A1 and A2. To incorporate the OH stretch dependence in the potential, we varied
the value of the OH bond length r from 0.75 Å to 1.55 Å in increments of 0.05 Å at each
point in the original scan. At this stage all other internal coordinates were constrained to
the values that were determined in the first stage. The final two-dimensional 2A′and 2A″
potentials were completed by symmetry by taking advantage of the fact that V(r,φ) =
V(r,-φ). (The z-matrix used to vary the OH radical bond length at each optimized angle φ

is tabulated in Appendix 2 in Table A3.)
In fitting the potential and evaluating vibrational energies, we follow an approach
that is similar to ones that have been taken in studies of HOONO.42-44 Once the potential
was constructed, each of the one-dimensional OH stretch slice was fit to a Morse
oscillator:
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(

)

2

V ( r , φ ) = De (φ ) ⎡1 − exp( −α (φ ) ⎡⎣ r − re (φ ) ⎤⎦ ⎤ + E (φ ) .
⎣
⎦

(2)

The frequency, ωe, and anharmonicity, ωexe, were derived from eq (2). The fit
coefficients for the Morse potentials are provided in Appendix 2 (see Tables A4 and A5).
With the values of α and re constrained to those obtained by fitting our electronic
energies to eq. (2), the potential was made more flexible by using an extended Morse
potential:
4

V (r,φ) = ∑Dn (φ)[1− exp(−α (φ)[r − re (φ)])]n + E(φ)

(3)

n=2

Now the coefficients were allowed to vary to optimize the fit of the one-dimensional OH
stretch slices to this functional form. (The fit coefficients for the extended Morse
potentials are tabulated in Appendix 2 in Tables A6 and A7.) An advantage of this form
is that it provided a potential with which we could extrapolate to larger values of r while
retaining the appropriate long- and short-range behaviors.
Once we had fit the potentials, a discrete variable representation45,46 (DVR) was
used to calculate the energies and wavefunctions for the ν2=0 and 1 OH vibrational levels
from the extended Morse potential at each angle φ. The reduced mass of the OH radical
stretch was used. These calculations were performed using an evenly spaced grid of 101
points ranging from an OH bond length of 0.25 Å to 6.25 Å. In this way, adiabatic
potentials Vν 2 (φ ) were generated for the states with zero and one quantum in the OH
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stretch. (The points in the double-well potentials Vν 2 (φ ) for ν2=0 and ν2=1 for H2O-HO
on the 2A′ and 2A″ electronic surfaces are tabulated in Appendix 2 in Tables A1 and A2.)
Each Vν 2 (φ ) double-well potential was fit to a function of the form:
3

Vν 2 (φ ) = ∑ cn(ν 2 )φ 2 n .

(4)

n =0

(The coefficients for these fits are tabulated in Appendix 2 in Table A8.) A discrete
variable representation45,46 was then used to calculate the energy levels and
wavefunctions for the out-of-plane bend from the Vν 2 (φ ) potential for ν2 = 0 and 1. The
reduced mass for the out-of-plane bend vibrational mode (μoop) was evaluated by treating
this motion as a bend for three point masses (m): the oxygen in the OH radical (O1), the
oxygen in the water molecule (O2), and a point mass placed at the midpoint of the two
hydrogens in the water (X) with an associated mass of twice the mass of hydrogen. The
reduced mass is given by:47
1

μoop

⎛ 1
⎛ 1
1 ⎞ 1
1
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+
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+
⎟ 2
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2 ⎠
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⎠ 2
2
1 2
2

(5)

In this study, a constant value of μoop was used and was evaluated for φ=0°, and the bond
lengths in eq. (5) were obtained from the geometry optimization at this value of φ. In the
calculations for the out-of-plane bend, we used DVR based on an evenly spaced grid of
202 points in φ ranging from −180° to 180°.
C. Dipole Moment Surface and Transition Strengths
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In order to calculate the dipole moment surface, the dipole moments were
calculated at each of the 17 values of φ and at each of the 17 OH distances r. These
dipole moment functions were transformed into dipole moments in the principal axis
system, μ(r,φ).48
The transition strengths of various (ν2′,ν6′) ← (ν2″,ν6″) transitions were evaluated
using:

Mν 2′′ ,ν 6′′ ;ν 2′ ,ν 6′

2

= ν 2′′,ν 6′′ μ (r ,φ ) ν 2′ ,ν 6′

2

(6)

where μ is the dipole moment in D, and ν2 and ν6 are the quantum labels for OH stretch
and the angle out-of-plane bend, respectively. This two-dimensional calculation was
performed in a series of one-dimensional steps. First, the μ(r,φ) curves along both the aand c-inertial axes were fit to a function of the form:
6

μ ( r , φ ) = ∑ bn (φ ) r n .

(7)

n =0

(The coefficients for these fits are tabulated in Appendix 2 in Tables A9-A12.) Next, the
transition moment, μ10 (φ ) ≡ v2′′ = 0 μ ( r , φ ) v2′ = 1 , was calculated along the a- and cinertial axes at each value of φ using the OH stretch DVR grid points and wavefunctions.
Further, the resulting μ10(φ) curve along the a-inertial axis was fit to a function of the
form:
4

μ10 (φ ) = ∑ an cos(nφ )
n =0
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(8)

and the μ10(φ) curve along the c-inertial axis was fit to a function of the form:
4

μ10 (φ ) = ∑ cn sin(nφ ) .

(9)

n =1

(The coefficients for the fits of μ10(φ) along the a- and c-inertial axes for H2O-HO on the
2

A′ and 2A″ electronic surfaces are tabulated in Appendix 2 in Tables A13 and A14.)

Finally, ν 6′′ μ10 (φ ) ν 6′ along the a- and c-inertial axes was subsequently evaluated using

the angle out-of-plane DVR grid points and wavefunctions. This two-dimensional
calculation yielded the strength of a specific (ν2′,ν6′) ← (ν2″,ν6″) transition.
IV. Infrared Spectral Results: Experiment and Theory

The H2O-HO complex was stabilized in a supersonic jet and characterized using
infrared action spectroscopy via the approach described in Sec. II. A spectral search in
the OH fundamental stretching region revealed the two features shown in Figure 2: a
more intense band centered at 3490 cm−1 and another band centered at 3475 cm−1, which
are detected while monitoring the OH A-X (1,0) R1(3) transition. These features are
attributed to the H2O-HO complex based on experimental and theoretical evidence, which
is detailed in this and the following sections (Sec. IV and V). The experimental
identification is based on the vibrational frequencies and corresponding spectral shifts,
associated OH product state distributions, and supporting evidence from the partially
resolved rotational structure of the bands. The identification is also supported by high
level ab initio calculations of the spectral shift of the hydrogen-bonded OH radical stretch
and dissociation energy of the H2O-HO complex. Finally, in Sec. VI, we offer a likely
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Figure 2. Infrared action spectrum attributed to the H2O-HO complex in the fundamental

OH radical stretch region. The UV probe laser was fixed on the OH A-X (1,0) R1(3) line.
The band centered at 3490 cm−1 is assigned to the fundamental OH radical stretch (ν2),
while the feature centered at 3475 cm−1 is likely a hot band originating from an excited
out-of-plane H2O bend (ν6) level. The rotational band structure is not analyzed here;
however, we note that the spacings of rotational lines in both bands are consistent with
the (B+C) rotational constant determined from experimental microwave studies.17
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explanation for the observation of two features. Based on theoretical arguments, the
stronger feature at 3490 cm−1 is assigned to the OH radical stretch (ν2) of H2O-HO, while
the feature at 3475 cm−1 is tentatively attributed to a hot band involving ν2 and the H2O
out-of-plane bending motion, ν6.
The infrared features observed at 3490 cm−1 and 3475 cm−1 are shifted to lower
frequency of the OH monomer transition (3568 cm−1)49 by 78 and 93 cm−1, respectively.
The OH radical stretch is expected to exhibit a sizable spectral shift and 10-fold
enhancement in infrared intensity, making it the strongest infrared transition, upon
hydrogen bonding in the H2O-HO complex.6 The relative intensities of the bands
observed at 3490 and 3475 cm−1, obtained by integrating over a ±4 cm−1 range about the
central positions of the features, is ~2:1. It should be noted that the intensity ratio is
derived from infrared action spectra obtained while monitoring a specific OH product
channel.
Both the 3490 and 3475 cm−1 bands display partially resolved rotational structure
at the 0.15 cm−1 resolution shown in Figure 2. The rotational structure of the OH
stretching band of H2O-HO is expected to be quite complicated due to partial quenching
of the OH orbital angular momentum in the complex.19 Marshall and Lester generated
simulations of the a-type infrared transition expected for the OH radical stretch (see Fig.
3 of Ref. 19) based on estimated rotational constants and the degree of quenching;19 the
ground state parameters derived in recent FTMW work, (B+C)/2 = 0.2195 cm−1 and ρ =
−146.5 cm−1,17 confirm that intermediate behavior between the well-established limiting
cases (fully quenched or completely unquenched orbital angular momentum) is expected.
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While the present resolution is not adequate to permit analysis of the complicated
rotational band structure, we comment on the limited rotational structure observed.
(Some spectral broadening arises from intramolecular vibrational redistribution and/or
vibrational predissociation.) We observe regular spacings of 0.51(6) cm−1 in the 3475
and 3490 cm−1 bands, although additional substructure is clearly evident in the stronger
3490 cm−1 band. These spacings are consistent with the P- and R-branch spacings
anticipated for H2O-HO of twice the effective rotational constant (B+C),19 offering
further support for assignment of the spectrum to the H2O-HO complex.
The observed spectral shifts of these features are in agreement with previous
reports of the OH stretch of H2O-HO in an Ar matrix of −96 to −120 cm−1 and in a Ne
matrix of −94 cm−1.12-14,50 The slight change between the shifts measured in the gasphase and matrix can be attributed to interactions of the complex with the matrix
environment. The observed spectral shifts are also in accord with calculated shifts of the
OH radical stretching frequency in the H2O-HO complex based on SCF and RCISD
methods.6 A larger spectral shift is obtained in the B3LYP calculations performed in this
work to generate a two-dimensional potential (see Sec. VI), as had been found in an
earlier DFT study.8 As a result, high level CCSD(T) calculations with very large basis
sets are also performed here.
CCSD(T) calculations using aug-cc-pVxZ basis sets with x = D, T and Q were
carried out to obtain the harmonic frequencies of the H2O-HO complex and its
constituent monomers. The harmonic frequencies of the stretching modes for H2O-HO,
namely the H2O symmetric stretch (ν1), OH radical stretch (ν2), and H2O asymmetric
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stretch (ν7), and the corresponding modes in the monomers are listed in Table 1. Only
the OH radical stretch is significantly shifted (Δ) from its monomer frequency with
harmonic shifts ranging from −94 to −105 cm−1 with increasing size of the basis set, and
further validating the assignment of one or both of the experimental features to the OH
radical stretch (ν2) of H2O-HO. (It should be noted that the calculated shifts do not
account for changes in anharmonicity of the mode in the complex as compared to the
monomer.) Comparison of the CCSD(T) results with the experimental frequencies for
the monomers confirms that only the OH radical stretch (ν2) should appear in the spectral
range investigated. The H2O stretching modes are both higher in frequency and
essentially unshifted upon complexation with the OH radical.
A significantly larger spectral shift is anticipated for the OH radical stretch in
(H2O)n-HO clusters with more than one water molecule (n > 1) and such clusters are also
predicted to have a substantially larger binding energy.10,51 For example, the spectral
shift and binding energy are predicted to nearly double for (H2O)2-HO compared to the
binary complex, and further increases are expected for (H2O)3-HO. Both properties make
larger clusters unlikely to be observed by infrared action spectroscopy in the spectral
region of Figure 2. Furthermore, we note that the less stable conformer of H2O-HO, in
which the hydrogen bond occurs between a hydrogen in H2O and the oxygen of OH, is
predicted to have a much smaller shift of the OH radical stretch (less than 10 cm−1)5 and,
more generally, no transitions are expected to appear in the spectral range of Figure 2.
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Table 1. Vibrational frequencies (cm−1) and spectral shifts (Δ, cm−1) for the high

frequency modes of H2O-HO in the X 2 A′ state
CCSD(T)
Vibrational Frequency

aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ

Expt.

OH

3683

3720

3740

3568(a)

H2O sym

3787

3811

3831

3657(b)

H2O asym

3905

3920

3941

3756(b)

ν1 (a′)

3788

3811

3831

ν2 (a′)

3589

3619

3635

ν7 (a″)

3903

3918

3939

Δ1

1

0

0

Δ2

-94

-101

-105

Δ7

-2

-2

-2

H2O-HO

(a) Ref. 49.
Ref. 63.
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V. Dissociation Energy: Experiment and Theory

The IR excitation provides the system with enough energy to dissociate into OH +
H2O, and the nascent OH X 2Π (v=0) products are detected in various rotational levels
and fine-structure states as described in Sec. II. Infrared excitation of the H2O-HO
feature at 3491.3 cm−1 results in the OH product state distribution shown in Figure 3.
The distribution peaks at the lowest rotational level that can be observed, N=2,52 falls off
to a minimum around N=5-6, and then increases to a small secondary peak at N=9 before
dropping to a negligible signal level at N=10. (The inserts show scans across OH A-X
(1,0) Q2(9) and Q1(10) lines that probe the highest rotational levels.) No significant Λdoublet or spin-orbit preference is observed.
The OH product state distribution provides direct information on the binding
energy, D0, of the H2O-HO complex. The highest observed OH product channel is N=9,
Π(A″), F2 with 1694.9 cm−1 of internal energy. The infrared excitation, νIR, at 3491.3
cm−1 combined with the internal energy of the OH product, EOH, leaves 1796.4 cm−1
(5.14 kcal mol−1) of energy available (Eavail) to be distributed between dissociation of
H2O-HO, D0, internal excitation of H2O products, EH2O , and translational recoil of the
fragments, Et, according to the following conservation of energy relationship:

hν IR − D0 = Eavail = EOH + EH 2O + Et

(10)

The internal energy of H2O-HO is negligible at the cold rotational temperatures of the
supersonic jet (~10 K). The internal energy of H2O and translational recoil energy are
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Figure 3. Nascent quantum state distribution of the OH (v=0, N) products observed

following excitation of the OH radical stretch, ν2, of the H2O-HO complex at 3491.3
cm−1. Ticks as well as filled (black) and open (blue) symbols identify OH rotational
levels in the F1 and F2 spin-orbit manifolds respectively, whereas the Π(A′) and Π(A″)

Λ-doublet components are distinguished by triangles and circles. The OH product state
distribution peaks at low N, falls off with increasing N, and exhibits a secondary peak at

N=9. The inserts show experimental LIF spectra recorded on the Q2(9) and Q1(10) lines
of the OH A-X (1,0) band, the former indicating population in the N=9, F2, Π(A″) level
with 1694.9 cm−1 of internal energy. The solid and dotted lines are statistical prior
distributions for the F1 and F2 manifolds calculated with and without the constraint that
the H2O product is released with one quantum of bend excitation (see text).
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not known from these experiments. As a result, an upper limit for the binding energy of
H2O-HO can be determined and yields D0 ≤ 5.14 kcal mol−1.
Complementary calculations of the dissociation energy of the H2O-HO complex
were also performed at the CCSD(T) level of theory with increasing basis set size in
order to extrapolate to the complete basis set limit. The resultant energies are given in
Table 2, which reveal a limiting value of De (CBS-∞) = 5.6 kcal mol−1. Interestingly, the
H2O-HO complex is predicted to have a larger electronic binding energy than those from
the best calculations available to date for the water dimer with De = 4.9 kcal mol−1 at the
MP2(FC) basis set limit53 and De = 5.0 kcal mol−1 using CCSD(T) with triple ζ basis set
and analysis of electron correlation effects.54 Additionally, Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)
analysis has shown that the OH radical is a stronger hydrogen bond donor than H2O in its
interaction with another H2O molecule.55 The change in zero point energy (ZPE)
between H2O-HO and its constituent monomers is also needed for comparison with
experiment. The best estimate for the change in ZPE based on harmonic frequencies
yields a binding energy of D0 = 3.6 kcal mol−1, which is certainly consistent with the
upper limit determined experimentally. It is also anticipated that this number would
increase if we were able to account for anharmonicities in all nine vibrational degrees of
freedom.
The shape of the OH product state distribution may provide dynamical
information on the dissociation. In similar systems, Nizkorodov et al.56 showed that OH
overtone excitation of water dimer and Ar-H2O results in H2O products with dominant
internal bend excitation. As a result, we consider the possibility of bend excitation of the
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Table 2. Dissociation and binding energies (kcal mol−1) for H2O-HO in the X 2 A′ state

Method

De

D0

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ

5.9

3.9

/aug-cc-pVTZ

5.9

3.9

/aug-cc-pVQZ

5.8

3.8

/aug-cc-pV5Z

5.7

3.7

5.6

3.6

CBS-∞
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H2O product in the dissociation of H2O-HO, which might arise if OH stretch
couples with H2O bend through intramolecular energy transfer across the hydrogen bond.
For low OH product N rotational levels (N < 3), there is sufficient excess energy available
after dissociation to excite one quantum of H2O bend (1594.6 cm−1), potentially
contributing to the peak in the product distribution at low OH rotational energy. For
higher OH product N rotational levels (N ≥ 3), there is not enough energy available to
excite the H2O bend. The excess energy can only go into product rotation and
translational recoil.
We simulate the experimental OH X 2Π (v=0) product state distribution in Figure
3 with a prior distribution,57 both with and without explicit assumption of H2O bend
excitation. In general, a prior distribution assumes that the product states associated with
the translational, rotational, and vibrational motions of the fragments are populated with
equal probability subject only to a energy constraint.58 We examine the probability of the
OH products being released in a given quantum state and, therefore, sum over the
unobserved H2O quantum states. The prior distribution computed with Eavail = hν IR − D0
provides a reasonably good depiction of the distribution for N ≥ 4 as illustrated by the
smooth curves (for the F1 and F2 spin-orbit components) through the experimental data.
The N ≤ 3 portion of the distribution is better simulated when Eavail is reduced to ∼200
cm−1, the energy available if one quantum of H2O bend is excited. A near equal
weighting of the two simulations is representative of the experimental data, suggesting
that approximately half of the H2O products may be released with bending excitation.
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The origin of the small secondary peak at N=9 is not known, but likely arises from a nearresonance in the half-collision scattering dynamics.
The weaker 3475 cm−1 band was observed when monitoring one of the most
populated OH product states on the A-X (1,0) R1(3) transition; however, a comprehensive
product state distribution was not determined. If this band is indeed a hot band
originating from an excited ν6 level, as proposed in the next section, then the excess
energy released to products upon IR excitation would increase by ~65 cm−1. This is
unlikely to substantively change the OH product state distribution. However, it should be
noted that the intensity ratio derived for the 3490 and 3475 cm−1 bands implicitly
assumes that the relative population of the OH N=3, Π(A′), F1 product state is equivalent
in the two product distributions.
VI. Interpretation of IR Action Spectrum
A. 2A′ Electronic State

As described in Sec. III, a two-dimensional potential V(r,φ), incorporating both
the OH radical distance (r) and the angle out-of-plane (φ), was generated to probe the role
of couplings between the corresponding vibrational modes, ν2 and ν6, in the infrared
spectrum of the H2O-HO complex. This section discusses the potential constructed for
the 2A′ surface. Energies of (ν2,ν6) quantum states and the resultant frequencies of
(ν2′,ν6′) ← (ν2″,ν6″) transitions with their respective transition strengths are computed in
order to investigate the origin of the two distinct spectral bands in the experimental
spectrum.
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The double-well potentials Ve(φ) for the purely electronic potential and the
adiabatic potentials Vν 2 (φ ) for the ν2=0 and 1 quantum states of H2O-HO with 2A′
symmetry are depicted in Figure 4. For Ve(φ), the barrier to planarity is 24.3 cm−1 and the
minima are located at φ values of ±37.2°. The barrier height increases with increasing ν2
to 37.3 and 73.3 cm−1 in the ν2=0 and 1 quantum states, respectively. Additionally, the
minimum shifts to larger values of |φ|, specifically 40.5° for ν2=0 and 45.6° for ν2=1.
To understand the origins of the width and height of the barrier, we turn to the
frequency, ωe, and anharmonicity, ωexe, obtained from the Morse parameters for the OH
radical stretch, developed as a function of φ by fitting the electronic energies to eq. (2).
These are plotted in Figure 5. The frequency ωe is a maximum when the complex is
planar and decreases to a minimum value at φ=±62.7°. The anharmonicity displays the
opposite trend, with a local minimum when the complex is planar and a maximum at

φ=±56.2°. Increasing ωe increases the transition frequency, while increasing ωexe
decreases the transition frequency. As such, because the maximum in ωe and minimum
in ωexe occur at larger values of φ than the minimum in Ve(φ), the minimum in the
adiabatic potential Vν 2 (φ ) shifts to larger values of |φ| with increased excitation of the
OH stretch.
The behaviors of ωe and ωexe are characteristic of hydrogen bonded systems and
the overall trends are very similar to those reported for the OH stretch in HOONO.42,59 In
the case of the H2O-HO complex, these trends can be rationalized as follows. Extension
of the OH bond drives the system toward the proton transferred H3O+/O− complex. This
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Figure 4. Calculated H2O-HO potentials as a function of the angle out-of-plane φ with

all other coordinates optimized to minimize the total energy, using DFT with the B3LYP
functional and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The purely electronic potentials Ve of 2A′ and 2A″
symmetry are shown along with the adiabatic potentials Vν 2 (φ ) generated (see text) for
H2O-HO incorporating OH stretch with ν2=0 and 1. The symbols denote the calculated
data points for the 2A′ (black, filled symbols) and 2A″ (red, open symbols) symmetry
potentials, while the curves through the data are the fits. The energies of the ν6 quantum
states associated with the ν2=0 and 1 quantum levels, denoted as (ν2,ν6), on the 2A′
(black) and 2A″ (red) surfaces are indicated as horizontal lines. The arrows depict the
(1,0) ← (0,0) and (1,1) ← (0,1) transitions on the 2A′ (black) and 2A″ (red) surfaces.
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Figure 5. Harmonic frequency, ωe, and anharmonicity, ωexe, of the H2O-HO potential on

the 2A′ surface, obtained from the parameters in the Morse fit of the OH radical stretch as
a function of the angle out-of-plane φ.
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process is more favorable in non-planar geometries, and the possibility of charge transfer
lowers the OH frequency and raises its anharmonicity as the H is driven into more
favorable H3O+ geometries. While the shifts are less dramatic in the present system,
similar behavior has been described for (H2O)2+, X−(H2O), and HCl-(H2O)4 complexes.6062

Once we evaluated the adiabatic potentials Vν 2 (φ ) for ν2=0 and 1, they were used
to calculate the energies of the (ν2,ν6) levels, which are shown with horizontal lines in
Figure 4 and compiled in Table 3. An interesting observation emerging from these
calculations is that the position of the ν6=0 energy level changes relative to the barrier to
planarity when ν2=0 and 1, with this level lying 12.7 cm−1 above the barrier for ν2=0 and
7.3 cm−1 below the barrier for ν2=1. The change in barrier height also results in a
decrease in the frequency of the out-of-plane bend mode, expressed as the energy
difference between the (ν2,0) and (ν2,1) states, by 13.7 cm−1 for ν2=1 compared to ν2 = 0.
This observation is the key to our assignment of the lower frequency band in the
spectrum, as this decrease in the out-of-plane bend frequency upon OH stretch excitation
means that the calculated (1,1) ← (0,1) hot band is shifted by 13.7 cm−1 to lower
frequency of the (1,0) ← (0,0) fundamental transition. This shift is remarkably similar to
the 15 cm−1 shift between the two bands observed in the experimental spectrum.
Before pursuing this point and discussing the likelihood of hot-band transitions in
the H2O-HO complex, we must note that the calculated frequencies of these two bands
are predicted to be shifted by –176.5 and –190.2 cm−1 from free OH, respectively. To
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Table 3. Calculated energies for (ν2,ν6) levels of H2O-HO, ν6 energy spacings (ΔE),

frequencies for (ν2′,ν6′) ← (ν2″,ν6″) transitions and their corresponding strengths ( M 2 ),
and spectral shifts (Δ) relative to free OH for the 2A′ and 2A″ surfaces. Units in cm−1
except as noted. Energies defined relative to the global minimum.
2

A′

(ν2, ν6=0)

(ν2, ν6=1)

ΔE

(ν2=0, ν6)

1802.0

1884.2

82.2

(ν2=1, ν6)

5159.7

5228.2

68.5

(1,0) ← (0,0)

3357.7

(1,1) ← (0,1)

3344.0

Δ

-176.5

-190.2

M 2 (D2)

0.0477

0.0483

A″

(ν2, ν6=0)

(ν2, ν6=1)

ΔE

(ν2=0, ν6)

1932.9

2000.9

68.0

(ν2=1, ν6)

5292.9

5346.5

53.6

(1,0) ← (0,0)

3360.0

2

(1,1) ← (0,1)

3345.6

Δ

-174.2

-188.6

M 2 (D2)

0.0448

0.0462
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obtain these numbers, we used the same approach as was used to calculate the adiabatic
potential for the complex. Specifically, we calculated the electronic energy as a function
of the OH bond length and fitted the results to an extended Morse potential of the form of
eq. (2). While these shifts are approximately two times larger than the experimentally
observed shifts, they are consistent with the shift of –162.4 cm−1 obtained from the
harmonic frequencies for the OH radical stretch upon complexation with H2O using the
same method and basis and the –156 cm−1 shift in harmonic frequencies reported in a
previous DFT study.8 The significant difference between the experimental and calculated
shifts of the OH stretch frequency prompted us to carry out the CCSD(T) calculations
with very large basis sets described in previous sections. By going to this high level of
theory and an aug-cc-pVQZ basis, the shift in the calculated harmonic frequency of the
OH stretch is reduced to –105 cm−1, which is much closer to the observed shift.
The fact that the absolute shift in the calculated OH frequency in H2O-HO
compared to isolated OH at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory/basis differs from
experiment by ∼100 cm−1 may lead one to question the accuracy of the calculated 13.7
cm−1 shift between the OH fundamental and the hot-band transition with one quantum of
excitation in the out-of-plane bend. As indicated above, the frequency of the out-of-plane
bend is sensitive to the width and height of the barrier to planarity as well as the changes
in these properties upon OH stretch excitation. The latter arises from the variation of the
OH stretch frequency ωe and anharmonicity ωexe with φ. These changes are wellunderstood. While the B3LYP calculations are not expected to provide an exact
treatment, the frequencies and anharmonicites derived from this method (Figure 5)
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display the expected trends. A second concern is whether the electronic structure method
utilized (B3LYP) provides an accurate description of the width and height of the barrier
to planarity. In Table 4, we report equilibrium values of φ and barrier heights, calculated
using various levels of theory and basis sets. The barrier heights are consistently
calculated to be between 16 and 38 cm−1. Most of the calculations and, in particular, the
highest level ones give an equilibrium value of |φ| between 33° and 40°. As a result, we
are confident that the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ potential surface provides a good description
of the dependence of the electronic energy on the out-of-plane bend coordinate.
Based on the above considerations, the 3490 cm−1 experimental band is likely the
(1,0) ← (0,0) transition, namely the fundamental OH stretch transition from the ground ν6
quantum state. The 3475 cm−1 experimental band is likely the (1,1) ← (0,1) transition,
that is, a hot band originating from an excited out-of-plane bending state (ν6=1).
Additionally, the relative calculated strengths of the (1,0) ← (0,0) and (1,1) ← (0,1)
transitions have a ratio of ~1:1, as recorded in Table 3. Again, this result is consistent
with the two experimental bands, each with significant intensity.
The proposal that the experimental features at 3490 cm−1 and 3475 cm−1 are
transitions originating from the (0,0) and (0,1) quantum states, respectively, hinges on the
possibility that the ν6=1 state is populated. The (0,1) quantum state is calculated to be
only 82.2 cm−1 above the ground (0,0) state, and thus can be expected to be populated at
vibrational temperatures above 50 K. The fractional population of the (0,1) energy level
relative to the (0,0) energy level is calculated to be 0.09 at 50 K, 0.31 at 100 K, and 0.55
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Table 4. Calculated heights of the barrier to planarity Ve (φ=0) and equilibrium values of

the out-of-plane angle (φe) obtained at different levels of theory/basis sets

Ve (φ=0) / cm−1

φe / degrees

MP2/6-311+G(d,p)

25

28.8

MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p)

17

33.3

MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

31

34.7

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ

18

34.2

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ

26

37.2

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

24

37.2

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ

23

36.0

CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ

25

36.4

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ

38

39.6

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ

24

37.0

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ

16

33.4

Level of theory
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at 200 K, and such vibrational temperatures are certainly plausible under the
experimental conditions. It should also be noted that the two spectral features are
observed using infrared action spectroscopy. The hot band, with slightly greater excess
energy released to products, could be detected with higher efficiency than the
fundamental transition, if it has a larger fractional population in the OH N=3, Π(A′), F1
product state.
Figure 6 shows the μ10(φ) transition moment curves projected along the a- and cinertial axes. The dipole moment along the b-inertial axis in H2O-HO is zero. The dipole
moment along the a-inertial axis is an even function of φ, whereas the dipole moment
along the c-inertial axis is an odd function of φ and nearly invariant about zero.
Therefore, since the ν6=0 wavefunctions are even functions of φ and the ν6=1
wavefunctions are odd functions of φ, the only non-zero component of both the (1,0) ←
(0,0) and (1,1) ← (0,1) transitions is along the a-inertial axis. The OH radical stretch
coordinate lies nearly along the a-inertial axis, consistent with an a-type transition and
validating the assumed transition type for the OH radical stretch in Ref. 19.
B. 2A″ Electronic State

The previous section suggests that the two experimental spectral bands are both
transitions on the 2A′ electronic surface. We also considered the possibility of the
experimental bands resulting from transitions on two different electronic surfaces, one on
the 2A′ surface and the other on the 2A″ surface. Therefore, a two-dimensional potential
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Figure 6. Calculated transition moment for H2O-HO, μ10(φ) plotted as a function of the

angle out-of-plane φ. The μ10(φ) components along the a-inertial axis (black, filled
symbols for data with curve for fit) and c-inertial axis (green, open symbols for data with
curve for fit) are shown.
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V(r,φ) was also constructed for the H2O-HO complex of 2A″ symmetry. Energies of
(ν2,ν6) quantum states and the frequencies of (ν2′,ν6′) ← (ν2″,ν6″) transitions with their
respective transition strengths were calculated in order to determine the likelihood of this
possibility.
The H2O-HO complex on the 2A″ surface follows markedly the same trends as
H2O-HO on the 2A′ surface, except for a higher barrier to planarity (46.8 cm−1) and
slightly larger |φ| values (43.0°) at the energetic minima on the purely electronic potential

Ve(φ). As illustrated in Figure 4, the barrier height increases for Vν 2 (φ ) on the 2A″
surface, rising to 62.7 and 105.1 cm−1 for ν2=0 and 1, respectively. For ν2=0 the minima
are at φ=±45.5°, while for ν2=1 the minima are at φ=±49.6°, in much the same way as
found for the 2A′ surface. As the barrier height increases from ν2=0 to ν2=1, the positions
of the ν6=0 energy levels change with respect to the barrier. The (0,0) energy level lies
3.1 cm−1 below the barrier, whereas the (1,0) energy level lies 27.7 cm−1 below the
barrier. The increase in barrier height with OH vibrational excitation decreases the
spacing between the ν6=0 and 1 out-of-plane bending levels in that ν2 quantum state. On
the 2A″ electronic surface, as reported in Table 3, the energy spacing of 68.0 cm−1
between (0,0) and (0,1) decreases to 53.6 cm−1 between (1,0) and (1,1).
Most significantly, as indicated in Table 3, the frequencies of the (1,0) ← (0,0)
and (1,1) ← (0,1) transitions on the 2A″ surface are remarkably similar to the frequencies
of the corresponding transitions on the 2A′ surface. The frequency of the (1,0) ← (0,0)
transition on the 2A″ surface differs by less than 3 cm−1 from the predicted frequency for
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the corresponding (1,0) ← (0,0) transition on the 2A′ surface. The frequency of the (1,1)

← (0,1) transition on the 2A″ differs by less than 2 cm−1 from the predicted frequency of
the corresponding (1,1) ← (0,1) transition on the 2A′ surface. As shown in Table 3, the
strengths of the two transitions on the 2A″ surface are essentially equal and are also
comparable to the strengths of the two transitions on the 2A′ surface. The similarity in
frequency of corresponding transitions on the two electronic surfaces suggests that
transitions on the 2A″ surface would overlap the corresponding transitions on the 2A′
surface. Therefore, the two experimental bands 15 cm−1 apart are unlikely to result from
the (1,0) ← (0,0) transitions on the two different electronic surfaces.
We have also considered the effect of mixing between the 2A′ and 2A″ surfaces
induced by spin-orbit coupling, using the spin-orbit coupling constant of free OH. This
results in the same degree of mixing as described in Ref. 19. This shifts the absolute
energies of each of the (ν2,ν6) levels on the nominally 2A′ and 2A″ surfaces by ∼30 cm-1.
However, the frequencies of the (1,0) ← (0,0) and (1,1) ← (0,1) transitions on the two
surfaces are shifted by less than 1 cm-1 with the introduction of spin-orbit coupling.
Thus, the proposed assignment of the two bands as fundamental and hot band transitions
is unchanged.
VII. Conclusions

In this paper, we report the IR action spectrum of H2O-HO in the OH radical
stretching region. The spectrum displays two distinct spectral bands, one at 3490 cm−1
and the other at 3475 cm−1, shifted by 78 and 93 cm–1 to lower frequency of the OH
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stretch frequency in an isolated OH molecule. The higher frequency band in the
spectrum has roughly twice the integrated intensity of the lower frequency one. The shift
in frequency of the 3490 cm−1 band, compared to an isolated OH molecule, is consistent
with the harmonic shift calculated at the CCSD(T) level with very large basis sets and the
shifts previously reported for the H2O-HO complex in an Ar matrix. We have assigned
this transition to the fundamental in the OH stretch. On the other hand, the lower
frequency peak does not correspond to previously observed bands in this system.
In an effort to elucidate the assignment of this band, we undertook a series of
calculations. Based on that work, we assign both bands as transitions within the
nominally 2A′ electronic surface. The 3475 cm−1 band is likely a hot band originating
from a state with one quantum in the out-of-plane bend. The latter is calculated to be
13.7 cm−1 lower in energy than the fundamental in the OH stretch with a comparable
transition moment to the v2 fundamental transition. We also pursued the possibility that
one of the bands involved a transition within the 2A′′ state. Based on our calculations, the
transitions on the 2A′ and 2A′′ electronic states should be overlapping and therefore
invoking the second electronic state could not explain the 15 cm−1 gap between the two
observed bands.
Finally, using action spectroscopy to monitor the absorption of a photon by the
H2O-HO complex enables us to obtain an upper bound on the binding energy of the
complex based on the OH product state distribution. Analysis of the distribution arising
from exciting the complex at 3491.3 cm−1 yields an experimental binding energy of D0 ≤
5.14 kcal mol−1. The value for De, calculated at the CCSD(T) level of theory and the
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CBS limit is 5.6 kcal mol−1, while the best estimate for D0 is 3.6 kcal mol−1. This is very
good agreement given the difficulty of such calculations for hydrogen-bonded systems.
Future work will be aimed at experimental and theoretical studies of partially and fully
deuterated H2O-HO complexes to ascertain their OH/D radical stretching frequencies,
OH/D product state distributions, and binding energies.
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I. Introduction
Many reactions of CN radicals exhibit unusual kinetic behavior indicative of
association of the reactants in a weakly bound radical-molecule complex. This is evident
in the reaction kinetics of the CN radical with hydrocarbons,1,2 which have been studied
extensively due to the prevalence of cyanogen in the combustion products of fossil fuels
and its resulting role in NOx chemistry.3 In such environments, the CN radical acts as a
pseudo-halogen, reacting rapidly with the gaseous hydrocarbons through addition or
hydrogen abstraction. Large rate coefficients in both of these cases suggest that the
reactions are barrierless with negative activation energies indicating that pre-reactive
complexes are formed, albeit with short lifetimes.2 Crossed molecular beam studies of
CN radicals with unsaturated hydrocarbons4 have shown that the first step in the reaction
pathway is the production of a collision complex, in which the CN radical adds to the π
electron density of the hydrocarbon. Although this type of addition mechanism would
not be possible with saturated hydrocarbons, theoretical work by Georgievskii and
Klippenstein5 has predicted a weakly bound van der Waals complex and submerged
barrier, separating the pre-reactive complex from product formation, to explain the
“strange kinetics” and unusual temperature dependence of the C2H6 + CN hydrogen
abstraction reaction. Isolating and studying CN radical-rare gas (CN-Rg) complexes
provides a starting point to study CN radical-molecule complexes, which have not yet
been observed directly.
Thus far, the electronic spectroscopy and excited state predissociation dynamics
of CN-Rg and CN-H2 van der Waals complexes have been examined by Heaven and co107

workers.6-8 CN-Ne, CN-Ar and CN-H2 were investigated using laser induced
fluorescence (LIF) with initial work on each system focusing on electronic excitation and
fluorescence detection in the CN B 2Σ+-X 2Σ+ region, hereafter referred to as B-X
transitions of the complexes. The notation used to denote electronic states of these
complexes is not rigorous, but has been adopted in this work and all previous studies to
denote states which correlate closely with those of free-CN. Rotationally structured CNNe B (νCN=0)–X (νCN=0) excitation spectra were observed by collection of B-state
fluorescence from the complex itself, with the electronic origin lying close in energy to
that of free-CN. This is in stark contrast to the dynamics of CN-Ar and CN-H2
complexes upon B-X excitation: CN-Ar rapidly predissociates into CN A 2Π + Ar, such
that rovibronic spectra could be observed only by collecting CN A-X emission. The CNH2 B-X excitation spectrum displays no resolvable structure and was attributed to boundfree excitation with subsequent emission from CN B 2Σ+ products. These studies provide
a significant amount of information on the excited B (and A) electronic states of these CN
complexes; however, little spectroscopic information was obtained on these CN
complexes in their ground electronic state. The present study provides the first infrared
spectroscopic study of a CN radical complex, specifically CN-Ne, which is utilized to
characterize the anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne intermolecular potential. Similar studies
of CN-Ar and CN-H2 will be reported elsewhere.
Alexander and co-workers have generated high level ab initio potential energy
surfaces (PES) for CN-Ne, CN-Ar and CN-H2, and these were subsequently used in
analysis of spectroscopic data, giving insight on the structure and dynamics of the
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complexes.9-12 The CN X 2Σ+ + Ne MRCI+Q surface indicates a long-range van der
Waals type interaction with Ne bound to the CN X 2Σ+ radical by just 31.3 cm-1 (De) at an
intermolecular separation (Re) of 3.75 Å. The intermolecular potential exhibits minimal
anisotropy, with a barrier to CN internal rotation of less than 2 cm-1. Another ab initio
study of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne potential by Vrábel et al. yielded a similar angular
dependence for the interaction energy using restricted (and unrestricted) MP2 theory,13
with De=32.0 cm-1, Re=3.75 Å, and a barrier to internal rotation of less than 5 cm-1. The
anisotropy of the ground state PES changes for different partners; for example, the CN X
2 +

Σ + Ne and H2 potentials are relatively flat,11,12 with CN likely to undergo almost free

internal rotation, while the CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential is predicted to be more anisotropic
with a bent minimum energy structure.9 The minimum energy configuration also
changes upon electronic excitation of CN to the B 2Σ+ state, which reverses the direction
of the CN dipole moment,14 with CN-Ar favoring a linear minimum energy
configuration.
Given the shallow nature of the ground and excited state potentials for CN-Rg
complexes, both infrared and vibronic spectra will likely be dominated by progressions in
the low frequency ‘bending’ vibration associated with hindered internal rotor motion.
For this reason, this work follows the guide to open shell van der Waals complexes by
Dubernet et al. which reduces the effective Hamiltonian for the system to that of the
bending (or internal hindered rotor) mode alone.15,16 For complexes of CN in 2Σ+ states,
which includes its X 2Σ+ and B 2Σ+ electronic states, this reduced Hamiltonian follows
Hund’s case (b) approximations and is similar to that of a closed shell system because the
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unpaired electron spin is only weakly coupled to the nuclear axes. It should be noted that
the quantum labels used in such approximations in previous literature are not consistent,
and therefore it is useful to define the notation that will be used throughout this work. In
such atom-diatom complexes, the diatomic monomer rotational quantum number
(denoted as n) is quantized along the intermolecular axis.15,17 This projection quantum
number is labeled K. L is the pseudo diatomic quantum number for the end-over-end
rotation of the complex, and this can couple with K to form the resultant N, which is the
total angular momentum (excluding electron spin) and is a good quantum number.
Electron spin can only weakly couple with N, and therefore is neglected. As a result,
CN-Ne states will be labeled by their hindered rotor state (nK), CN vibrational state (νCN),
and CN electronic state (X or B), as needed; the intermolecular stretch (νs) is not observed
and therefore is generally not included in state labels.
This paper focuses on the CN-Ne complex, which has previously been
investigated through electronic spectroscopy in the B-X region by Heaven and coworkers.7,8 In the present work, an IR-UV double resonance technique is employed to
probe the ground electronic state of the CN-Ne complex, principally with two quanta of
CN stretch, leading to the observation of several rotationally resolved bands. The
rotational structure of these bands and spacings between associated angular states are
used to obtain new information on the anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne potential, which
is complemented by high level ab initio calculations and compared with previous
experimental work on this system.
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Figure 1. IR-UV double resonance scheme is shown on schematic radial potentials for
CN (B 2Σ+, X 2Σ+) + Ne. The IR laser prepares CN-Ne complexes with two quanta of CN
stretch and possible intermolecular excitation. The UV laser subsequently promotes
vibrationally excited CN-Ne to the excited electronic state correlating with CN B 2Σ+
(v=0) + Ne, giving rise to a laser-induced fluorescence signal. Upon photolysis at 193
nm, CN-Ne X (νCN=2) can also be observed directly in the jet expansion (without IR
excitation) and is probed on B (νCN=0)-X (νCN=2) transitions, denoted as UV′.
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II. Experimental and Theoretical Methods
An IR-UV double resonance technique is utilized to obtain IR spectra of CN-Ne
in the CN stretch overtone region as well as UV spectra in the CN B 2Σ+(v=0)-X 2Σ+(v=2)
spectral region. As depicted schematically in Figure 1 the IR laser prepares the CN-Ne
complexes with two quanta of CN vibrational excitation. The UV laser then promotes
the vibrationally excited CN-Ne complexes to the electronically excited B state, from
which B-X fluorescence is collected. IR spectra are recorded by fixing the UV laser on a
CN-Ne electronic transition and scanning the IR laser, while UV enhancement spectra are
obtained by fixing the IR laser on a CN-Ne vibrational transition and scanning the UV
laser.
Cyanogen iodide (ICN), which served as the CN radical precursor, is synthesized
following methods described previously.18 ICN vapor (1 torr at 25°C)19 is entrained in a
75% Ne/He carrier gas (30 psi) by flowing the carrier gas over solid ICN contained in a
PTFE sample holder.7,8 CN radicals are generated by 193 nm20 or 248 nm21 photolysis
(Coherent, LPX 105i excimer laser) of the ICN vapor in the throat of a pulsed supersonic
expansion (General Valve, Parker Hannifin Series 9). The photolytically generated CN
radicals associate with Ne in the collisional region of the expansion to form CN-Ne
complexes. At a distance approximately 10 nozzle diameters downstream from the
orifice, the gas mixture is interrogated with the spatially overlapped, counter-propagating
IR and UV laser beams.
Tunable IR radiation with a 0.1 cm-1 bandwidth is generated with an optical
parametric oscillator (OPO, LaserVision), pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser
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(Continuum Precision II 8000), and operates in the CN overtone region at ~2.5 μm at
typical pulse powers of 10 mJ. The probe laser is the output of a Nd:YAG (Innolas,
SL600) pumped dye laser (Radiant Dyes, Narrowscan) using Coumarin 460 dye, which
operates in the vicinity of the CN B 2Σ+-X 2Σ+ (0,2) transition at ~460 nm at considerably
less than 1 mJ/pulse; the fundamental dye output has a bandwidth of 0.1 cm-1. The IR
laser is focused into the center of the molecular beam using a 50 cm focal length lens, and
is overlapped spatially with the collimated but unfocused UV laser. Both IR and UV
lasers are calibrated using a wavelength meter (Coherent Wavemaster). The IR laser (10
Hz) is run at half the repetition rate of the UV laser (20 Hz) so that active background
subtraction, [(IR + UV) – UV], can be employed on alternating laser shots to remove any
background UV-only signal from IR-UV double resonance spectra. The delay between
the IR and UV lasers is typically set at 50 ns. The resulting fluorescence in the CN B
(v=0)–X (v=0) region (with a lifetime of τ= 65 ns) is collimated using f/1 optics and
passed through a 390 (FWHM = 10 nm) bandpass filter before impinging on a
photomultiplier tube (ET Enterprises 9816B). The laser-induced fluorescence signal is
then preamplified and displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner
44xi) attached to a PC for further analysis.
Rovibronic spectra of uncomplexed CN radicals were recorded to assess its
rotational and vibrational distributions in the supersonic jet. The resulting experimental
spectra were simulated using a rotational temperature of ~4 K, but with significant
vibrational population observed in higher vibrational levels including v=2 at both
photolysis wavelengths. In addition, CN-Ne complexes were readily detected with two
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quanta of CN vibrational excitation without IR excitation when 193 nm photolysis was
utilized. In some cases, this resulted in a UV-only signal from the probe laser alone,
which was subtracted in IR-UV double resonance spectra. This CN-Ne UV-only signal
was eliminated with photolysis at 248 nm, resulting in nearly zero background when
recording IR-UV spectra.
Ab initio potential energy surfaces were generated for CN X 2Σ+ + Ne and CN B
2 +

Σ + Ne as a function of the CN center-of-mass to Ne distance (R) and intermolecular

angle (θ) at a fixed, experimentally determined, CN bond length (r = 1.1718 Å).22 The
angle θ between R and r is defined as 0° for the linear CN-Ne configuration, adopting the
convention of previous workers. The surfaces were generated using multireference
configuration interaction (MRCI) energies with a Davidson correction (MRCI+Q),
following the approach of Yang and Alexander12 and extending their prior work with
extrapolation to the one electron complete basis set (CBS) limit. The procedures used for
the MRCI calculations and extrapolation to the CBS limit are given in Appendix 3. The
potential energy landscape was generated by calculating energies every 0.25 Å for 3 Å <
R < 4.5 Å and R = 6 Å for 10 values of θ between 0° (CN-Ne) and 180° (Ne-CN). All
calculations were carried out in the MolPro suite of programs.24
III. Experimental Results
Following 193 nm photolysis of ICN in Ne carrier gas, two new CN-Ne features
are observed upon UV-only excitation in the CN B (v=0)–X (v=2) spectral region, neither
of which can be attributed to CN alone. Analogous CN-Ne spectral features have been
observed previously in the CN B (v=0)–X (v=0) region by Heaven and coworkers.7,8 The
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CN-Ne features in the B (v=0)–X (v=2) region are assigned as transitions from X (νCN=2,
nK=00) to B (0, 00 and 11), with no intermolecular stretch (νs) excitation, by comparison
with the prior assignments in the B (v=0)–X (v=0) region. The energy difference between
analogous CN-Ne features in the two regions is 4058.6(1) cm-1 and corresponds to two
quanta of CN stretch with no intermolecular excitation (nK=00) in the ground electronic
state of the CN-Ne complex. This value is within experimental uncertainty of the
overtone transition of the CN monomer at 4058.55 cm-1.25 The negligible change in the
CN stretching frequency upon complexation is indicative of very little change in binding
energy for CN-Ne upon CN stretch excitation.
IR-UV double resonance spectra of CN-Ne are also recorded with the IR laser
preparing various hindered rotor states (νCN=2, nK) in the ground X electronic state and
subsequent UV laser excitation to (νCN=0, nK) levels in the excited B electronic state as
shown in Figure 1. IR-UV double resonance excitation was initially achieved with the IR
laser positioned at 4061.7 cm−1. The UV laser was then scanned revealing five features
in the UV enhancement spectra as shown in Figure 2. Upper state assignments are made
by comparing the energy and rotational band structures of the features observed in the B
(v=0)–X (v=2) region with those previously reported in the B (v=0)–X (v=0) region (see
Table 2). The sum of the IR and UV transition frequencies correspond precisely to the
UV transition frequencies of CN-Ne features in the B (v=0)–X (v=0) region.7
IR spectra of CN-Ne, such as the band seen at 4061.7(1) cm-1 in Figure 3, are then
recorded by scanning the IR laser with the UV laser fixed on the Q-branch of an
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Figure 2. UV transitions observed for CN-Ne complexes in the B (νCN=0)-X (νCN=2)
region following IR excitation at 4061.7 cm-1, which prepares the X (νCN, nK)=(2,11)
state. The UV transitions terminate on various nK hindered rotor states (with ΔE
spacings) in the excited B (νCN=0) electronic state as indicated by the energy level
diagram and spectral band labels.
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Figure 3. Rotationally structured CN-Ne bands in the CN overtone region observed by
IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy. The nK hindered rotor states (and ΔE spacings)
associated with the IR transitions are indicated in the energy level diagram and
spectroscopic labels. The 00-00 transition (grey) is not observed in IR spectra because of
Δn=±1 selection rules, but is deduced from electronic transitions (see text and Table 1).
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Table 1. Experimental CN-Ne band origins (cm-1) with corresponding CN stretch and
hindered rotor assignments (νCN, nK) for IR and UV transitions in IR-UV double
resonance spectra and one-photon B-X electronic transitions. Uncertainties in the band
positions are consistent with the IR and UV laser bandwidths of 0.10 cm-1.

IR transition

UV transition

B-X transitiona

2045.6 (1,11-0,00)

23766.7 (0,22-1,11)

25812.3 (0,22-0,00)

4055.55 (2,00-0,11)

21745.0 (0,11-2,00)

25800.6 (0,11-0,11)

[4058.6 (0,00-0,00)]b

21739.2 (0,00-2,00)

25797.8 (0,00-0,00)

4061.74 (2,11-0,00)

21736.0 (0,00-2,11)

25797.8 (0,00-0,00)

21741.9 (0,11-2,11)

25803.7 (0,11-0,00)

21744.8 (0,10-2,11)

25806.5 (0,10-0,00)

21750.5 (0,22-2,11)

25812.3 (0,22-0,00)

21751.9 (0,21-2,11)

25813.6 (0,21-0,00)

4064.32 (2,10-0,00)

21749.3 (0,21-2,10)

25813.6 (0,21-0,00)

6051.6 (3,11-0,00)

21884.3 (1,22-3,11)

27936.0 (1,22-0,00)

a

Refs. 7,8.

b

This IR transition is not allowed and not observed in the present work. See text.
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Table 2. Spectroscopic constants (cm-1) for CN-Ne derived from infrared overtone
spectra.

Ground state Hindered internal rotor states
(0,00)
ν0 (origin)
Be (expt.)a

0.106(2)

B (deperturbed)
〈 R 2 〉1 2 (Å)

3.70(4)

β [(2,11) – (2,10)]b

(2,11)

(2,10)

4061.74(10)

4064.32(10)

0.093(2)

0.111(2)

0.108(2)

0.097(2)

3.71(4)

3.92(4)
0.195(4)

a

Rotational constants from experimental data for e symmetry levels.

b

Coriolis coupling term between (νCN, nK) = (2,11) and (2,10) hindered rotor states.
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electronic transition, in this case at 21750.5(1) cm-1. Positioning the UV laser on the Qbranch is advantageous for observing rotationally structured IR spectra without scanning
the UV laser. Simulation of the UV transition indicates that the Q-branch encompasses
N≤7 rotational levels as a result of power broadening, which adds a Lorentzian
component to the linewidth of 0.5 cm-1. Spectra of other IR bands of CN-Ne are recorded
in a similar fashion, however, in each case using different UV transitions since the IR
transitions terminate on different hindered rotor states. The band origins of the IR and
UV transitions used to obtain IR-UV double-resonance spectra are listed in Table 1.
Varying the IR-UV time delay shows that the vibrationally activated CN-Ne complexes
are long-lived, with lifetimes longer than several microseconds. The long lifetime of CNNe upon CN overtone excitation is consistent with slow vibrational relaxation of CN
(v=2) with nonreactive partners studied previously.26
Figure 3 is a composite of the rotationally-structured spectra for the three CN-Ne
bands observed in the CN overtone region. The position of the pure CN overtone stretch
for CN-Ne, (νCN=2, nK=00)–(0,00) at 4058.6 cm-1, is also shown but is derived from
electronic spectra (above). The IR band at 4061.7 cm-1 is a perpendicular transition with
characteristic P, Q, R branch band structure, consistent with assignment as a ΔK= 1
transition. The transition at 4064.3 cm-1 is a parallel transition displaying P and R
branches, but no Q-branch, indicative of a ΔK= 0 transition. Since the strongest infrared
transitions are expected to originate from the ground state of CN-Ne X (0,00) and follow a
Δn= ±1 selection rule, as inferred from allowed P- and R-lines in IR spectra of free CN,
the bands at 4061.7 and 4064.3 cm-1 are readily assigned to upper states with (2,11) (ΔK=
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1) and (2,10) (ΔK= 0), respectively. The third feature observed at 4055.6(1) cm-1 is
attributed to a hot band since it lies to lower energy of the unobserved pure CN stretch of
the complex. The Q-branch of the IR band is indicative of a ΔK= 1 transition, most likely
due to the (2,00)-(0,11) transition. This is validated by the sum of the IR and UV
transition frequencies, 25800.6 cm-1, which has previously been attributed to a B
(νCN=0)–X (νCN=0) transition originating from the (0,11) state.7
For a few experiments, the OPO is operated in the CN fundamental region at 4.9
μm (0.5 mJ/pulse) and the second overtone region at 1.6 μm (15 mJ/pulse). Strong IR
transitions are observed for CN-Ne at 2045.6(1) and 6051.6(1) cm-1, shifted 3.2(1) and
3.3(1) cm-1 to higher energy of the corresponding band origins for free CN, respectively.
For these experiments, the UV laser is positioned on CN-Ne B (νCN=0)–X (νCN=1) and B
(νCN=1)–X (νCN=3) transitions at 23766.7(1) and 21884.2(1) cm-1, respectively. The sums
of the IR and UV frequencies in these instances correspond to known CN-Ne B (νCN=0)–
X (νCN=0) and B (νCN=1)–X (νCN=0) transitions, respectively. The similar shifts of the
CN-Ne fundamental, overtone (see Figure 3), and second overtone transitions from those
in free CN leads to their assignment as (νCN=1, 2, or 3,11)-(0,00) transitions. The similar
shift in three spectral regions suggests that there is little change in the hindered rotor
states with various degrees of CN vibrational excitation.
The rotational band structures of the IR features at 4061.7 cm-1 and 4064.3 cm-1
are not straightforward to analyze. The close proximity of the nK=11 and 10 upper states
(< 3 cm-1) will likely result in sizable Coriolis coupling or other perturbations that would
lead to complicated rotational structures and intensity patterns. Initial rotational analyses
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Figure 4. Experimental and simulated rotational band contours for the (νCN, nK) = (2,11)
← (0,00) (upper panel) and (2,10) ← (0,00) (lower panel) transitions. The red/blue traces
are experimental spectra from IR-UV double resonance measurements, while the black
traces are simulations with rotational temperature of 10 K and laser linewidth of 0.1 cm-1.
The simulations are based on fits to P- and R-branch lines only. Rotational assignments
are shown as ticks. The dashed gray line illustrates the contour for the Q-branch
anticipated using the same (perturbed) rotational constant for the (2,11) upper state. The
experimental Q-branch structure is well represented (red) using the deperturbed rotational
constant derived for the (2,11) upper state. The simulated line intensities are based on
Hönl-London factors.
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of the 4061.7 cm-1 and 4064.3 cm-1 bands are carried out using the PGOPHER program
for simulating rotational structure.27 The line positions of the P and R branches in both
bands are fit by floating a common ground state (0,00) rotational constant, B00, the
rotational constants for the two upper states (2,11 and 2,10), B11 and B10, and band origins,
ν11 and ν10, for both transitions. The unresolved Q-branch of the former transition is not
included in the fit. The resultant spectral simulations with rotational temperature of 10 K
and laser linewidth of 0.1 cm-1 are shown in Figure 4 and the derived constants are listed
in Table 2.
Several aspects of the experimental and simulated rotational band structures
shown in Figure 4 are worthy of note. The R-branch of the (2,11)-(0,00) band at
4061.7 cm-1 appears congested, indicative of an R-branch bandhead (B11

B00),

suggesting that a perturbing state is pushing the rotational levels of the (2,11) state
downward. In addition, the position and shading of the Q-branch of the (2,11)-(0,00) band
is dramatically different from that predicted (dashed curve in upper panel) by
spectroscopic constants (Table 2) generated from analysis of the P and R branches.
Furthermore, the relative intensities of P and R branch lines of the (2,10)-(0,00) band at
4064.3 cm-1 do not match those anticipated from Hönl-London factors in the simulation
(lower panel).
The preliminary rotational analysis of P- and R-branch lines yields a ground state
rotational constant, B00, of 0.106(2) cm-1, in good accord with that reported previously
based on electronic spectroscopy studies.7,8 On the other hand, the derived upper state
rotational constants, B11=0.093(2) cm-1 and B10=0.111(2) cm-1, differ significantly from
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the ground state value. The difference could arise from coupling between the two upper
states and/or changes in the geometry of the complex as discussed below.
IV. Analysis
A. Coriolis coupling effects and deperturbation analysis
As presented in Sec. III, several aspects of the rotationally structured CN-Ne
bands suggest a perturbation between the (vCN, nK) = (2,11) and (2,10) upper states. A
significant body of work has been published by Nesbitt and co-workers on infrared
spectra of closed-shell HX and DX (X=F, Cl)-Rg complexes in which Coriolis coupling
between closely-spaced states has been used to explain very similar experimental
findings.28,29 These HX-Rg systems exhibit J-dependent shifts in energy levels and
deviations in rotational transition strengths, which were analyzed as an l-doubling
perturbation between intermolecular bending and/or stretching levels. A similar analysis
is performed here for CN-Ne to elucidate ‘deperturbed’ rotational constants for the bands
in question, and to account for the line positions and band shapes observed, although no
effort is made here to explicitly treat the line intensities, which are a influenced both by
the Coriolis coupling, and by the double resonance nature of the experiments.
The HX-Rg systems studied by Nesbitt and co-workers were treated as linear
complexes, in which the lowest Σ-Σ bending transition terminates on e symmetry upper
rotational levels (with equivalent notation of nK=10 for the upper state); this is also the
case for P- and R-branch lines of the Π-Σ band (with nK=11 upper state). The Q-branch
lines of the Π-Σ bending transition, however, terminate on f symmetry upper levels. The
close proximity of the two upper states can give rise to noticeable Coriolis coupling
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between e symmetry rotational levels, which is treated by modeling the upper state
energy levels through a modified rotational Hamiltonian. The Q-branch of the Π-Σ
transition is not perturbed.
Analogous Coriolis coupling is immediately evident in CN-Ne overtone spectra.
Preliminary analysis of the transition to the (2,11) state indicates that the upper state
rotational constant for e symmetry levels, B11, derived from P and R branch lines, is
reduced relative to the unperturbed ground state value. The Q branch of this transition,
which terminates solely on f symmetry levels, is not resolved and therefore cannot be
used to obtain an unperturbed rotational constant for the (2,11) state; thus, we utilize B00
for comparisons. Assuming the reduction in rotational constant for the 11 state is a result
of Coriolis coupling, we deduce that the perturbing state lies higher in energy and is
presumably the nearby (2,10) state.
A complete deperturbation analysis was then undertaken using a modified
rotational Hamiltonian
⎛H
Hˆ = ⎜ 11
⎝ H 21

H12 ⎞
⎟
H 22 ⎠

(1)

with matrix elements

H11 = ν 10 + B10 [ N ( N + 1) − K 2 ]

(2)

H 22 = ν 11 + B11[ N ( N + 1) − K 2 ]

(3)

H12 = H 21 = β [ N ( N + 1)]

1

2

where B10 and B11 are the deperturbed rotational constants for the (2,10) and (2,11) states,
ν10 and ν11 are their respective band origins listed in Table 2. The constant β is related to
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(4)

the magnitude of the Coriolis coupling. The eigenvalues for this N-dependent
Hamiltonian are fit using a least-squares method to rotational energy levels for the (2,10)
and (2,11) states, which were obtained from simulation of P and R branch lines described
in Sec. III. All parameters except the band origins are allowed to float in the fitting
procedure. Fitting the rotational energy levels in this fashion reveals a strong Coriolis
coupling between the (2,10) and (2,11) hindered internal rotor states of CN-Ne, which are
separated by only 2.6(1) cm-1, with β of 0.195 cm-1 and deperturbed rotational constants
also listed in Table 2. The deperturbation analysis shows that Coriolis coupling increases
/ decreases the magnitude of the experimentally observed rotational constant for the
(2,10) / (2,11) (f symmetry) state by nearly 20% compared to its unperturbed value.
The rotational constants for the ground state and hindered internal rotor states, the
latter following deperturbation, are then used to evaluate the average intermolecular
distance, 〈 R 2 〉1 2 , between the center-of-mass of CN and Ne using a pseudo-diatomic
model. This yields an average separation distance in the ground (0,00) state of 3.70(4) Å.
The average separation in the vibrationally excited (2,11) state is essentially unchanged at
3.71(4) Å, whereas the (2,10) state shows a substantial increase in the average distance of
3.92(4) Å. This indicates a significant change in the properties of hindered rotor states
with nK=11 and 10 as discussed below.
B. Hindered rotor analysis

The IR-UV double resonance experiments reveal several hindered rotor states
supported by the CN X 2Σ+ (v=2) + Ne intermolecular potential, namely states with nK =
00, 11, and 10. No intermolecular stretching states have been observed and thus we focus
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our theoretical analysis exclusively on the angular states. In this section, we use the
assignments and energy spacings of these hindered internal rotor states to deduce
information about the anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ (v=2) + Ne potential based solely on
the experimental results, which is then extended to CN X 2Σ+ (v=0) + Ne and compared
with prior results on CN B 2Σ+ (v=0) + Ne.7 The resultant angular potentials for CN (X
2 +

Σ , B 2Σ+) + Ne are then compared with those obtained from high level ab initio theory

in Sec. V.
The hindered rotor analysis is based on the theoretical treatment for open-shell
diatom-rare gas complexes developed by Dubernet et al.15 (and briefly summarized in
Appendix 3), utilizing two parameters, V10 and V20, to describe the anisotropy of the
system. The parameters can be determined directly from the hindered rotor state spacings
observed experimentally, and can then be inserted into the truncated Legendre
polynomial

(

)

V (θ ) = V10 cos θ + V20 3cos 2 θ − 1 / 2
(5)
in order to model the angular intermolecular potential while neglecting any isotropic
contribution.
Dubernet et al.15 provide a discussion of the limits imposed on these parameters;
however, certain restrictions can be derived from the experimental data alone. For
example, a simple inspection of the CN-Ne X (νCN=2) hindered rotor energy level
spacings shows that V10 is closer to the limit of V10=0 than V10=2b (illustrated by Fig. 2 of
Ref 15). Furthermore, the energy ordering of the (2,11) and (2,10) states indicates that V20
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is positive, while the larger spacing between the (2,00) and (2,11) states as compared to
the (2,11) and (2,10) states limits the magnitude of V20 to less than 5.1 cm-1. A unique
solution for V10 and V20 is found within these constraints yielding values of -1.6 cm-1 and
4.3 cm-1, respectively, which reproduce the experimentally observed energy spacings
precisely. To account for the experimental uncertainty associated with measurement of
the IR band origins (±0.1 cm-1), we also derive a corresponding range of V10 and V20
values, specifically -2.1 to -0.8 cm-1 for V10 and 4.3 ± 0.1 cm-1 for V20. It should be noted
that sign of V10, indicating a preference for Ne binding to a specific end of the CN
radical, cannot be determined from the experimental methods or associated theoretical
analysis used in this work and as such the sign of V10 is arbitrary; we assume V10 is
negative following prior work.
The corresponding energy spacings for CN-Ne X (νCN=0) were then calculated
using the same values for the potential anisotropy parameters (V10 = -1.6 cm-1, V20 = 4.3
cm-1) and the appropriate monomer rotational constant for CN X 2Σ+ (v=0). This yields
an energy spacing between CN-Ne X (0,00) and (0,11) states, which is in excellent
agreement with the only experimentally observed spacing of 3.1(1) cm-1. These
anisotropy parameters for the X (νCN=0) state of CN-Ne differ somewhat from those
reported previously, particularly for V20.7
Repeating this analysis for CN-Ne B (νCN=0), based on the nK=00, 11, 10, 22, and
21 hindered rotor states observed in the B (v=0)–X (v=2) and B (v=0)–X (v=0) spectral
regions, we obtain values of 8.2 cm-1 and 0.6 cm-1 for the potential anisotropy parameters
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Figure 5. Potential anisotropy for CN X 2Σ+ (νCN=2) + Ne as a function of intermolecular

angle θ. Upper panel: The solid line indicates the effective angular potential, represented
by equation (7), while the dotted and dashed lines give the individual contributions from
the smaller V10 and dominant V20 terms derived from the experimental hindered rotor
spacings. The grey shaded regions indicate the experimental uncertainties associated
with V10 and V20. Lower panel: The ab initio data points are illustrated by red crosses.
The black trace is a fit to the ab initio data using the Legendre expansion in equation (8)
with an additional isotropic component.
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Figure 6. Potential anisotropy for CN B 2Σ+ (νCN=0) + Ne as a function of θ. Upper

panel: The solid line indicates the effective angular potential, represented by equation (7),
while the dotted and dashed lines represent the dominant V10 and much smaller V20 terms
deduced from the experimental hindered rotor spacings in the excited electronic state.
Lower panel: The ab initio data points are indicated by red crosses. The black trace is a
fit to the ab initio data using the Legendre expansion in equation (8) with an additional
isotropic component.
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V10 and V20, respectively. These parameters are in good accord with results from a prior
analysis by Fei and Heaven.7
The effective angular dependence of the CN X 2Σ+ (v) + Ne potential is then
plotted using the truncated Legendre polynomial expansion shown in equation (5). The
V10 and V20 anisotropy parameters are radially-averaged over the intermolecular distances
sampled experimentally for CN X (v=2) and are consistent with the data available for CN
X (v=0), where rotational analysis indicates an average CN-Ne separation of
〈 R 2 〉1 2 =3.70(4) Å for the ground state. V(θ) as well as the individual terms in Eqn. (5)
with associated uncertainties (shown as shaded regions) are plotted in the upper panel of
Figure 5. A similar graph shown in the upper panel of Figure 6 depicts the effective
angular dependence of the CN B 2Σ+ (v=0) + Ne potential for comparison, again
neglecting isotropic contributions. The angular dependence of the potentials derived
from this analysis of hindered internal rotor states of the CN-Ne complex are discussed in
the following section.
V. Discussion
A. Experimental determination of potential anisotropy

The angular potential V(θ) for CN X 2Σ+ + Ne, derived from the analysis of
observed hindered rotor states (Sec. IV and Appendix 3) and shown in the upper panel of
Figure 5, indicates that the minimum energy geometry of CN X 2Σ+ + Ne is non-linear
with a shallow minimum at θ ~ 80°. The ground state angular potential is dominated by
the V20 anisotropy term, although the smaller V10 term tips the minimum away from 90°.
The barrier (θ ~ 0, 180°) to internal CN rotation is only ~8 cm-1, indicating a weakly
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anisotropic potential close to the free rotor limit. As a result, the ground state of the CNNe complex will have a bent configuration on average, while undergoing wide amplitude
motion in the internal bending coordinate. By contrast, the CN B 2Σ+ + Ne potential,
plotted in the upper panel of Figure 6, shows that the minimum energy configuration in
the excited B electronic state is linear with a somewhat higher barrier (θ ~ 180°) to
internal rotation of ~16 cm-1. In this case, the potential anisotropy is dominated by the
V10 term.
The anisotropy parameters and correlation diagram shown in Appendix 3, Figure
A1 were generated using the CN X (v=2) monomer rotational constant. Regeneration of
the correlation diagram for CN X 2Σ+ (v=0, 1, and 3) + Ne, using the appropriate CN
monomer rotational constants with identical V10 and V20 anisotropy parameters, predicts
00 to 11 hindered rotor spacings in each CN spectral region. The values produced in this
fashion are consistent with the spacing in each region between the experimentally
observed CN-Ne 11 feature and the anticipated position of the 00 band, which is assumed
to be unchanged from the CN monomer stretch. Thus, the potential anisotropy for CN X
2 +

Σ + Ne shown in Figure 5 appears to be essentially unchanged for CN (v=0-4).

B. Ab initio MRCI potentials for CN (X 2Σ+, B 2Σ+) + Ne

Figure 7 shows 2D ab initio potential energy surfaces (PES) for the ground CN X
2 +

Σ + Ne and excited CN B 2Σ+ + Ne electronic states, generated in the fashion described

in Sec. II and Appendix 3. The ground state surface obtained using the MRCI+Q/CBS
method builds on that previously reported by Yang and Alexander12 based on
MRCI+Q/aVTZ calculations with both counterpoise and size-consistency corrections.
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Figure 7. CASSCF(9,8)//MRCI+Q/CBS ab initio potentials for the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne and

CN B 2Σ+ + Ne electronic states. Points were generated every 0.25 Å in the radial
coordinate between 3 and 4.5 Å and then at 6 Å. Radial data were produced every 20°
between θ =0° and 180°. The potential energy surfaces show distinctly different
minimum energy geometries. Lower panel: CN X 2Σ+ + Ne displays a potential minimum
at θ =80° with an Re of ~3.5 Å and a De of 41 cm-1. Upper panel: CN B 2Σ+ + Ne exhibits
a deeper potential minimum for linear CN-Ne (θ =0°) with a significantly longer Re of
~3.75 Å and a De of 44 cm-1.
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The ab initio PES generated in this work exhibits a shallow global minimum at θ = 80°,
consistent with the experimentally determined anisotropy for the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne
potential, but differs from the nearly isotropic potential with very shallow minima at
linear θ = 0° and 180° configurations predicted using aVTZ basis set. Fitting a radial
slice of the potential landscape to a Morse potential at the minimum energy geometry
(θ = 80°) yields an intermolecular distance of Re = 3.51 Å and a dissociation energy of De
~ 41 cm-1.
The lower panel of Figure 5 shows the angular dependence of the ab initio
potential for CN X 2Σ+ + Ne. The theoretical curve was generated by fitting the radial
coordinate at fixed values of θ to a Morse potential, and thereby obtaining the minimum
energy at each θ. Combining the results at each angle produces a 1D minimum energy
path through the 2D intermolecular potential. This angular potential was fit to the
Legendre expansion shown in equation (7) in order to evaluate theoretical anisotropy
parameters, yielding V10 and V20 values of -0.8 ± 0.1 cm-1 and 3.2 ± 0.2 cm-1,
respectively, for CN X 2Σ+ + Ne, where the uncertainty represents 1σ in the Legendre
fitting procedure.
The ab initio CN B 2Σ+ + Ne PES (upper panel of Figure 7) exhibits a much
higher degree of anisotropy than the ground state, favoring a linear geometry (θ=0°) with
Re = 3.76 Å and De ~ 44 cm-1 evaluated in the same manner as above. Once again, a
minimum energy angular path through the potential energy landscape was generated and
fit to a truncated Legendre polynomial, shown in the lower panel of Figure 6. The CN B
2 +

Σ + Ne potential anisotropy is dominated by a V10 term of −7.6 ± 0.3 cm-1, with
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Figure 8. Hindered rotor probability distributions for the CN-Ne (0,00), CN-Ne (0,10)

and CN-Ne (0,11) states (red) correlating with CN X 2Σ+ + Ne compared with the free
rotor probability distributions (blue). The hindered rotor wavefunctions are generated
from the body-fixed diagonalization of the experimental angular potential (Figure 5).
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significantly less dependence on V20 (-0.5 ± 0.4 cm-1). Figures 5 and 6 allow
comparisons between the theoretical anisotropy parameters and those determined
experimentally. The ab initio calculations reproduce the angular dependence of the CN X
2 +

Σ + Ne and CN B 2Σ+ + Ne potentials remarkably well. The relative signs of the V10

anisotropy parameters can also be determined from these ab initio potentialsThe excellent
agreement between experiment and theory validates these new ab initio potentials and the
need for complete basis set extrapolation, rather than utilizing counterpoise correction
and basis set superposition error approximations with small basis sets.
C. Generation of body fixed wavefunctions and implications

Wavefunctions for the hindered rotor state are produced through the
diagonalization of the experimental angular potential for CN X 2Σ+ + Ne (Figure 5). Like
other studies of rare-gas van der Waals complexes,29,30 the potential is diagonalized in a
body-fixed free rotor basis to give the angular eigenfunctions as a function of θ. The
probability distributions for the nK = 00, 11 and 10 levels are shown in Figure 8. In each
case, the broad distributions are indicative of wide amplitude hindered internal rotor
motion. The probability distribution for the 00 level is peaked in bent configurations
slightly favoring the N-side of CN, whereas free rotor behavior samples all
configurations with equal probability. The 10 level has maximum probability at linear
Ne-CN and CN-Ne orientations, but with somewhat greater likelihood for Ne to be
located on the C-side of CN compared to free rotor behavior. The 11 level is nearly free
rotor-like with a most probable bent configuration.
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The probability distributions can also be used to explain the different rotational
constants (deperturbed) obtained for the CN-Ne (2,10) hindered rotor state as compared to
the (2,11) and (0,00) levels (see Table 3). The rotational constant for the CN-Ne (2,10)
level is some 10% smaller than those for the other two levels, indicating a corresponding
increase in the Ne to CN (center-of-mass) distance for the CN-Ne (2,10) level. The
longer effective bond length for the 10 level appears to stem from its most probable linear
configuration, which differs from the 00 and 11 levels where non-linear configurations are
most probable. This can be understood by examining the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne ab initio
potential (Figure 7), which shows that the optimized intermolecular bond length changes
from 3.5 Å at the global minimum with θ = 80° to 3.9 Å for linear Ne-CN (θ = 0°). The
van der Waals interaction allows the Ne atom to get closer to C≡N center-of-mass on a
sideways approach as compared to a head-on approach to either end of the CN radical.
The experimentally derived average bond lengths follow this trend with 3.71(4) Å for the
(2,11) level and 3.70(4) Å for the (0,00) level, which have bent configurations, and
3.92(4) Å for the (2,10) level with a linear most probable configuration.
D. Comparison with previous work

Rotational analysis of the IR-UV double resonance spectra reported in this work
has afforded the re-evaluation of the CN-Ne ground state rotational constant as 0.106(1)
cm-1, which is in excellent agreement with the value previously reported by Fei and
Heaven.7 The weak coupling of the CN stretch to intermolecular degrees of freedom is
evident in the very small shift in CN stretching frequency upon complexation, which was
also noted in the previous electronic spectroscopy. The IR spectra obtained in the
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fundamental, overtone, and second overtone regions (for analogous hindered rotor states)
show that the CN-Ne hindered rotor band positions change very little with increasing
quanta of vibration in the C-N stretching coordinate as compared with free CN stretch.
The experimental spectra have also allowed the assignment of accurate anisotropy
parameters for CN X 2Σ+ +Ne, where V10 and V20 are -1.6 cm-1 and 4.3 cm-1, respectively,
and for CN B 2Σ+ +Ne where V10 and V20 are -8.2 cm-1 and 0.6 cm-1. These values have
been determined directly from the energy spacings of hindered internal rotor states, with
V20 for CN X 2Σ+ +Ne close to the value estimated (5.1 cm-1),7 and with the excited state
values in excellent agreement with those reported by Lin and Heaven.8
The new ab initio potential energy surface for CN X 2Σ+ + Ne shows the weakly
anisotropic ground state potential energy surface to have a non-linear minimum energy
configuration, consistent with the bent minimum energy configuration predicted with
MP2 methods,13 yet contrary to the linear minimum energy geometry for the nearly
isotropic potential reported by Yang and Alexander.12 The new CN B 2Σ+ + Ne potential
indicates that the electronically excited state favors a linear configuration. These
potentials have been used to produce minimum energy paths as a function of
intermolecular angle for both ground and electronically excited states, and these are in
very good agreement with those generated from the experimental hindered rotor analysis.
These surfaces have also been used to determine the signs of the anisotropy parameters.
VI. Conclusions

The infrared spectrum of a weakly bound complex of the CN radical is observed
for the first time, specifically for the CN-Ne complex. Infrared spectra of jet-cooled CN146

Ne are obtained principally in the CN overtone region at ~2.5 μm via an IR-UV double
resonance scheme; analogous spectra are recorded in the fundamental CN stretch and
second overtone regions. The IR spectra access various hindered internal rotor states of
the complex with nK = 00, 11, and 10. UV excitation in the B 2Σ+(v=0)–X 2Σ+(v=2)
spectral region promotes CN-Ne to the excited B (vCN=0) state. The energy difference
between analogous transitions observed in the B (v=0)–X (v=2) and B (v=0)–X (v=0)
regions yields the pure CN overtone stretch of CN-Ne (nK = 00) at 4058.6(1) cm-1, which
is unchanged from that of free CN.
Rotationally structured bands of the CN-Ne complex are identified at 4055.55(1),
4061.74(1), and 4064.32(1) cm-1 upon CN overtone excitation and are assigned as
follows: (vCN, nK) = (2,00)-(0,11) (hot band), (2,11)-(0,00), and (2,10)-(0,00). Rotational
levels of the closely spaced (2,11) and (2,10) states of CN-Ne X (vCN=2) accessed through
P-and R-branch lines in the IR spectra exhibit noticeable perturbations due to Coriolis
coupling. A deperturbation analysis is carried out to extract accurate spectroscopic
constants for the hindered internal rotor state and the magnitude of the N-dependent
coupling.
In addition, the energetic ordering of the nK = 00, 11, and 10 states and the spacings
between them, specifically ΔE = 3.1(1) and 2.6(1) cm-1 for vCN=2 and more limited data
for other vCN, provide detailed information on the angular anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ +
Ne potential. The theoretical framework of Dubernet et al.15 for open-shell diatom-rare
gas complexes is utilized to construct a bending Hamiltonian and solve for its
eigenvalues, which are compared with experimental spacings. The procedure is iterated
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to deduce radially-averaged anisotropy parameters,
V (θ ) = V00 + V10 cos θ + V20 ( 3cos 2 θ − 1) / 2 , characterizing the anisotropic portion of the
intermolecular potential. The weakly anisotropic potential favors a bent CN-Ne
configuration on average with only an 8 cm-1 barrier to internal rotation of CN, giving
rise to wide amplitude motion. High-level ab initio calculations of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne
potential were carried out for comparison with the experimentally derived potential. The
angular ab initio potential for CN-Ne, obtained by optimizing the radial potential at each
angle, is in remarkably good agreement with experiment.
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Chapter 5:

Insights on the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar potential from
UV fluorescence excitation and IR depletion studies of the CN-Ar
complex
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I. Introduction
Reactions of the cyano radical (CN) with hydrocarbons have been extensively
studied due to their relevance in planetary atmospheres, interstellar media, and
combustion processes.1-4 Many of these reactions display unusual kinetic behavior
including negative temperature dependencies and reaction rates approaching the gaskinetic limit.5 Theoretical studies have shown that the rates of such reactions depend on
the presence of a barrier, its position above or below the reactant asymptote, as well as
the presence of pre-reactive wells that can facilitate reaction.6,7 Stabilizing pre-reactive
complexes in these wells and interrogating them directly will help elucidate the reaction
pathways. Isolating and studying CN complexes with rare gases (Ne, Ar) and simple
molecular partners (H2/D2) provides a starting point for investigating pre-reactive
complexes of CN with reactive molecular partners, including solvent molecules.8-14
Thus far, most experimental studies of CN-Ar have focused on electronic
excitation of the complexes in the CN A 2Π - X 2Σ+ and CN B 2Σ+ - X 2Σ+ spectral regions,
hereafter referred to as A-X or B-X transitions of the complex, and the ensuing dynamics
on these excited electronic surfaces.15,16 In this work, we focus on B-X laser induced
fluorescence (LIF) experiments and IR-UV fluorescence depletion (FD) measurements,
using the schemes illustrated in Fig. 1, which together provide new information on the
CN-Ar B-X spectrum and enable assignments. To record CN-Ar B-X spectra, the
complex was excited from its ground state to intermolecular levels of the CN-Ar B
(vCN=0) excited state, which undergo electronic predissociation to form predominantly
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Figure 1. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), fluorescence depletion (FD), and IR-UV
double resonance (DR) schemes for probing CN-Ar complexes are illustrated on
schematic radial potentials for CN (B 2Σ+, X 2Σ+) + Ar. The UV laser promotes CN-Ar
from its ground state to intermolecular levels in the B state, which undergo electronic
predissociation to form vibrationally excited CN A 2Π products. The long lifetime (>6
µs) and long wavelength (>600 nm) A-X fluorescence is then collected. For FD and DR
measurements, the IR laser excites CN-Ar from its ground state to a hindered internal
rotor level with two quanta of CN stretch. In FD, the ground state depletion of CN-Ar
induced by the IR laser results in depletion of the UV LIF signal. In DR, the
vibrationally excited CN-Ar complex prepared by IR excitation is further promoted to the
B state and detected via UV LIF.
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CN A 2Π (v=8,9) + Ar. The subsequent long lifetime (τ>6μs) and long wavelength (450750 nm) CN A-X fluorescence was then collected as a function of excitation energy. The
previously reported electronic excitation spectrum of CN-Ar exhibited a complicated
pattern of bands, only a few of which were rotationally analyzed, and quantum labels
were not assigned.15 This earlier work also determined the ground state binding energy
of the CN-Ar complex at D0″ = 102(2) cm-1.
There have also been high level ab initio [RSPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ] calculations of
the relevant potential energy surfaces to aid in the interpretation of the B-X electronic
spectra of CN-Ar.15,17 The CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential is predicted to be relatively shallow
with a well depth (De″) of ~140 cm-1 and an equilibrium bond length (Re″) of ~3.8 Å,
where R is the distance from the CN center-of-mass to Ar. The minimum energy path
along the angular coordinate, θ, where θ is the angle between Ar, the center-of-mass of
CN, and nitrogen, reveals that the potential is weakly anisotropic about the N≡C−Ar
configuration with a barrier to CN internal rotation of ~27 cm-1 and θe″ ~ 130°.15 The
potential for electronically excited CN B 2Σ+ + Ar exhibits a deeper minimum than that
for CN X 2Σ+ + Ar with De′~ 260 cm-1 and Re′~ 3.6 Å. The minimum energy
configuration in the excited electronic state is linear C≡N−Ar (θe′~ 0°). The excited state
surface has significant anisotropy with a barrier to CN internal rotation of ~160 cm-1.
The minimum energy configuration for the excited state potential differs considerably
from the ground state, presumably due to the change in sign of CN dipole moment upon
electronic excitation,18 suggesting that more favorable Franck-Condon overlap will be
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achieved with electronic excitation in combination with intermolecular bend and/or
stretch excitation.
The CN (X 2Σ+, B 2Σ+) + Ar potentials are significantly different from one another
and, therefore, the appropriate quantum labels for the bound states of the CN-Ar complex
differ for the two surfaces.15 In the ground electronic state, CN undergoes nearly free
rotation within the complex and the appropriate quantum labels are those for hindered
internal rotor states, namely n, the rotational angular momentum of CN (excluding spin),
and K, the projection of n onto the intermolecular axis R, which takes on integer values of
n. When including CN stretch (vCN) and intermolecular stretch (vs), the appropriate
quantum labels for the ground electronic state are (vCN, vs, nK). For the more strongly
anisotropic linear CN-Ar complex in the excited B state, the correlation diagram by
Dubernet et al. (Fig. 2 of Ref. 19) indicates that the appropriate quantum labels are those
of a linear triatomic (vCN, vs, vbK) molecule. The angular states are denoted with a
bending quantum number vb, and its projection K on the intermolecular axis R takes on
values of vb, vb-2, …, 0 or 1. The rotational levels of the complex in both electronic
states are described by the quantum number N, the total angular momentum excluding
spin, which is a good quantum number because electron spin is decoupled.20
This group recently demonstrated that extensive new information on the hindered
internal rotor levels of the CN-Ne complex in its ground electronic state could be
obtained using infrared spectroscopy, specifically IR-UV double resonance (DR), which
enabled experimental characterization of the weakly anisotropic CN X 2Σ+ + Ne
potential.21 The present study utilizes a related approach, IR-UV fluorescence depletion,
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but for a different purpose, namely, to verify that CN-Ar features in the B-X electronic
spectrum originate from a common ground state level. In this technique, IR absorption
by CN-Ar depletes the ground state population, which in turn depletes the B-X laser
induced fluorescence signal associated with the complex. LIF and FD methods are used
to identify and/or assign new spectral features to lower energy than reported previously
as well as other features attributed to the CN-Ar complex in the CN B-X (0,0) spectral
region. The intermolecular levels of CN-Ar in the B state, accessed through the B-X
transitions, are then compared with the bound states computed for the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar
potential. The binding energy of CN-Ar in the excited B electronic state is also
determined.
II. Experimental methods
Electronic and infrared spectra of the CN-Ar complex are obtained using LIF,
DR, and FD methods. For these experiments, ICN vapor is entrained in a 10% Ar gas
mixture with He balance at 80 psi, patterned after a previous report.15 CN radicals are
generated by the 248 nm photolysis22 (Coherent, LPX 105i excimer laser) of ICN vapor
at the throat of a pulsed supersonic expansion. The photolytically generated CN radicals
associate with Ar in the collisional region of the expansion to form CN-Ar complexes,
which are cooled in the ensuing expansion. The backing pressure is varied to obtain
conditions that give the best binary CN-Ar complex signals. The CN-Ar complex is
probed spectroscopically in the collision free region approximately 15 nozzle diameters
downstream from the pulse valve orifice.
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Electronic excitation in the CN B 2Σ+ - X 2Σ+ region is achieved using the output
of a Nd:YAG (Innolas, SL600, 20 Hz, 7 ns) pumped dye laser (Radiant Dyes,
Narrowscan, 0.1 cm-1 bandwidth) with LDS 765 dye, which is frequency doubled (Inrad
Autotracker III) to produce tunable radiation from 386 to 388 nm with typical pulse
energies of 2 mJ. For several experiments, a narrower linewidth is utilized from a dual
grating dye laser (Continuum, ND6000, 0.08 cm-1). Tunable IR radiation in the CN
overtone region at ~2.5 μm is generated by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO,
LaserVision) pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Precision II
8000, 10 Hz, 8 ns) with typical pulse powers of 10 mJ. The frequencies of the IR and UV
lasers were calibrated using a wavemeter (Coherent Wavemaster).
For FD and DR measurements, the IR laser is gently focused using a 50 cm focal
length lens, where it is spatially overlapped with the unfocused UV laser. Both lasers are
orthogonal to the molecular beam axis. The UV laser is typically delayed by 20 ns with
respect to IR excitation for FD and DR experiments. In all types of experiments, the UV
LIF is collected with f/1 optics and detected using a photomultiplier tube (PMT, ET
Enterprises 9816B). Electronic excitation of CN-Ar to the B state results in CN A 2Π - X
2 +

Σ fluorescence, which passes through 600 nm longpass and 650 nm shortpass filters.

The signal detected at the PMT is then preamplified and displayed on a digital storage
oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 44xi) attached to a PC for further analysis.
For FD and DR experiments, the IR laser pulse (10 Hz) is present for every other
UV laser pulse (20 Hz) such that the signal (or background) generated by the UV laser
alone can be subtracted from that resulting from both the IR and UV lasers [(IR+UV)159

UV]. For FD measurements, the percent depletion is evaluated using [(IR+UV) –
UV]/UV · 100%.
III. Results
A. Electronic spectroscopy via laser-induced fluorescence studies
The LIF spectrum of CN-Ar in the B-X (0,0) region is reexamined in the present
work, including scans to lower wavenumber than covered in the previous study by
Heaven and coworkers.15 The present study does not focus on the high energy extreme of
the spectrum, where spectral congestion precludes assignment of features. The previous
investigation ascribed a weak feature at 25901.1 cm-1 to the ‘last bound state’.15 The
resultant UV LIF spectrum, displayed in Fig. 2, consists of series of features, many of
which were observed previously. We use the empirical labels [ai, bi, … for i=0-3]
adopted in the earlier work to identify specific features. We will reassign several of these
features with rigorous quantum labels in the present work. A few of the previously
identified CN-Ar features, specifically a1, b1, and c1 at 25781.5, 25814.9, and 25846.2
cm-1, are not observed by LIF or FD methods under the present experimental conditions.
The absence of these features is discussed in Sec. C. In addition, we observe two new
features at 25714.1 cm-1 and 25755.2 cm-1, which lie to lower wavenumber than covered
in the previous study, as indicated with asterisks in Fig. 2. There is also a broad
underlying background in the LIF spectrum, indicated with a dashed grey line, which has
been attributed to higher order CN-(Ar)n clusters by Han et al.15
The two newly observed spectral features were recorded at higher resolution (0.08
cm-1 dye laser fundamental) and display rotational structure as shown in Fig. 3. The
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Figure 2. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectrum of CN-Ar in the B-X (0,0) spectral
region. A series of CN-Ar features are observed, many of which were reported
previously,15 and are marked with ticks and empirical labels, ai (i=2, 3), bi (i=0, 2, 3), ci
(i=0, 2, 3), and di (i=0, 1); other features (a1, b1, and c1) previously ascribed to CN-Ar are
not observed by LIF or FD in the present work. Additional CN-Ar features marked with
asterisks are observed to lower wavenumber than investigated previously. The dashed
grey line is a fit to the broad underlying baseline attributed to larger CN-(Ar)n complexes.
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Figure 3. Rotational band structures and simulated contours for the newly observed CNAr features in the B-X (0,0) LIF spectrum. The upper panel shows the parallel band
structure of the lowest energy CN-Ar feature at 25714.1 cm-1 assigned as a transition to
the lowest (vCN, vs, vbK) = (0,0,00) level of the B state. The lower panel shows the CN-Ar
feature that lies approximately 40 cm-1 higher, which appears to be two bands. The Rbranch structure of the higher energy component is attributed to a parallel transition to an
excited intermolecular stretch (0,1,00) of the B state. The lower energy component is
likely to be a perpendicular transition to an excited bend (0,0,11) of the B state.
Simulations are based on the spectroscopic constants given in Table 1 with T=1.4 K and
Γ=0.18 cm-1.
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lowest energy CN-Ar feature at 25714.1 cm-1 is shifted 83.8 cm-1 to lower wavenumber
of the CN B-X (0,0) monomer origin at 25797.9 cm-1.23 This feature exhibits a parallel
band contour (ΔK=0) with widely spaced R-branch lines and a compressed P-branch,
indicative of a significant increase in rotational constant (B′ > B″) upon electronic
excitation. The rotational band structure is analyzed and simulated using the PGOPHER
program.24 The rotational band contour is initially fit by floating the ground state
rotational constant, B″, upper state rotational constant, B′, band origin, v0, and
experimental parameters (rotational temperature, T, and linewidth, Γ). The B″ value
determined in this manner is effectively the same as that obtained from higher resolution
infrared spectra of the CN-Ar complex, B0″=0.069(2) cm-1, presented in Sec. B. The
excited state rotational constant is much larger at B′=0.083(2) cm-1, giving rise to the
asymmetric band contour with a P-branch band head. The results of the fit are
summarized in Table 1 and shown as a simulation in Fig. 3. The corresponding average
bond length for what is tentatively assigned as the lowest CN-Ar level (vCN, vs, vbK) =
(0,0,00) in the excited B state, R 2

12

= 3.59(4) Å, is deduced from B′.

The second newly observed feature centered at 25755.2 cm-1 exhibits three
subcomponents and encompasses a larger wavenumber range (~4 cm-1) than would be
expected for a single band of CN-Ar (~2.5 cm-1) under our experimental conditions. This
suggests that more than one transition is contributing to this feature. Nevertheless, the
high energy edge of the feature displays rotational structure which can be analyzed.
After fixing B0″ at 0.069(2) cm-1, this rotational structure can be fit as an R-branch with
B′=0.079(2) cm-1 and band origin of 25755.6(1) cm-1. The fit is simulated in Fig. 3 as a
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parallel band type (ΔK=0), consistent with the dip near the origin, indicating excitation to
a B state level without bend excitation (vbK=00). This intermolecular level lies 41.5 cm-1
to higher energy of the lowest level with a corresponding average bond length of 3.68(4)
Å. The nearly 0.1 Å increase in bond length suggests that this may be an excited
intermolecular stretch (vs=1) of the complex; however, one must be cautious because of
possible perturbations from the neighboring level in the excited B state that gives rise to
the lower energy portion of this feature. The latter does not exhibit resolved rotational
structure; it is likely to be a perpendicular (ΔK=1) transition to an excited bend (vbK= 11)
lying 40.0 cm-1 to higher energy of the lowest level. A plausible simulation is generated
with B0″ and ΔB ∼ +0.015 cm-1. As seen in Fig. 3, the simulation (dashed grey line)
overlaid with the experimental spectrum reproduces the general shape of the lower
energy portion of the feature reasonably well. The closely spaced (vCN, vs, vbK) = (0,0,11)
and (0,1,00) levels in the B state may be coupled, but we lack the spectral resolution in
this region required to decipher any such perturbations. These tentative assignments are
supported by bound state calculations for CN-Ar,15 discussed in depth later, where an
excited bend (vbK=11) and excited intermolecular stretch (vs=1) are predicted to lie in
close proximity to one another approximately 40 cm-1 above the zero-point level in the
excited B electronic state.
B. Infrared spectroscopy via fluorescence depletion and IR-UV double resonance
methods
In this section, we show that infrared excitation of the CN-Ar complex in the CN
overtone region can be used to induce ground state depletion for FD studies. However,
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Figure 4. IR overtone spectra of CN-Ar excited from the ground state to a hindered
internal rotor level (nK=11) with vCN=2 obtained by fluorescence depletion (FD) and
double resonance (DR) methods. The band is simulated as a perpendicular transition;
note that the P- and R-lines are perturbed due to Coriolis coupling of the upper state with
another nearby state.25 A significant ground state depletion is observed on the Q-branch
(vertical grey line), which is used for subsequent UV fluorescence depletion
measurements.
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the infrared transition(s) of the CN-Ar complex must first be identified. The FD method
was initially tested for the CN-Ne complex, where CN overtone transitions have
previously been reported by this group using IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy.21
For CN-Ne, we pumped the Q-branch of the IR overtone transition at 4061.7 cm-1 and
observed a ∼10% depletion on the R-branch of the B-X (0,0) transition at 25797.7 cm-1.
For CN-Ar, we scanned the IR laser in the CN overtone region with the UV laser fixed on
feature b2 in the B-X (0,0) spectrum at 25819.6 cm-1. An IR induced depletion of ∼9% is
observed at 4062.4 cm-1, which is shifted +3.8 cm-1 from the origin of the overtone
transition of free CN.26 Scanning over the IR band reveals the PQR rotational structure
of a perpendicular transition. The maximum depletion is seen for the Q-branch and
rotational substructure is apparent in the R-branch as shown in Fig. 4. However, FD is
not a zero background method: small percentage depletions are observed on a large LIF
signal background. Nevertheless, in the next section (Sec. C), FD is used to show that the
CN-Ar features observed in the B-X (0,0) region by LIF (Sec. A) originate from a
common lower level, namely the lowest intermolecular level of the ground electronic
state.
As shown previously for CN-Ne and demonstrated here for CN-Ar, we can
achieve much higher quality IR spectra using an IR-UV double resonance technique,21
which is essentially a zero-background method. The DR technique involves the
sequential IR excitation of CN-Ar in the CN overtone region, followed by UV excitation
of CN-Ar in the B-X (2,2) region. The experimental procedures, results, and analysis of
IR spectra obtained using the DR method are presented in a companion paper.27 Here,
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Table 1. Spectroscopic constants for rotationally structured bands assigned in IR and UV
B-X spectra of CN-Ar.
CN-Ar

v0 (cm-1)

12

B (cm-1)

R2

0.069(2)

3.94(4)

0.0690a

3.94a

0.083(2)

3.59(4)

0.0763a

3.74a

(Å)

X (vCN, vs, nK)
0

(0,0,0 )
B (vCN, vs, vbK)
0

25714.1(1)

(0,0,0 )
(0,0,11)

[25754.1]b

(0,1,00)

25755.6(1)

0.079(2)

3.68(4)

(0,0,20)-a2c

25786.9(2)

0.075(3)c

3.8(1)

(0,1,11)-a3c

Be 0.080(3)c

25791.3(2)

Bf 0.078(3)

c

3.7(1)

a

Theoretical predictions from Ref. 15.

b

See Sec. III. A for modeling of the (0,0,11) state.

c

Features labeled as a2 and a3 in Ref. 15 were fit with B″=0.066(3) cm-1 and 0.069(3)

cm-1, respectively.
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we emphasize that the 4062.4 cm-1 feature is attributable to CN-Ar, and is more clearly
revealed using DR with the UV laser fixed at 25964.5 cm-1. The IR scans of the CN-Ar
feature at 4062.4 cm-1, obtained using the FD and DR methods, are shown in Fig. 4.
Rotational analysis of the 4062.4 cm-1 feature for CN-Ar yields spectroscopic constants
for the ground and vibrationally excited states. The rotational constant for the ground
state of CN-Ar with (vCN, vs, nK) = (0,0,00) is B0″=0.069(2) cm-1 (Table 1), corresponding
to an average CN center-of-mass to Ar bond length, R0′′ = R 2

12

, of 3.94(4) Å. As

detailed in the companion paper,27 the upper vibrational state of CN-Ar can be assigned
as a hindered internal rotor level with (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,11). The P- and R-lines of the
upper state are perturbed by Coriolis coupling, and thus they are fit with a different
rotational constant than the Q-branch lines.25 The simulation shown includes the effects
of Coriolis coupling.
C. Electronic spectroscopy via fluorescence depletion methods
UV FD measurements are then carried out to determine if the features attributed
to CN-Ar in the B-X LIF spectrum share a common ground state level. For these FD
measurements, the IR laser is fixed on the peak of the Q-branch of the CN-Ar transition
at 4062.4 cm-1 (grey vertical line in Fig. 4) and the UV laser is scanned over the LIF
spectrum from 25700 to 25850 cm-1. As can be seen in Fig. 5, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the sharp CN-Ar features observed in LIF and FD spectra. This
confirms that all of these transitions originate from the same CN-Ar ground state level,
specifically, (vCN, vs, nK) = (0,0,00) in the X state. In particular, we emphasize that the
two newly observed features at 25714.1 and 25755.6 cm-1 at the low energy extreme of
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Figure 5. Electronic spectra of CN-Ar in the B-X (0,0) region recorded by laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF) and fluorescence depletion (FD) methods. The underlying broad
background (dashed curve) due to higher order CN-(Ar)n complexes is subtracted from
the LIF spectrum (Fig. 2). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the sharp
features seen in the LIF and FD spectra, indicating that they originate from a common
ground state level of CN-Ar. The lowest energy features are assigned as transitions to
(vCN=0, vs, vbK) levels in the excited B state. The top axis indicates the stability of these
CN-Ar levels relative to the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar asymptote.
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the UV spectra are CN-Ar transitions originating from the zero-point level of the ground
electronic state. Scans extending 50 cm-1 lower in energy revealed no additional features.
Furthermore, we note that three UV transitions previously ascribed to CN-Ar, a1, b1, and
c1 at 25781.5, 25814.9, and 25846.2 cm-1, are not observed by LIF or FD methods in this
work. Thus, these three features (a1, b1, c1) cannot originate from the zero-point level of
the ground electronic state of CN-Ar; nor were we able to assign them as hotbands of
CN-Ar. In addition, the broad background seen in LIF spectra (Fig. 2), which has been
subtracted from the LIF spectrum in the upper panel of Fig. 4, is clearly not observed in
the corresponding FD trace shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4, confirming that it does not
originate from the binary CN-Ar complex. As stated earlier, the broad background likely
stems from higher order CN-(Ar)n clusters.15
IV. Discussion
Laser-induced fluorescence in combination with IR-UV fluorescence depletion
measurements have revealed two new B-X features that are attributed to transitions from
the ground state of the CN-Ar complex. The lowest energy feature at 25714.1 cm-1 is
ascribed as a transition to the lowest (zero-point) level (vCN, vs, vbK)=(0,0,00) in the
excited B electronic state. With this assignment, the binding energy for CN-Ar in the
excited B electronic state is immediately obtained, D0′ = 186(2) cm-1, based on its
spectral shift (-83.8 cm-1) from free CN and the previously determined ground state
binding energy for CN-Ar, D0″ = 102(2) cm-1. This experimental binding energy agrees
remarkably well with that predicted theoretically (D0′ = 183.1 cm-1),15 providing further
support for the assignment.
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Figure 6. Experimentally observed CN-Ar B-X features plotted as a function of UV
wavenumber (left) and energy relative to the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar dissociation limit (right).
The widths of the grey bars depict the breadths of the observed UV transitions. The
calculated bound states15 based on the ab initio potential for CN B 2Σ+ + Ar are shown for
comparison using separate columns for intermolecular levels with vs=0 (blue) and vs=1-3
(red).
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The CN-Ar ground state binding energy combined with the CN B-X (0,0) origin
indicate that the excitation energy required to reach the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar dissociation limit
is 25,900(2) cm-1, in accord with the ‘last bound level’ reported previously.15 The UV
wavenumbers for the CN-Ar B-X features observed in both LIF and FD scans (Fig. 5),
originating from the common ground state, can then be converted directly into a
stabilization energy of each CN-Ar level relative to the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar asymptote. These
two equivalent scales are used in Fig. 6 to discuss the CN-Ar intermolecular energy level
pattern in the excited B electronic state.
The UV wavenumbers of the CN-Ar B-X features (and corresponding stabilization
energies) are displayed in Fig. 6 with the width of each bar representing the breadth of
the experimentally observed feature. This is noteworthy for the feature centered at
25755.2 cm-1, which we have analyzed as two overlapping bands. The bound states15
previously computed based on the ab initio potential for CN B 2Σ+ + Ar are also shown in
Fig. 6 for comparison, stacking intermolecular levels with vs=0 and vs=1-3 in two
separate columns. The excellent agreement between experiment and theory for the
energies of the lowest CN-Ar levels (stability greater than 100 cm-1) is striking. This
indicates that the lowest CN-Ar levels accessed by B-X electronic excitation are
intermolecular bending levels with increasing vbK and/or intermolecular stretch excitation
in the B state.
We next discuss the assignment of the lowest energy features in the CN-Ar B-X
spectrum based on their UV wavenumber (or stabilization energy), rotational band
structure, and transition type. The UV wavenumber of the lowest energy feature at
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25714.1 cm-1 (-186 cm-1) is assigned as a transition to the zero-point level (vCN, vs, vbK) =
(0,0,00) of the excited B state with the parallel band contour leading to K=0 assignment.
The next higher feature centered around 25755.2 cm-1 (-145 cm-1) is attributed to partially
overlapped bands arising from excitation to closely-spaced (ΔE ~ 1.5 cm-1) (and possibly
coupled) intermolecular bend (0,0,11) and stretch (0,1,00) levels of the B state. The
higher energy feature exhibits partial rotational structure consistent with a K=0
assignment. The quantum assignments are supported by the similarity of the observed
energy level pattern to that predicted theoretically. Furthermore, if the true zero-point
level should lie at still lower energy than reported here, which could be unobserved
because of poor Franck-Condon overlap, then the resultant vbK level pattern would no
longer be consistent with that for a linear triatomic molecule.
Experiment and theory are not in complete agreement, specifically with regard to
the rotational constant B0′ and, therefore, the average intermolecular bond length
R2

12

= 3.59(4) Å for CN-Ar B (0,0,00) derived from experiment vs. a value of 3.74 Å

predicted theoretically from close-coupled methods.15 The latter differs quite
significantly from Re = 3.57 Å and R0 = 3.60 Å evaluated for an extended Morse potential
at θ =0° based on the ab initio data; the origin of this discrepancy is not known. In
addition, we find that the intermolecular stretch observed experimentally (41.5 cm-1) is
approximately 7% lower in frequency than that computed theoretically (44.3 cm-1).
These discrepancies suggest limitations in the representation of the radial portion of the
potential for CN B 2Σ+ + Ar.
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The next two higher CN-Ar features at 25786.9 cm-1 (a2) and 25791.3 cm-1 (a3)
were previously rotationally analyzed and shown to have parallel and perpendicular
transition types to upper states with K=0 and 1, respectively.15 Their corresponding
stabilization energies, -113 cm-1 and -109 cm-1, with respect to the CN B 2Σ+ + Ar limit
can be compared with the predicted bound states in this energy range (see Fig. 6): (vCN,
vs, nK) = (0,0,20), (0,0,22) and (0,1,11) at -113, -107, and -103 cm-1. As noted above, the
intermolecular stretch appears to be slightly overestimated by theory, which would
suggest increased stabilization for (0,1,11). The projection quantum number K indicates
that B-X excitation is accessing the (0,0,20) and (0,1,11) upper states from the ground state
zero-point level. The previous analysis of the rotational structure for a3 was complicated
due to Coriolis coupling of the upper state, now ascribed as (0,1,11), to another closelying state, and distinct rotational constants were extracted for e symmetry levels
accessed through P- and R-lines vs. f symmetry levels from Q-lines, as summarized in
Table 1. Possible candidates for the perturbing state(s) to lower energy of (0,1,11) are
(0,0,22) or perhaps the even lower (0,0,20) state. However, we lack sufficient information
about the perturbing state to carry out a deperturbation analysis.
The intensity of the lowest energy features in the B-X LIF and FD spectra
increases with increasing intermolecular excitation in the excited B electronic state. This
provides experimental evidence of the large change in the CN-Ar potential – primarily in
the angular coordinate – between the ground X and excited B electronic states. The
Franck-Condon overlap from the ground state to the more strongly bound levels of CNAr in the excited B electronic state is poor, but increases with intermolecular bend
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Figure 7. Minimum energy angular potentials for CN X 2Σ+ + Ar (lower) and CN B 2Σ+
+ Ar (upper) derived from ab initio data15 are plotted as a function of intermolecular
angle θ. Superimposed on the angular potentials are the positions of the zero-point level
in the ground state and intermolecular bending levels in the excited B state from
experiment (solid) and theory (dashed). The angular states are labeled with quantum
numbers nK in the ground state and vbK in the excited B state (see text).
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excitation. The large change in angular coordinate of the CN-Ar potential results from
the change in sign of the CN dipole moment from the X 2Σ+ to B 2Σ+ state.18
The angular dependence of the ab initio potentials for CN (B 2Σ+, X 2Σ+) + Ar can be
examined by fitting the R-dependent grid points at each θ (see Table III of Ref. 15) to an
extended Morse form to obtain minimum energy values. These values are then used to
map out minimum energy pathways as a function of θ for the X and B electronic states,
which are plotted in Fig. 7. The angular potential changes from a shallow, relatively flat
potential about linear N≡C–Ar (θ = 180°) in the X state to a deeper and more strongly
anisotropic potential about linear C≡N–Ar (θ = 0°) in the B state. Superimposed on the
angular potentials in Fig. 7 are the positions of the zero-point level in the ground state
and intermolecular bending levels in the excited state derived from experiment (solid)
and theory (dashed). Again, this illustrates the poor Franck-Condon overlap and
corresponding weak intensity of transitions from the zero-point level of the ground state
to the lowest intermolecular levels of the B state.
V. Conclusion
The CN B 2Σ+ + Ar potential is experimentally characterized using UV laserinduced fluorescence and IR-UV fluorescence depletion studies of the CN-Ar complex.
IR overtone excitation from the ground state to an excited (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,11) hindered
rotor state is used for IR-UV fluorescence depletion measurements, which provide
unequivocal evidence that features assigned to CN-Ar B-X transitions originate from a
common ground state level. Two new CN-Ar B-X features are seen to lower
wavenumber than previously reported15 and display rotational structure that is analyzed.
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The lowest energy feature at 25714.1 cm-1 is assigned as a transition from the ground
state to the zero-point level (0,0,00) of the excited B state based on the observed parallel
band type (ΔK=0). A broader feature at 25755.2 cm-1 is attributed to two partially
overlapped transitions from the ground state to the (0,0,11) and (0,1,00) intermolecular
levels in the excited B state. With these new observations, the features previously labeled
a2 and a3 in Ref. 15 can also be assigned to transitions from the ground state to the
(0,0,20) and (0,1,11) intermolecular levels in the B state. The prior analysis of the
rotational band structures for features a2 and a3 showed that these features are transitions
to K=0 and 1 levels. The energy level pattern of these lowest CN-Ar B-X features is in
good accord with the bound intermolecular levels computed for the B state. With
observation of the zero-point level, the CN-Ar binding energy in the B state is also
determined to be 186(2) cm-1. The intensity pattern of the lowest energy features in the
B-X LIF and FD spectra is explained using a Franck-Condon argument wherein the
overlap of the ground state with the excited B state becomes more favorable with
increasing amounts of bend excitation. This arises from the large predicted change in the
CN (B 2Σ+, X 2Σ+) + Ar potentials upon electronic excitation from a weakly anisotropic
potential about the linear N≡C–Ar configuration in the ground state to a more strongly
bound linear C≡N–Ar structure in the excited B electronic state.
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Chapter 6:

Experimental characterization of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ar and H2 potentials
via IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy
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I. Introduction
CN radical-molecule reactions are important in many environments, including
planetary atmospheres, interstellar media, and combustion, and also serve as models for
fundamental reaction dynamics in polyatomic systems.1-4 For example, CN radical
reactions play an important role in the formation of CN-containing organic molecules in
planetary atmospheres such as Titan, as well as the formation and destruction of NOx in
the combustion of nitrogen-containing fuels.4 Kinetic studies5 and, more recently,
theoretical investigations6,7 of gas-phase hydrogen abstraction reactions of CN radicals
with molecular partners indicate that the rate-determining step in many cases is the
formation of a weakly bound radical-molecule complex. The unusual temperature
dependencies of these CN radical-molecule reactions are further explained with a low
barrier separating the pre-reaction complex from products, the barrier lying slightly above
or below the reactant asymptote, the latter termed a ‘submerged’ barrier.6,7 In addition,
complexes and/or solvent caging may play an important role in condensed phase
reactions, as shown recently in CN radical interactions with solvents.8-14 In particular,
association of the CN radical with halogenated solvents in pre-reactive complexes has
been postulated to explain the observed ultrafast reaction dynamics in the condensed
phase.10,11 As a result, CN radical-solvent complexes provide an important reference
point for comparing reactions in gases and liquids.
The pre-reactive complexes inferred in gaseous and condensed phase studies of
CN radical-molecule reactions have not yet been detected directly. To date, only weaklybound CN radical-rare gas (Rg) and H2-CN complexes have been observed, primarily by
electronic spectroscopy in the CN B 2Σ+ - X 2Σ+ and CN A 2Π - X 2Σ+ spectral regions,15-19
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hereafter referred to as the B-X and A-X transitions of the complex. The presence of a
heavier partner is expected to quench the fluorescence from the complex, as found
previously in studies of OH with molecular partners,20 and also evident in CN-Ar by
rapid B 2Σ+ → A 2Π electronic energy transfer.17 As a result, this group is pursuing
infrared spectroscopic methods to characterize CN radical complexes with UV detection
of the CN complex or photofragment, following analogous studies of OH radical
complexes with molecular partners.21-23 We have demonstrated the viability of this
approach in an initial IR-UV double resonance study of the CN-Ne complex,24 which is
extended in the present work to CN-Ar and H2-CN complexes.
Previous electronic spectroscopic studies of CN-Ar and H2-CN revealed
information on the structure and/or stability of the complexes. Electronic excitation of
CN-Ar to the B state initiates electronic predissociation of the complex to form CN in
high vibrational levels of the A 2Π state. The resultant long-lived, long wavelength CN
A 2Π - X 2Σ+ fluorescence was then collected as a function of excitation energy.
Although many CN-Ar features were originally identified in the B-X electronic excitation
spectrum,17 additional features to lower wavenumber have recently been observed,
rotationally analyzed, and assigned as described in a companion paper.25 In addition, the
ground state binding energy was determined previously to be D0″=102(2) cm-1 utilizing
optical-optical double resonance measurements. By contrast, B-X excitation of the
H2-CN complex reveals only a bound-free transition above the CN B 2Σ+ + H2
asymptote,18 leading to CN B-X emission. The ground state binding energy D0″=38(1)
cm-1 was determined from the onset of the continuum by subtracting the CN B-X (0,0)
origin.
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High-level ab initio calculations have also been carried out for the CN X 2Σ+ + Rg
and H2 systems.17,24,26 The CN + Rg potentials are evaluated as a function of two
geometric parameters: the distance R between the center-of-mass of CN and the Rg atom,
and the angle θ between the CN bond axis and the Rg atom, where θ =0° and 180°
corresponds to CN-Rg and NC-Rg, respectively. For CN + H2, the equivalent parameters
(R,θ1) refer to the distance and angle with respect to the center-of-mass of H2. The CN X
2 +

Σ + Ne ab initio calculations [MRCI+Q/CBS] indicate that the minimum energy

configuration for CN-Ne is bent (θ ~80°) with Re~3.5 Å and a well depth of De~40 cm-1.
The CN-Ne potential is only weakly anisotropic with a predicted barrier to internal
rotation of 6 cm-1.24 By contrast, the minimum energy configuration computed
[RSPT2/aug-cc-pVTZ] for CN-Ar is slightly bent (θ ~130°) with Re~3.8 Å and a larger
well depth of De~140 cm-1.17 In addition, the CN-Ar potential is predicted to be more
anisotropic with a barrier to internal rotation of ~27 cm-1. Finally, the CN X 2Σ+ + H2
potential is computed [SDCI(D,CP)/avtz-f] to have its global minimum in a linear
configuration (θ1e~0°) with Re~3.9 Å and De~100 cm-1.26 Calculations indicate that
ortho-H2 will be more strongly bound to CN than para-H2 by ~11 cm-1 (ΔD0). Given that
the nuclear spin statistics also favor ortho-H2 (ortho:para = 3:1) in normal H2, one can
anticipate that ortho-H2-CN will be more readily formed than para-H2-CN at low
temperatures.
The infrared spectrum of the CN-Ar complex is expected to be similar to that
reported recently for the CN-Ne complex,24 since both CN X 2Σ+ + Rg potentials have
shallow wells with weak anisotropies. For CN-Ne (vCN=2), hindered internal rotor levels
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(nK= 11 and 10) of the complex were observed in the CN overtone region and the lowest
nK= 00 level was detected by UV spectroscopy. The energetic ordering and spacings of
the hindered rotor levels were used for direct experimental determination of the angular
anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ne potential, revealing a small barrier of only ~8 cm-1 to
free rotation of CN within the complex. In addition, the minimum energy configuration
was found to be bent (θ~80°), agreeing well with ab initio calculations [MRCI+Q/CBS].
Building on the previous study of CN-Ne, we adopt the same quantum labels for
CN-Ar using (vCN, vs, nK) to denote the CN stretch (vCN), intermolecular stretch (vs), and
hindered internal rotor (nK) level. Here, n refers to the rotational quantum number of CN
and K is its projection onto the intermolecular axis. The rotational levels of CN-Ar are
denoted with N, referring to the total angular momentum excluding spin, which is a good
quantum number as electron spin is decoupled.27 For H2-CN, the appropriate quantum

(

)

labels are vCN , jH2 , K , vs ,26 where jH2 refers to para- or ortho-H2 and K is the

projection of the total angular momentum excluding spin onto the intermolecular axis.
(Note that n is not a rigorous quantum number for ortho-H2-CN or its IR transitions.)
This work focuses on infrared spectroscopy of CN-Ar and, to a lesser extent, H2CN complexes using an IR-UV double resonance scheme. Various intermolecular states
of the complexes are identified with two quanta of CN stretch (vCN=2) in transitions
originating from their ground states (vCN=0). The ordering, spacings, and rotational
structure of hindered internal rotor states of CN-Ar provide new information on the CN X
2 +

Σ + Ar potential. The experimental results are compared with ground state parameters

deduced from prior electronic spectroscopy studies17 as well as properties of the ab initio
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potential for CN X 2Σ+ + Ar.17 For H2-CN, experimental observations are compared with
the results of previous bound state calculations carried out on ab initio potentials.26
II. Experimental Methods

In this study, an IR-UV double resonance technique is used to record IR spectra
of the CN-Ar complex in the CN overtone region. As shown in Fig. 1, an IR laser is used
to excite CN-Ar from its ground vibrational state to a hindered internal rotor level of the
complex with CN (vCN=2). A UV laser subsequently promotes CN-Ar from this hindered
rotor state to the excited B (vCN=2) vibronic state. The CN-Ar complex then undergoes
electronic predissociation to form highly vibrationally excited CN A 2Π products, from
which A-X fluorescence is collected.
To form CN-Ar complexes, ICN precursor is synthesized as described
previously14,28 and entrained in carrier gas (80 psi, 10% Ar/He). The ICN vapor is
introduced into a vacuum chamber via a pulsed valve nozzle where it is photolyzed at the
throat of a supersonic expansion with a KrF (248 nm) excimer laser (Coherent, LPX
105i) to form I/I* + CN.29 The CN radicals then associate with Ar in the carrier gas to
form the CN-Ar complex, which is subsequently cooled via collisions in the ensuing
expansion. The expansion conditions are optimized for producing binary CN-Ar
complexes, while minimizing formation of larger CN-(Ar)n clusters. At a distance of ~15
nozzle diameters downstream, the CN-Ar complex is interrogated with
counterpropogating IR and UV beams. For a few experiments, ArF (193 nm) excimer
photolysis is utilized with the UV probe laser only.
Tunable IR light with a bandwidth of 0.10 cm-1 is generated using an optical
parametric oscillator (OPO, LaserVision) pumped by an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser
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Figure 1. IR-UV double resonance method is illustrated on schematic radial potentials

for CN (X 2Σ+, B 2Σ+) + Ar. The IR laser excites the CN-Ar complex from its ground
state to hindered internal rotor levels with two quanta of CN stretch (vCN=2). The UV
laser subsequently promotes vibrationally excited CN-Ar to the excited B (vCN=2)
electronic state of the complex. CN-Ar then undergoes electronic predissociation to form
vibrationally excited CN A 2Π, which give rise to A-X fluorescence. Upon photolysis at
193 nm, CN-Ar X (vCN=2) can also be observed directly in the expansion (without IR
excitation) and is probed on B-X (2,2) transitions, denoted as UV′.
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(Continuum Precision II 8000, 10 Hz, 8 ns). It is operated in the CN overtone region at
~2.5 μm with typical pulse powers of 10 mJ. The UV radiation is generated by frequency
doubling (Inrad Autotracker III) the output of a Nd:YAG (Innolas, SL600, 20 Hz, 7 ns)
pumped dye laser (Radiant Dyes, Narrowscan), which operates in the vicinity of the B-X
(0,0), (2,2), and (2,0) regions at approximately 388, 385, and 333 nm, respectively. Both
IR and UV lasers were frequency calibrated using a wavemeter (Coherent Wavemaster).
The IR laser is gently focused into the center of the molecular beam using a lens with a
focal length of 50 cm. The unfocused but collimated UV laser is spatially overlapped
with the IR laser and delayed 20 ns after the IR pulse. The resulting laser induced
fluorescence is collimated using f/1 optics and passes through a series of filters optimized
for collection of CN A-X fluorescence (600 nm longpass filter and 650 nm shortpass
filter). The light then impinges on a photomultiplier tube (ET Enterprises 9816B) after
which the signal is preamplified and displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy
WaveRunner 44xi) attached to a PC for further analysis.
The IR laser pulse (10 Hz) is present for every other UV laser pulse (20 Hz) such
that the signal generated by the UV laser alone (background) can be subtracted from that
resulting from both the IR and UV lasers [(IR+UV)-UV]. This active background
subtraction procedure is used in acquiring all spectral data presented herein. Two
different scanning procedures are employed to record IR spectra. In constant energy sum
scanning (CESS), the IR and UV lasers are scanned simultaneously in opposite directions
such that the frequency sum of the IR and UV lasers remains constant. This technique is
used in initial scans to find IR spectral features of the CN-Ar complex. After IR features
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are identified, the UV laser is fixed, while the IR laser is scanned to record rotationally
resolved spectra.
In a few experiments, a 30% H2 in He carrier gas (100 psi) is used to record the
first infrared spectra of the H2-CN complex. The experimental procedures are the same
for H2-CN except that the complex is detected by UV excitation to the CN B 2Σ+ (v=2) +
H2 dissociation limit, resulting in CN B-X (2,1) fluorescence at ~420 nm. The
fluorescence is collected using a 420 nm bandpass filter in combination with a 400 nm
longpass filter to block scatter from the UV probe laser.
III. Results
A. IR overtone excitation of CN-Ar

Using 193 nm photolysis, CN-Ar complexes with two quanta of CN vibrational
excitation (vCN=2) are readily detected without IR excitation, as seen previously for CNNe complexes.24 Electronic spectra recorded in the B-X (2,2) region display several
features readily attributable to CN-Ar, which correlate with similar features previously
reported in the B-X (0,0) region and denoted as b0, b2, b3, c0, and c2 in Ref. 17. We show
in a companion paper that these CN-Ar features in the B-X (0,0) region originate from a
common ground state level with nK=0.25 Spectra recorded in the B-X (2,0) region reveal
only the two largest features, denoted as b0 and b2 in the B-X (0,0) region, centered at
30017.7 cm-1 and 30026.9 cm-1. Many more CN-Ar features and stronger overall signal
levels are observed in the B-X (2,2) region, which is likely a result of the more favorable
Franck-Condon overlap for diagonal transitions in the CN stretching coordinate.
Comparison of features b0 and b2 in the B-X (2,2) region, centered at 25959.2 cm-1 and
25968.4 cm-1, respectively, with those in the B-X (2,0) region, yields the pure CN
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overtone stretch of CN-Ar at 4058.5(2) cm-1. This corresponds to two quanta of CN
stretch with no intermolecular excitation (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,00) in the ground electronic
state. This value is essentially the same as the monomer CN overtone transition30 at
4058.55 cm-1 and indicates that the binding energy of CN-Ar is unchanged with CN
stretch excitation. Additional detail on determination of the pure overtone transition of
CN-Ar is given in Appendix 4, including spectra shown in Fig. A1 of CN-Ar in the B-X
(0,0), (2,2), and (2,0) regions.
IR-UV double resonance spectra of CN-Ar are recorded using 248 nm photolysis,
eliminating the UV-only signal originating from vibrationally excited CN-Ar (vCN=2).
Survey scans are obtained using the CESS method with the sum of the IR and UV laser
wavenumbers set at 30026.9 cm-1, corresponding to the largest CN-Ar feature (b2) in the

B-X (2,0) electronic spectrum. The two lasers are simultaneously scanned, covering a 20
cm-1 region in the infrared between 4058 and 4078 cm-1. The pure CN overtone
transition is not observed, as expected, due to the Δn = ±1 selection rule for IR transitions
between hindered internal rotor states of the complex. An IR feature centered at 4062.4
cm-1 is observed, which displays a strong Q-branch, along with P- and R-branch
structure, indicative of a perpendicular transition. A smaller IR feature is also found
centered about 4065.0 cm-1 with P and R rotational structure, but no Q-branch, of a
parallel band type. The vibrationally excited CN-Ar (and H2/D2-CN) complexes with
(vCN=2) are long-lived with lifetimes greater than several microseconds.
The IR laser promotes CN-Ar to different hindered internal rotor states, as evident
from their transition frequencies and band types. The best signal-to-noise ratios for the
two IR bands were found using different UV transitions in the B-X (2,2) region. For the
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lower feature at 4062.4 cm-1, the UV laser was fixed at 25964.5 cm-1 [IR+UV = 30026.9
cm-1 (b2)], while for the higher energy feature at 4065.0 cm-1, the UV laser was fixed at
25941.1 cm-1 [IR+UV = 30006.1 cm-1 (a3)]. The rotationally resolved IR spectra of
hindered rotor states of the CN-Ar complex, obtained using this IR-UV double resonance
method, provide an abundance of new spectral information on the complex in its ground
electronic state.
Figure 2 shows a compilation of the two CN-Ar features observed in the CN
overtone region as well as the position of the unobserved pure CN overtone stretch of the
complex at 4058.5 cm-1 derived from electronic spectra (described above). The CN-Ar
feature at 4062.4 cm-1 lies 3.9 cm-1 to higher energy and is assigned as a transition
originating from the ground state (vCN, vs, nK) = (0,0,00) and terminating on the (2,0,11)
hindered rotor state based on the Δn = +1 selection rule and its perpendicular band type
(ΔK=1 transition).25 The CN-Ar feature at 4065.0 cm-1 lies an additional 2.6 cm-1 to
higher energy and is assigned as a transition from the ground state (0,0,00) to the (2,0,10)
hindered rotor state based on its parallel band type (ΔK=0 transition).
Although the IR features are relatively straightforward to assign based on their
band contours, the rotational structures (shown in Fig. 3) of these closely spaced bands
are much more difficult to analyze. The close proximity of the nK= 10 and 11 upper states
(< 3 cm-1) is expected to result in Coriolis coupling, as seen previously for CN-Ne, which
would lead to complicated rotational structures and intensity patterns. Initial rotational
analyses are carried out using the PGOPHER program.31 The line positions of the P- and

R-branches in both bands are fit simultaneously by floating a common ground state
rotational constant, B00, the rotational constants for the upper states, B11 and B10, and band
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Figure 2. Rotationally structured CN-Ar bands in the CN overtone region observed

using IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy. The nK hindered rotor states associated
with the IR transitions, along with their ΔE energy spacings, are labeled on the spectra
and energy level diagram. The pure overtone (00-00) transition, indicated with a grey
line, is not observed due to IR selection rules, but can be deduced from CN-Ar electronic
transitions (see text).
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Figure 3. Experimental and simulated band contours for transitions to the (vCN, vs, nK) =

(2,0,11) (upper panel) and (2,0,10) (lower panel) hindered internal rotor states of CN-Ar
originating from its ground (0,0,00) state. The red and blue traces are the experimental
spectra, while the black traces are simulations with rotational temperature of 1.4 K and
laser bandwidth of 0.1 cm-1. The simulations are based on fits to P- and R-lines only.
Rotational assignments are denoted as ticks. The dashed grey line corresponds to the Qbranch contour anticipated using the same (perturbed) rotational constant for the (2,0,11)
state. The (2,0,11) upper state rotational constant derived from the deperturbation
analysis provides a much better representation of the experimental Q-branch structure
(included in solid black line fit). The simulated line intensities are based on standard
Hönl-London factors.
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origins, v11 and v10. The Q-branch in the perpendicular transition is not included in the fit
for reasons which will be discussed below. The resulting spectral simulations are shown
in Fig. 3 with a rotational temperature of 1.4 K and a Gaussian linewidth of 0.1 cm-1 (IR
laser bandwidth). The derived spectroscopic constants are listed in Table 1.
This preliminary rotational analysis yields a ground state rotational constant, B00,
of 0.069(1) cm-1, which is in excellent agreement with the rotational constant derived
previously from CN-Ar B-X (0,0) spectra (see Table 1).17 On the other hand, the upper
state rotational constants, B10 and B11, differ significantly from B00. These changes may
arise from perturbations in the rotational structure of the closely spaced features. The
most striking evidence of Coriolis coupling is the observed position and shading of the Qbranch for the 4062.4 cm-1 band when compared to a simulation based on rotational
constants derived from the P- and R-branches (grey dashed line) in Fig. 3 (top panel). A
deperturbation analysis of the 4062.4 and 4065.0 cm-1 bands is carried out in Sec. IV. A.
B. Infrared overtone excitation of H2-CN

Infrared spectra of the H2-CN complex are also obtained using a similar IR-UV
double resonance method. In this case, the IR OPO is scanned in the CN overtone region
with the UV laser positioned near the peak of the bound-free transition in the B-X (2,2)
region at 26010 cm-1, which lies ∼30 cm-1 above the CN B 2Σ+ (v=2) + H2 dissociation
threshold. Two IR features are observed as shown in Fig. 4: a parallel band (ΔK=0) with
resolved P- and R-branch lines centered at 4061.3 cm-1 and a perpendicular band (ΔK=1)
with an apparent Q-branch and no noticeable P or R structure at 4066.0 cm-1. Although
the two IR features are closely spaced (ΔE = 4.7 cm-1), there is no spectroscopic evidence
that points to significant Coriolis coupling, as has been suggested by Kaledin and
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Table 1. Spectroscopic constants (cm-1) for CN-Ar (vCN, vs, nK) states derived from

infrared overtone spectra and deperturbation analysis.
Ground state
(vCN, vs, nK)

Hindered internal rotor states

(0,0,00)

v0 (origin)
Be (expt.)

a

12

(Å)

0.066(3), 0.069(3)b

3.94(4)

β [(2,0,11)-(2,0,10)]c
a

(2,0,10)

4062.4(1)

4065.0(1)

0.066(2)

0.073(2)

0.072(2)

0.068(2)

3.85(4)

3.97(4)

0.069(2)

B (deperturbed)
R2

(2,0,11)

0.110(4)

Rotational constants from experimental data for e symmetry levels. The rotational

constants are labeled in the text as B00, B11, and B10 for the (0,0,00), (2,0,11), and (2,0,10)
states, respectively.
b

Ground state rotational constants derived from the a2 and a3 bands of CN-Ar in the B-X

(0,0) electronic spectrum (Ref. 17).
c

Coriolis coupling term between (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,11) and (2,0,10) hindered rotor states.
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Figure 4. Infrared overtone spectrum of H2-CN complex obtained using a similar IR-UV

double resonance technique with UV fixed at 26010 cm-1. The rotationally resolved
feature at 4061.3 cm-1 is simulated as a Σ ← Σ (parallel) band originating from the

(

)

nominally linear ground state of ortho-H2-CN vCN , jH2 , K , vs = (0,1,0,0) to a
vibrationally excited (2,1,0,0) state. Rotational lines utilized to derive rotational
constants are labeled. The higher energy feature at 4066.0 cm-1 is tentatively ascribed as
the Q-branch of a Π ← Σ (perpendicular) band to the (2,1,1,0) state of ortho-H2-CN.
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Heaven;19 this issue is revisited in Sec. IV. Similar IR features are observed for D2-CN at
4061.6 and 4066.6 cm-1, but lack sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for analysis at this time.
The rotational structure of the parallel band of H2-CN at 4061.3(1) cm-1 (origin)
has been analyzed to determine rotational constants for the ground (vCN=0) and
vibrationally excited (vCN=2) states of B″ = 0.39(1) cm-1 and B′ = 0.38(1) cm-1. This
ground state B″ value differs considerably from that previously reported [0.31(1) cm-1],
which was based on rotational analysis of the H2-CN electronic spectrum in the A-X (2,0)
region;19 see Appendix 4 for a plausible reanalysis (Fig. A2) of the earlier data. The
rotational constants derived from the IR spectral analysis are then used to determine the
average intermolecular bond length, R 2

12

, between the centers-of-mass of CN and H2

assuming a linear C≡N–H-H configuration based on the minimum energy structure
predicted theoretically.26,32 The average intermolecular bond length is 4.26(8) Å in the
ground state and increases slightly upon vibrational overtone excitation to 4.32(8) Å.
Assuming that the lowest energy feature promotes ortho-H2-CN from its ground state to
the corresponding lowest intermolecular level with vCN=2, the spectral shift from free
CN, +2.7 cm-1, indicates a small decrease in the stability of H2-CN (vCN=2) relative to H2CN (vCN=0). Combining the spectral shift with the previously determined binding energy
for H2-CN (vCN=0), D0″=38(1) cm-1, yields a binding energy for H2-CN (vCN=2) of 35(1)
cm-1. These spectroscopic observables are compared with the results from prior bound
state calculations in Sec. V.
IV. Analysis
A. Coriolis coupling effects and deperturbation analysis
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1. CN-Ar

As described in Sec. III. A, the infrared spectrum of CN-Ar exhibits complicated
rotational structures and intensity patterns indicative of Coriolis coupling between the

nK=11 and 10 hindered rotor states in vCN=2. Similar behavior has been observed in IR
transitions to closely spaced K=0 and 1 states of CN-Ne and HX-Rg complexes.24,33-35
The N-dependent shifts of rotational energy levels in these previous studies were
analyzed as an l-doubling perturbation between intermolecular bending and/or stretching
levels. The same analysis is carried out here for CN-Ar to evaluate deperturbed
rotational constants and the strength of the Coriolis coupling. Note that the line
intensities are not modeled in the present analysis because of the double resonance nature
of the experiments.
Coriolis coupling occurs only between rotational levels of the same symmetry.
For the IR overtone transition to the CN-Ar (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,11) hindered rotor state at
4062.4 cm-1, the P- and R-lines terminate on levels with e symmetry, while the Q-lines
terminate on levels of f symmetry. For the IR transition to the CN-Ar (2,0,10) hindered
rotor state at 4065.0 cm-1, the P- and R-lines again terminate on levels of e symmetry.
Coriolis coupling occurs between the e symmetry levels of these two hindered rotor
states, nK=11 and 10, causing readily apparent perturbations in the P- and R-branches.
The f symmetry levels of the nK=11 hindered rotor state, and therefore the Q-branch, are
left unperturbed.
Preliminary rotational analyses of the P- and R-branches of the 4062.4 and 4065.0
cm-1 bands give values for B11 and B10 (e symmetry levels) that differ considerably from
one another and B00 (see Be (expt.) in Table 1.) A simulation based on these constants for
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the 4062.4 cm-1 band results in a Q-branch (position and shading), which does not match
that measured experimentally (Fig. 3, upper panel, dashed grey line), indicating a
significant change from the unperturbed rotational constant for the f symmetry levels of
the upper nK=11 state. Indeed, B11 for the f symmetry levels must be greater than B00 to
give rise to the Q-branch shading observed. The smaller B11 value relative to B00 derived
from experiment for the e-levels suggests that the 11 state is perturbed by a state higher in
energy. The nearby 10 state, which has a larger B10 relative to B00, is the perturbing state
to higher energy and it is similarly perturbed by the lower energy 11 state.
A complete deperturbation analysis was then undertaken using a modified
rotational Hamiltonian to model the experimentally observed rotational energy levels
⎛H
Hˆ = ⎜ 11
⎝ H 21

H12 ⎞
⎟
H 22 ⎠

with matrix elements

H11 = ν 10 + B10 [ N ( N + 1) − K 2 ]
H 22 = ν 11 + B11[ N ( N + 1) − K 2 ]
H12 = H 21 = β [ N ( N + 1)]

1

2

The band origins, v10 and v11, are kept constant while the deperturbed rotational constants,
B10 and B11, and the Coriolis coupling parameter, β, are allowed to float in a least-squares
fit of the eigenvalues of the N-dependent Hamiltonian to the rotational energy levels of
the 11 and 10 states obtained from simulation of P- and R-branch lines (described in Sec.
III. A). The fit reveals strong Coriolis coupling between the closely spaced (vCN, vs, nK) =
(2,0,11) and (2,0,10) hindered internal rotor states of CN-Ar with β ~ 2B and deperturbed
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rotational constants listed in Table 1. This analysis shows that Coriolis coupling perturbs
the rotational constants by ~7% compared to their unperturbed values.
The Q-branch of the 4062.4 cm-1 band can be simulated with the deperturbed
rotational constant for the upper state (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,11). The position and shading of
the Q-branch now reproduces the experimental spectrum (Fig. 3, black trace), where Pand R-branches are simulated with the perturbed constant. The deperturbed rotational
constants for the (2,0,11) and (2,0,10) hindered rotor states and the unperturbed ground
state (0,0,00) of CN-Ar are then used to determine average intermolecular distances,
R2

12

, between the center-of-mass of the CN monomer and Ar. This yields an average

separation distance in the ground (vCN, vs, nK) = (0,0,00) state of 3.94(4) Å. The CN-Ar
separation in the (2,0,10) state is similar to the ground state with an average distance of
3.97(4) Å, while the (2,0,11) distance is slightly shorter at 3.85(4) Å. This suggests a
small, but noticeable change in the most probable configuration of hindered rotor states
with different nK, which can be explained with a relatively simple picture.
Examination of the ab initio CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential shows that the minimum
value of R changes significantly as a function of the C≡N–Ar angle, ranging from ~3.7 Å
at T-shaped configurations to ~4.2 Å at linear geometries.17 This means that the Ar atom
can approach the center-of-mass of CN more closely in bent configurations (sideways
approach) than in linear geometries (head on approach to either end of CN). If one
assumes that CN acts as a nearly free rotor in the nK= 10 and 11 states of CN-Ar, the
probability distributions for a free-rotor may be used to develop a deeper understanding
of apparent changes in bond length between hindered rotor states in CN-Ar. As seen in
Fig. 8 of Ref. 24, the nK= 10 state of a free rotor has its highest probability at linear
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configurations, while the 11 state of a free rotor has its highest probability in bent
configurations. The resulting experimental bond lengths in CN-Ar follow this trend: the
excited (2,0,10) hindered rotor state has a longer bond length, 3.94(4) Å, and samples
linear (or nearly linear) most probable configurations, while the excited (2,0,11) hindered
rotor state has a shorter bond length of 3.85(4) Å and samples bent configurations. The
ground (0,0,00) state also has a longer bond length of 3.97(4) Å, and this suggests that its
most probable configuration is also linear or near-linear (N≡C–Ar).
2. H2-CN

Previously, it has been suggested that the ground state of H2-CN (vCN=0) is
perturbed as a result of significant Coriolis coupling with a nearby intermolecular state.19
In principle, one would like to carry out a deperturbation analysis for the corresponding
lowest intermolecular level of H2-CN and the nearby intermolecular state with vCN=2,
which are accessed via IR transitions at 4061.3 and 4066.0 cm-1. However, the lack of
observable P, R rotational structure for the higher energy feature precludes such an
analysis. On the other hand, the original reason for invoking Coriolis coupling appears to
be refuted by the new IR data. The average intermolecular bond length R 2

12

= 4.26(8)

derived from the ground state rotational constant is in accord with the expectation value
R = 4.26 Å evaluated from the probability amplitude for the lowest bound state of

ortho-H2-CN.26
B. Hindered rotor analysis

In this section, we use the assignments and energy spacings of the observed
hindered rotor levels to obtain information on the anisotropy of the CN X 2Σ+ (v=2) + Ar
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potential based solely on the experimental results. The resultant angular potential is then
compared with that of the ab initio potential for CN X 2Σ+ + Ar reported previously.17
The hindered rotor analysis is based on the theoretical treatment for open shell complexes
developed by Dubernet et al.36 The intermolecular potential Vinter is modeled as a
truncated Legendre expansion with radially averaged anisotropy parameters V10 and V20
as coefficients (see Sec. V. A). The bending Hamiltonian, assumed to be decoupled from
the intermolecular stretch, is evaluated for specific values of V10 and V20 to determine
energies for the hindered internal rotor nK states. The eigenvalues are obtained by
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian with matrix elements composed of potential coupling
coefficients (see Eq. 11 of Ref. 36). The values for V10 and V20 are varied iteratively until
the energy spacings and ordering of the nK states calculated match those observed
experimentally (with associated uncertainties) for vCN=2, nK=00, 11, and 10.
Dubernet et al. present general trends in the energy level pattern for angular states
of complexes containing open-shell diatoms in Σ states based on limiting values of V10
and V20.36 Inspection of their correlation diagrams constructed as a function of V20 with
fixed V10=0 and 2b in Figs. 2c and 2d of Ref. 36, respectively, shows that V10 lies closer
to the 2b limit for CN-Ar. Indeed, V10 must be closer to 3b in order to capture the
ordering of the CN-Ar hindered internal rotor states and the larger spacing between the
nK=00 and 11 states of 3.9(2) cm-1 compared to the smaller spacing between the nK=11 and
10 states of 2.6(1) cm-1. A correlation diagram specific to CN-Ar (vCN=2) (see Appendix
4, Fig. A3) was then constructed for a fixed value of V10 ∼ 3b [b=1.856 cm-1 for CN X 2Σ+
(v=2)] as a function of V20. This shows that the ordering and spacings of the hindered
rotor states also requires V20 to be positive. A unique solution for V10 and V20 of 5.2 cm-1
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and 3.2 cm-1, respectively, yields the experimental spacings precisely. To account for the
experimental uncertainty in the spacings, a corresponding range of V10 and V20 values is
also derived, specifically V10 from 4.8 to 5.5 cm-1 and V20 from 2.6 to 3.8 cm-1. The sign
of V10, indicating a preference for Ar binding to the C or N side of CN, cannot be
determined from the experimental data alone. The positive sign for V10, favoring the Cside of CN, is adopted from the previously calculated ab initio potential energy surface.17
V. Discussion
A. Angular potential for CN + Ar

The effective angular dependence of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential is then plotted as
a function of θ in the top panel of Fig. 5 using the experimentally determined V10 and V20
coefficients in a truncated Legendre polynomial expression
V (θ ) = V10 cos θ +

(

)

V20 3cos 2 (θ ) − 1
2

The angular potential is relatively flat from 90 to 270°. The V10 term dominates the
overall shape of the potential, resulting in a minimum closer to linear N≡C–Ar than linear
C≡N–Ar. The V20 coefficient has a somewhat smaller effect, extending the nearly flat
region of the potential. The barrier to CN internal rotation in the complex is only 12 cm1

, indicating a weakly anisotropic potential close to the free-rotor limit. As a result, the

ground state of CN-Ar will undergo large amplitude motion in the angular coordinate
within the relatively flat potential about the linear N≡C–Ar configuration.
The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the angular dependence of the ab initio potential
for CN X 2Σ+ + Ar previously reported.17 The theoretical curve was generated by fitting
the radial data at fixed values of θ to an extended Morse potential, thereby obtaining the
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Figure 5. Potential anisotropy for CN X 2Σ+ + Ar as a function of intermolecular angle θ.

The upper panel shows the radially averaged angular potential (solid line) derived from
the experimental hindered rotor spacings with vCN=2. The dotted and dashed lines give
the individual contributions from the larger V10= 5.2 cm-1 term and smaller V20= 3.2 cm-1
term with gray lines or shading indicating the associated experimental uncertainty. The
lower panel displays the radially minimized energy at each θ from previous ab initio
calculations (Ref. 17) as red crosses with a fit (black curve) to the ab initio data based on
the Legendre expansion.
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minimum energy at each angle. Plotting the minimum energy for each θ produces a onedimensional angular minimum energy path through the two-dimensional potential. This
angular potential is fit to the same truncated Legendre expansion employed above in the
experimental analysis, yielding values of V10 and V20 of 10.9 cm-1 and 4.3 cm-1,
respectively. The ab initio calculation reproduces the shape of the CN X 2Σ+ + Ar
experimental potential very well and affords determination of the sign of V10. However,
the ab initio calculation predicts a much larger barrier to CN internal rotation of 27 cm-1
compared to the experimental value of 12 cm-1.
B. H2-CN potential

The IR spectral data is obtained using normal H2, which means that the observed
IR features could be due to complexes of CN with ortho-H2 ( jH2 =1), para-H2 ( jH2 =0), or
both. As noted in the Introduction, one might expect ortho-H2-CN to be formed more
readily than para-H2-CN in the supersonic expansion because of its greater binding
energy (D0) (26.3 cm-1 for ortho-H2 vs. 15.4 cm-1 for para-H2 with CN from bound state
calculations)26 and more favorable spin statistics (ortho:para = 3:1). Indeed, previous
infrared spectroscopic studies of analogous complexes of HF and OH with H2 have
revealed only the ortho-H2-HX complexes.21,37
The intermolecular potential for H2 + CN differs from H2 + HX in that the
minimum energy configuration is predicted to be linear C≡N–H-H rather than T-shaped
H2-HX. In these systems, the attractive dipole-quadrupole interaction favors linear and
T-shaped configurations, although the linear configuration is more favorable. The
smaller quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is repulsive for linear configurations and
attractive for T-shaped configurations. The change in minimum energy geometry
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between H2-HX and H2-CN has been attributed to the much smaller quadrupole moment
of CN,26 which leads to less repulsion from the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction in
linear configurations as compared to HF or OH with H2. For the T-shaped complexes of
HX with H2, the angular momentum vector for ortho-H2 ( jH2 =1) lies along the
intermolecular axis, giving rise to a ground state for ortho-H2-HX with K=1 and a Π ← Π
infrared transition for the HX stretch, while the unobserved para-H2-HX complex would
have a ground state with K=0 and a Σ ← Σ infrared transition.
By contrast, since the average configuration for ortho-H2-CN is linear, the angular
momentum vector for ortho-H2 ( jH2 =1) would lie perpendicular to the intermolecular
axis. As a result, one would anticipate the ground state of ortho-H2-CN to have zero
projection (K=0) of the total angular momentum (excluding spin) on the intermolecular
axis. Infrared overtone transitions (vCN=2) of ortho-H2-CN would then be expected to
exhibit either Σ ← Σ (parallel) or Π ← Σ (perpendicular) band types originating from its

(

)

ground state vCN , jH2 , K , vs = ( 0,1, 0, 0 ) to ( 2,1, 0, 0 ) and ( 2,1,1, 0 ) upper states, and

both appear to be observed experimentally. The spacing of these features (4.7 cm-1) is in
good accord with bound state calculations,19 which predict a K=1 state lying 5.1 cm-1
above the K=0 ground state for ortho-H2-CN. In addition, the intermolecular bond length
R2

12

= 4.26 ( 8 ) Å for the ground state agrees with the expectation value R = 4.26 Å

for the lowest bound state of ortho-H2-CN. Finally, the previously determined
experimental binding energy, D0″=38(1) cm-1, is in reasonable accord with that predicted
for ortho-H2-CN (26.3 cm-1).26 The experimental observables, namely IR transition type,
bond length, intermolecular spacing, and binding energy, all point to ortho-H2-CN in a
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near linear configuration as the spectral carrier in the infrared spectrum presented in this
work and the B-X bound-free transition reported earlier. It should be noted that para-H2CN, which is expected to be far less abundant, is predicted to have the same infrared
transition type, a somewhat longer R at 4.40 Å, a similar spacing between K=0 and 1
levels (4.6 cm-1), and a smaller binding energy of 15.4 cm-1.26
VI. Conclusions

The infrared spectrum of the weakly bound CN-Ar van der Waals complex is
recorded in the first overtone region of CN using an IR-UV double resonance scheme.
The infrared spectra probe hindered rotor states in vCN=2 of CN-Ar with nK= 11 and 10,
while subsequent UV excitation in the B-X (2,2) spectral region promotes CN-Ar to the
excited B (vCN=2) state. UV spectra recorded in the B-X (2,2) and (2,0) regions without
IR excitation, using 193 nm photolysis to produce CN (v=2), yield the pure CN overtone
stretch of CN-Ar (nK=00) at 4058.5 cm-1, which is unchanged from that of free CN
(4058.55 cm-1).
Rotationally structured infrared spectra recorded in the first overtone region of
CN in CN-Ar are identified at 4062.4 cm-1 and 4065.0 cm-1 and assigned as transitions
from the ground state to (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,11) and (2,0,10), respectively. The rotational
levels of e parity in the closely spaced nK=11 and 10 hindered rotor states, accessed
through P- and R-branch lines, display clear perturbations due to Coriolis coupling. A
deperturbation analysis is carried out to derive accurate rotational constants for the
hindered rotor states and determine the magnitude of the coupling, β.
Furthermore, the energy spacings between the hindered rotor states of CN-Ar and
their respective ordering provide detailed information on the angular anisotropy of the
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CN X 2Σ+ + Ar potential energy surface. The theoretical framework of Dubernet et al. for
open-shell diatom-rare gas complexes is used to obtain eigenvalues for a bending
Hamiltonian, which are compared with experimental spacings. This procedure yields
radially averaged anisotropy parameters, V10 = 5.2 cm-1 and V20 = 3.2 cm-1 and associated
uncertainties, of a truncated Legendre expansion, which are used to model the angular
dependence of the ground state potential. The weakly anisotropic potential is found to be
relatively flat about a linear N≡C–Ar configuration with a barrier to internal rotation of
only 12 cm-1, indicating nearly free rotation of CN within the CN-Ar complex. The
experimental anisotropy is compared to that predicted theoretically17 by optimizing the
radial potential at each angle. The ab initio angular potential closely matches that
determined experimentally; however, the barrier to free internal rotation is larger at ~27
cm-1.
The infrared spectrum of H2-CN in the CN overtone region reveals a parallel Σ ←
Σ band at 4061.3 cm-1 with an intermolecular bond length of R 2

12

= 4.26(8) Å and the

Q-branch of a second feature at 4066.0 cm-1. In contrast to a previous report based on
electronic spectroscopy,19 the bond length derived from the IR spectrum is in agreement
with the average value predicted theoretically for ortho-H2-CN in a linear C≡N–H-H
configuration. The transition types demonstrate that CN X 2Σ+ forms a weakly-bound
linear complex with the more abundant ortho-H2 ( jH2 =1), resulting in a ground state with
zero projection (K=0) of the total angular momentum (excluding spin) along the
intermolecular axis.
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Chapter 7

Future Directions
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These studies mark the first experiments investigating weakly bound CN
complexes using infrared excitation. The IR-UV methods described here to probe CNNe, CN-Ar, and CN-H2 van der Waals complexes may be adapted to the study of more
complicated systems. Bimolecular reactions and differences in their rates and dynamics
between the condensed and gas phases have attracted much interest. Solvent interactions
in particular have been shown to have a pronounced effect on the dynamics of chemical
reactions. Reactions of CN with alkanes and chloroalkanes in solution1-7 have been one
specific group of reactions that have been investigated because of the facile formation of
CN and detection of both CN reactant and HCN product. ICN is known to
photodissociate in solution to produce CN and both CN and HCN are easily detected in
solution using UV and IR absorption spectroscopy, respectively. The presence of stable
CN-solvent complexes have been proposed to play a crucial role in reaction in the
condensed phase. Specifically, formation and reaction of structurally different CNsolvent complexes dictate the rates of CN removal and HCN formation.
One such system involves complexation of CN with dichloromethane and
subsequent reaction.2 In kinetic studies, HCN product formation was found to occur
more rapidly than CN reactant was consumed. A kinetic scheme was proposed to
account for the apparent anomaly between the two measurements. Two structurally
different CN-CH2Cl2 complexes which react at different rates and do not interconvert on
the time scale of the reaction are deemed responsible. A weakly bound, less abundant
linear complex reacts rapidly with CH2Cl2 to form HCN products, while a more strongly
bound bridged complex reacts slowly to form ClCN. Thus, the slowly decaying CN
reactant signal arises from formation of the bridged complex, while the rapid formation
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of HCN proceeds through reaction of the linear complex as shown in Figure 1. Because
CN is highly reactive and acts as a pseudo-halogen, it is also useful to compare the
analogous reaction of Cl with alkanes in CH2Cl2.8 In these reactions, the disappearance
of CN and production of HCN occur with the same rates, consistent with a simple kinetic
picture and in sharp contrast to the equivalent reaction with CN.
As such, it would be interesting to produce the implied complexes in the gas
phase and probe them directly in an IR action scheme as was employed in detection and
characterization of the OH-HONO2 and H2O-HO complexes. The CN-CH2Cl2
complexes could be produced in the same manner by combining ICN vapor and
dichloromethane (~0.5 torr at 20°C), photolyzing the ICN to produce CN radicals, and
forming the CN-CH2Cl2 complexes through collisions in the supersonic jet. IR excitation
of the CN stretch and possibly other modes, including the CH stretching modes around
~3000 cm-1 will likely cause dissociation through intramolecular vibrational
redistribution (IVR) provided the infrared photon provides enough energy to break apart
CN and CH2Cl2. Electronic structure calculations suggest binding energies of 430 cm-1
for the linear complex and 1540 cm-1 for the bridging complex, and if this is the case, IR
excitation should provide ample energy. The resulting CN fragments produced from
predissociation may then be probed using the CN B 2Σ+ - X 2Σ+ electronic transition and
collecting the subsequent fluorescence. In this manner, information on the structure and
stability of one or possibly both CN-CH2Cl2 complexes can be attained, providing direct
confirmation of the proposed kinetic mechanism.
This is just one example of future experiments that could be carried out.
Complexes of CN with alkanes,1-7 H2O,9 and NH310 have all been proposed to be
225

important in reaction, and would be attractive systems to study. The development of IRUV techniques for the study of CN-Ne, CN-Ar, and CN-H2 has provided a gateway to the
study of more complex systems.

226

Figure 1. Scheme for the reaction of CN with CH2Cl2. HCN is produced through
formation of a linear complex (top pathway) while CN is consumed through formation of
a stable bridged complex (bottom pathway) which reacts slowly to form ClCN.
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Appendix 1:

Spectroscopic Identification and Stability of the Intermediate in the
OH + HONO2 Reaction Supporting Information

This research has been published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America (2008), 105, 12678 Supporting Information and was
performed with graduate student Eunice X. J. Li and Marsha I. Lester in the Department
of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania. Theoretical calculations were carried out by
Joseph S. Francisco in the Department of Chemistry, Purdue University.
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Table A1. Optimized geometry for OH-HONO2 in Å for distances and degrees for
angles

QCISD
Coordinate aug-cc-pVDZ
O7H6
0.982
O7H5
1.855
H6O3
2.386
H5O2
0.986
N1O2
1.384
1.226
N1O3
N1O4
1.202
H6O3N1
116.8
104.2
N1O2H5
174.0
O7H5O2
O7H6O3
117.7
O2N1O4
114.6
O3N1O4
128.6
180.0
H5O2N1O4

CCSD(T)
aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ
0.984
0.978
1.895
1.827
2.315
2.281
0.990
0.986
1.398
1.386
1.232
1.223
1.209
1.199
116.8
116.7
103.8
104.0
173.2
172.4
120.7
121.2
114.5
114.7
128.7
128.6
180.0
180.0
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Table A2. Vibrational frequencies (cm-1) for OH-HONO2
Species
OH
HONO2

OH·HONO2

Mode
Mode
number description
1
1 (a')
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 (a")
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

a

QCISD
aug-ccpVDZ

CCSD(T)
aug-cc-pVDZ

Expt.

OH stretch

3683

3683

3568a

OH stretch
ND asym. stretch
HON bend
NO sym. stretch
NO2 deform
NO' stretch
ONO' bend
NO2 out of plane
HO torsion

3743
1761
1379
1351
920
669
588
786
482

3702
1743
1344
1323
878
639
569
758
470

3550b
1708.2
1330.7
1324.9
878.6
646.6
579.0
762.2
455.8

O7H6 stretch
O2H5 stretch
NO4 stretch
NO2H5 bend
NO3 stretch
O3NO4 bend
NO2O3O4 umbrel.
O2NO3 bend
NO2H5 wag
O2NO4 bend
asym.
H6O7H5
stretch
O2H5O2 bend
O7H5O2
sym.
stretch
O7H6O3 bend
H6O7H5O2 torsion

3670
3502
1758
1456
1361
949
795
687
673
627
428

3516.8c
3260

194
185
113
69

Jacox, M. E. (1985) Comparison of the ground state vibrational fundamentals of

diatomic molecules in the gas phase and in inert solid matrices. J. Mol. Spectrosc. 113,
286-301.
b

McGraw, G. E., Bernitt, D. L. & Hisatsune, I. C. (1965) Vibrational spectra of isotopic

nitric acids. J. Chem. Phys. 42, 237-244.
c

This work.
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Table A3. Rotational constants for OH-HONO2

Method
QCISD/aug-cc-ppVDZ
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ

Rotational Constants (MHz)
A
B
C
12300
12110
12322

2746
2773
2817
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2245
2256
2283

Table A4. Binding energetics for the OH-HONO2 complex

Total Energy (Hartree)
Method
QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ

OH
-75.58111
-75.58408
-75.64550
-75.66449

HONO2
-280.28162
-280.31257
-280.54503
-280.61849

OH·HONO2
-355.87444
-355.90892
-356.20274
-356.29490

Relative
Energy (kcal
mol-1)
De
D0
7.3
5.8
7.7
6.2
7.6
6.1
7.6
6.0
7.4

CBS-∞ (aug-cc-pV∞Z)
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5.9

Appendix 2:

Infrared Spectrum and Stability of the H2O-HO Complex: Experiment
and Theory Supporting Information

This research has been published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry A (2010), 114,
1529 and was performed with graduate student Pesia Soloveichik and Marsha I. Lester in
the Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania and Anne B. McCoy in the
Department of Chemistry, The Ohio State University.
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Table A1. Energies of purely electronic potential Ve and adiabatic potentials Vν 2 with ν2
= 0 and 1 for H2O-HO on the 2A′ surface as a function of out-of-plane angle φ. Energies
in cm-1 relative to the energy of H2O-HO at its global minimum geometry.

φ (°)

Ve

Vν 2 =0

-86.84
-81.84
-76.84
-71.84
-66.84
-61.84
-56.84
-51.84
-46.84
-41.84
-36.84
-31.84
-26.84
-20.00
-10.00
-5.00
0.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
26.84
31.84
36.84
41.84
46.84
51.84
56.84
61.84
66.84
71.84
76.84
81.84
86.84

315.13
247.58
188.49
138.57
97.59
64.55
38.85
20.60
8.96
2.38
0.00
1.62
5.94
12.85
22.19
25.49
26.03
25.49
22.19
12.85
5.94
1.62
0.00
2.38
8.96
20.60
38.85
64.55
97.59
138.57
188.49
247.58
315.13

2063.46
1993.45
1932.31
1881.44
1840.05
1807.67
1782.62
1765.83
1756.17
1751.74
1751.79
1755.87
1762.59
1772.55
1785.04
1789.21
1790.01
1789.21
1785.04
1772.55
1762.59
1755.87
1751.79
1751.74
1756.17
1765.83
1782.62
1807.67
1840.05
1881.44
1932.31
1993.45
2063.46

Vν 2 =1
5414.04
5336.17
5268.17
5213.61
5169.98
5138.39
5114.07
5100.12
5094.81
5095.20
5100.80
5110.62
5123.00
5140.34
5160.50
5166.82
5168.26
5166.82
5160.50
5140.34
5123.00
5110.62
5100.80
5095.20
5094.81
5100.12
5114.07
5138.39
5169.98
5213.61
5268.17
5336.17
5414.04
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Table A2. Energies of purely electronic potential Ve and adiabatic potentials Vν 2 with ν2
= 0 and 1 for H2O-HO on the 2A″ surface as a function of out-of-plane angle φ. Energies
in cm-1 relative to the energy of H2O-HO at its global minimum geometry.

φ (°)
-82.20
-77.20
-72.20
-67.20
-62.20
-57.20
-52.20
-47.20
-42.20
-37.20
-32.20
-27.20
-22.20
-17.20
-10.00
-5.00
0.00
5.00
10.00
17.20
22.20
27.20
32.20
37.20
42.20
47.20
52.20
57.20
62.20
67.20
72.20
77.20
82.20

Ve
344.74
286.03
237.74
199.10
169.23
147.24
133.01
125.64
123.41
125.33
131.01
139.14
147.66
155.55
165.13
169.60
171.22
169.60
165.13
155.55
147.66
139.14
131.01
125.33
123.41
125.64
133.01
147.24
169.23
199.10
237.74
286.03
344.74

Vν 2 =0
2088.43
2028.81
1980.00
1941.55
1912.43
1892.00
1879.44
1874.29
1874.47
1878.90
1887.22
1897.62
1908.46
1918.36
1929.95
1935.24
1937.13
1935.24
1929.95
1918.36
1908.46
1897.62
1887.22
1878.90
1874.47
1874.29
1879.44
1892.00
1912.43
1941.55
1980.00
2028.81
2088.43

Vν 2 =1
5423.24
5360.58
5309.49
5270.89
5242.98
5225.94
5216.95
5216.93
5222.76
5233.13
5247.82
5263.63
5280.23
5295.19
5311.79
5319.13
5321.70
5319.13
5311.79
5295.19
5280.23
5263.63
5247.82
5233.13
5222.76
5216.93
5216.95
5225.94
5242.98
5270.89
5309.49
5360.58
5423.24
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Table A3. Z-matrix used to vary the OH bond length in H2O-HO at a specific value of φ.
O1 is the oxygen of water, O2 is the oxygen of the OH radical, X1 is a dummy atom, H1
is the hydrogen of the OH radical, and H2 and H3 are the hydrogens of the water. ROH is
the OH radical bond distance that is varied. All other coordinates are fixed.

O1
O2
X1
H1
H2
H3

O1
O1
O2
O1
O1

Distance1
Distance2
ROH
Distance4
Distance5

φ
Angle1
Angle2
Angle2

O2
O1
X1
X1
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X1
H1
H1

0
90
-90

Table A4. Fit coefficients for the Morse potential as a function of φ for H2O-HO on the
2

A′ surface. At each value of φ the one-dimensional energy vs. OH bond distance slices

were fit to the Morse potential:

(

)

2

V ( r , φ ) = De (φ ) ⎡1 − exp( −α (φ ) ⎡⎣ r − re (φ ) ⎤⎦ ⎤ + E (φ )
⎣
⎦
Energies are in J.

φ (°)

α (*1010 m-1)

re (*10-11 m)

De (*10-19)

E (*10-16)

0.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
26.84
31.84
36.84
41.84
46.84
51.84
56.84
61.84
66.84
71.84
76.84
81.84
86.84

2.39593778
2.39662401
2.39925014
2.40818307
2.41649433
2.42227091
2.42769704
2.43259606
2.43619715
2.43920366
2.43950816
2.43826239
2.43424798
2.42649485
2.41653236
2.40087000
2.38371340

9.82437182
9.82458946
9.82519741
9.82748526
9.82962779
9.83151849
9.83345961
9.83530606
9.83706384
9.83873188
9.83991654
9.84086619
9.84136541
9.84133293
9.84086990
9.83975794
9.83832933

6.29869884
6.29294450
6.27197709
6.20034033
6.13399375
6.08653258
6.04117197
5.99983823
5.96741440
5.93954303
5.93041475
5.93260654
5.95425671
6.00201182
6.06639267
6.17230625
6.29174039

-6.63743787
-6.63743809
-6.63743863
-6.63744014
-6.63744119
-6.63744184
-6.63744197
-6.63744135
-6.63743994
-6.63743757
-6.63743401
-6.63742906
-6.63742276
-6.63741507
-6.63740568
-6.63739475
-6.63738216
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Table A5. Fit coefficients for the Morse potential as a function of φ for H2O-HO on the
2

A″ surface. At each value of φ the one-dimensional energy vs. OH bond distance slices

were fit to the Morse potential:

(

)

2

V ( r , φ ) = De (φ ) ⎡1 − exp( −α (φ ) ⎡⎣ r − re (φ ) ⎤⎦ ⎤ + E (φ )
⎣
⎦
Energies are in J.

φ (°)

α (*1010 m-1)

re (*10-11 m)

De (*10-19)

E (*10-16)

0.00
5.00
10.00
17.20
22.20
27.20
32.20
37.20
42.20
47.20
52.20
57.20
62.20
67.20
72.20
77.20
82.20

2.38052996
2.38133079
2.38410475
2.39045346
2.39706990
2.40444836
2.41018630
2.41737443
2.42343883
2.42894659
2.43367543
2.43573321
2.43801289
2.43679295
2.43395380
2.42738046
2.42050664

9.82466965
9.82488720
9.82541315
9.82682565
9.82814862
9.82963533
9.83139842
9.83329445
9.83516215
9.83695069
9.83861033
9.83996088
9.84110296
9.84180994
9.84207492
9.84183696
9.84118183

6.40275998
6.39600592
6.37419275
6.32332123
6.27169081
6.21420656
6.16698048
6.10981079
6.06041034
6.01540907
5.97622973
5.95558943
5.93462033
5.93781477
5.95349548
5.99502512
6.04087957

-6.63740992
-6.63741020
-6.63741098
-6.63741261
-6.63741392
-6.63741531
-6.63741671
-6.63741756
-6.63741772
-6.63741709
-6.63741547
-6.63741261
-6.63740822
-6.63740240
-6.63739493
-6.63738571
-6.63737441
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Table A6. Fit coefficients for the extended Morse potential as a function of φ for H2O-

HO on the 2A′ surface. At each value of φ, the values of re and α obtained from the
Morse fit were fixed in the extended Morse potential:
4

V (r,φ) = ∑Dn (φ)[1− exp(−α (φ)[r − re (φ)])]n + E(φ)
n=2

Energies are in J.

φ (°)

D2 (*10-19)

D3 (*10-22)

D4 (*10-20)

E (*10-16)

0.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
26.84
31.84
36.84
41.84
46.84
51.84
56.84
61.84
66.84
71.84
76.84
81.84
86.84

6.22016841
6.21491651
6.19593336
6.13050605
6.06950221
6.02572973
5.98341125
5.94402796
5.91271130
5.88551579
5.87400400
5.87288203
5.88852091
5.92634553
5.97849803
6.06597003
6.16540971

1.74843557
1.75994946
1.84219671
2.08554150
2.25257318
2.34947684
2.42351663
2.56216486
2.64313095
2.74175835
2.89742489
3.06400074
3.27062542
3.47187457
3.60445333
3.59679520
3.19915272

1.43353944
1.42316608
1.38446541
1.26078456
1.15545790
1.08320571
1.02381555
0.98485523
0.96188914
0.94705902
0.98820853
1.04674316
1.15571893
1.33809222
1.56714504
1.92024234
2.31341210

-6.63743255
-6.63743280
-6.63743347
-6.63743538
-6.63743676
-6.63743765
-6.63743797
-6.63743747
-6.63743613
-6.63743380
-6.63743007
-6.63742489
-6.63741818
-6.63740982
-6.63739963
-6.63738750
-6.63737364
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Table A7. Fit coefficients for the extended Morse potential as a function of φ for H2O-

HO on the 2A″ surface. At each value of φ, the values of re and α obtained from the
Morse fit were fixed in the extended Morse potential:
4

V (r,φ) = ∑Dn (φ)[1− exp(−α (φ)[r − re (φ)])]n + E(φ)
n=2

Energies are in J.

φ (°)
0.00
5.00
10.00
17.20
22.20
27.20
32.20
37.20
42.20
47.20
52.20
57.20
62.20
67.20
72.20
77.20
82.20

D2 (*10-19)
6.31023960
6.30428692
6.28458431
6.23881971
6.19205426
6.13995227
6.09655263
6.04411660
5.99827371
5.95600588
5.91897130
5.89808262
5.87700007
5.87725163
5.88859782
5.92194691
5.95956601

D3 (*10-22)

D4 (*10-20)

1.45739080
1.45786412
1.58707469
1.78509079
2.02197060
2.19698510
2.33985596
2.47976292
2.57421263
2.69564105
2.78315914
2.88266347
2.98709318
3.10592734
3.25274045
3.42050361
3.51954814
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1.70876004
1.69278627
1.64987997
1.54743039
1.44960705
1.34292148
1.26717455
1.17414462
1.10439982
1.05042639
1.00814899
1.01058883
1.00994164
1.06248825
1.14071790
1.29137248
1.44512330

E(φ) (*10-16)
-6.63740371
-6.63740404
-6.63740495
-6.63740691
-6.63740852
-6.63741025
-6.63741189
-6.63741304
-6.63741343
-6.63741297
-6.63741149
-6.63740861
-6.63740420
-6.63739818
-6.63739041
-6.63738064
-6.63736880

Table A8. Fit coefficients for the adiabatic potentials Vν 2 (φ ) with ν2=0 and ν2=1 for

H2O-HO on the 2A′ and 2A″ surfaces. Each Vν 2 (φ ) double-well potential was fit to the
functional form:
3

Vν 2 (φ ) = ∑ cn(ν 2 )φ 2 n
n =0

Energies are in J.

2

A′, ν2=0 (*10-20)

2

A′, ν2=1 (*10-20)

2

A″, ν2=0 (*10-20)

2

A″, ν2=1 (*10-20)

c0( 2 )

3.5543

10.2640

3.8458

10.569

c1(

-0.3085

-0.4827

-0.41587

-0.59172

c2( 2 )

0.3434

0.4361

0.37882

0.4652

c3( 2 )

-0.0463

-0.0581

-0.05137

-0.06312

ν

ν2 )

ν

ν
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Table A9. Fit coefficients for μ ( r , φ ) along the a-inertial axis as a function of φ for

H2O-HO on the 2A′ surface. The μ ( r , φ ) curves were fit to the functional form:

6

μ ( r , φ ) = ∑ bn (φ ) r n
n =0

Coefficients are in Debye/mn.

φ (°)

b0

0.00

5.6670

-14.11606 33.32639

-37.26668 21.55043

-5.14376

0.27280

5.00

6.0662

-16.44456 38.81067

-44.05625 26.21045

-6.82453

0.52172

10.0

5.8644

-15.45308 36.60569

-41.49021 24.55445

-6.25501

0.43952

20.0

6.0360

-16.98435 40.48620

-46.68110 28.38650

-7.71301

0.66196

26.8

6.0992

-17.92915 43.02210

-50.25979 31.15194

-8.79964

0.83095

31.8

6.2889

-19.56630 47.18763

-55.84498 35.29132

-

1.08046

36.8

6.1881

-19.56776 47.41453

-56.45528 35.95180

-

1.13681

41.8

6.1338

-20.02661 49.00911

-59.11688 38.26267

-

1.30599

46.8

6.6772

-23.77218 57.91879

-70.35700 46.16766

-

1.75070

51.8

6.4715

-23.37589 57.25299

-69.94191 46.19718

-

1.78793

56.8

6.6213

-25.09740 61.64268

-75.88159 50.66153

-

2.07007

61.8

6.5873

-25.83874 63.76985

-79.06898 53.26276

-

2.25853

66.8

6.5999

-26.80206 66.20139

-82.37139 55.77075

-

2.42707

71.8

6.8664

-29.19138 71.82420

-89.44207 60.75716

-

2.72145

76.8

6.8338

-29.95259 73.72988

-92.05162 62.76887

-

2.86580

81.8

6.4777

-28.89377 71.32040

-89.26095 61.01955

-

2.80647

86.8

6.2983

-28.77164 70.87851

-88.61253 60.53559

-

2.79288

b1 (*1010)

b2

b3 (*1030)
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b4

b5

b6

Table A10. Fit coefficients for μ ( r , φ ) along the c-inertial axis as a function of φ for

H2O-HO on the 2A′ surface. The μ ( r , φ ) curves were fit to a function of the form:

6

μ ( r , φ ) = ∑ bn (φ ) r n
n =0

Coefficients are in Debye/mn.

φ (°)

b1

b0

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.00

-0.05128

-0.56010

1.28687

-1.55435

1.04706

-0.37836

0.05733

10.0

0.03781

-1.90873

4.40365

-5.35451

3.63052

-1.31196

0.19744

20.0

-0.59353

0.01359

-0.04174

0.06574

-0.02640

-0.02821

0.01457

26.8

-0.67146

-0.57290

1.33475

-1.60676

1.10620

-0.44182

0.07850

31.8

-0.84337

-0.32131

0.73843

-0.85162

0.58055

-0.25556

0.05246

36.8

-0.85995

-0.88959

2.08396

-2.49403

1.69393

-0.65913

0.11393

41.8

-1.07775

-0.27779

0.76603

-0.95666

0.69519

-0.32273

0.06863

46.8

-1.42056

1.10209

-2.39655

2.89900

-1.91532

0.60291

-0.06532

51.8

-1.20264

-0.59383

1.47641

-1.70144

1.10853

-0.44534

0.08495

56.8

-1.52484

0.82566

-1.70828

2.12859

-1.45523

0.45388

-0.04358

61.8

-1.75823

1.87715

-4.27423

5.46571

-3.85062

1.34913

-0.17949

66.8

-1.35622

-0.62953

1.55484

-1.59417

0.88884

-0.32877

0.06579

71.8

-1.54540

0.32942

-0.69010

1.24386

-1.09815

0.39628

-0.04158

76.8

-1.81780

1.80752

-4.10088

5.47715

-4.02434

1.45918

-0.19973

81.8

-1.86941

2.13571

-4.81685

6.38856

-4.67540

1.70221

-0.23657

86.8

-1.78188

1.85125

-4.33528

6.10280

-4.68827

1.77737

-0.25732
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Table A11. Fit coefficients for μ ( r , φ ) along the a-inertial axis as a function of φ for

H2O-HO on the 2A″ surface. The μ ( r , φ ) curves were fit to a function of the form:

6

μ ( r , φ ) = ∑ bn (φ ) r n
n =0

Coefficients are in Debye/mn.

φ (°)

b0

0.00

-5.76226

5.00

b2 (*1020)

b3

14.7383

-34.68508

38.8095

-22.59285

5.61864

-0.37630

-5.86128

15.3557

-36.16955

40.6878

-23.90910

6.10106

-0.44847

10.0

-6.01418

16.3641

-38.60185

43.7766

-26.07818

6.89233

-0.56529

17.2

-6.31633

18.3721

-43.34114

49.7052

-30.20114

8.38664

-0.78486

22.2

-6.17717

17.9703

-42.65860

49.2069

-30.08777

8.40637

-0.79246

27.2

-6.31889

19.2773

-46.08733

53.9084

-33.61893

9.76386

-1.00077

32.2

-6.62094

21.4280

-51.15676

60.2428

-38.02200 11.36550

-1.23801

37.2

-6.46186

21.1874

-51.01168

60.6234

-38.66727 11.71775

-1.30368

42.2

-6.77460

23.6381

-57.03878

68.4620

-44.32265 13.84703

-1.62937

47.2

-6.63457

23.5870

-57.22974

69.1386

-45.10327 14.23363

-1.69933

52.2

-6.38651

23.0362

-56.39217

68.7229

-45.25323 14.43551

-1.74820

57.2

-6.87131

26.5867

-64.84776

79.3934

-52.75503 17.21524

-2.17054

62.2

-6.75141

26.8553

-65.87403

81.2131

-54.39998 17.95258

-2.29955

67.2

-6.83601

28.2262

-69.21329

85.5618

-57.56699 19.17854

-2.49448

72.2

-6.97697

29.9620

-73.40498

90.9466

-61.42359 20.64791

-2.72521

77.2

-6.68999

29.4066

-72.43900

90.2256

-61.27247 20.73938

-2.76113

82.2

-6.78297

30.8519

-75.74648

94.2976

-64.09760 21.80295

-2.92793

b1
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b4 (*1040)

b5

b6 (*1060)

Table A12. Fit coefficients for μ ( r , φ ) along the c-inertial axis as a function of φ for

H2O-HO on the 2A″ surface. The μ ( r , φ ) curves were fit to a function of the form:

6

μ ( r , φ ) = ∑ bn (φ ) r n
n =0

Coefficients are in Debye/mn.

φ (°)

b1

b0

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.00

-0.14756

0.00334

-0.08909

0.19802

-0.18251

0.07350

-0.01074

10.0

-0.36192

0.26446

-0.49365

0.46055

-0.20860

0.02600

0.00498

17.2

-0.44933

-0.41019

0.97513

-1.24017

0.90729

-0.37448

0.06636

22.2

-0.40622

-1.35275

2.91732

-3.30728

2.10912

-0.73994

0.11205

27.2

-0.69414

-0.57781

1.32031

-1.57918

1.08572

-0.43175

0.07604

32.2

-0.85311

-0.41021

0.95715

-1.15910

0.82463

-0.35376

0.06797

37.2

-0.82569

-1.26078

2.96486

-3.63037

2.51287

-0.96503

0.15989

42.2

-1.11929

-0.21079

0.50711

-0.56617

0.39227

-0.19788

0.04693

47.2

-0.97416

-1.58674

3.71469

-4.47144

3.03530

-1.14530

0.18786

52.2

-1.38333

0.15928

-0.21410

0.22883

-0.09638

-0.04742

0.03002

57.2

-1.51732

0.48622

-0.91953

1.08738

-0.68336

0.16083

0.00061

62.2

-1.81613

1.81719

-4.01338

4.90723

-3.29634

1.09624

-0.13598

67.2

-1.65198

0.64761

-1.36396

1.80882

-1.29025

0.40964

-0.03838

72.2

-1.66307

0.48770

-0.95607

1.31786

-0.96420

0.29292

-0.02045

77.2

-1.71990

0.72412

-1.47830

2.00499

-1.46903

0.48357

-0.04900

82.2

-2.05010

2.54285

-5.66432

7.13567

-4.96136

1.73215

-0.23197
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Table A13. Fit coefficients for transition dipole μ10 (φ ) for H2O-HO on the 2A′ surface.

The μ10 (φ ) curve along the a-inertial axis was fit to the functional form
4

μ10 (φ ) = ∑ an cos(nφ ) .
n =0

The μ10 (φ ) curve along the c-inertial axis was fit to the functional form
4

μ10 (φ ) = ∑ cn sin(nφ ) .
n =1

Coefficients are in Debye.

n
0
1
2
3
4

an

cn

-0.103849
-0.180134
0.0802444
-0.0134553
0.00315529

-0.00946219
0.0117991
-0.00318896
0.000851898
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Table A14. Fit coefficients for transition dipole μ10 (φ ) for H2O-HO on the 2A″ surface.

The μ10 (φ ) curve along the a-inertial axis was fit to the functional form
4

μ10 (φ ) = ∑ an cos(nφ ) .
n =0

The μ10 (φ ) curve along the c-inertial axis was fit to the functional form
4

μ10 (φ ) = ∑ cn sin(nφ ) .
n =1

Coefficients are in Debye.

n
0
1
2
3
4

an

cn

0.132593
0.127822
-0.0623971
0.00983493
-0.00285507

-0.00661315
0.00858682
-0.00188011
0.000572737
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Appendix 3:

Experimental Characterization of the Weakly Anisotropic CN X 2Σ+ +
Ne Potential from IR-UV Double Resonance Studies of the CN-Ne
Complex Supplementary Material

This research has been published as Supplementary material in the Journal of Chemical
Physics (2011), 134, 184308 and was performed in conjunction with post-doctorate
Joseph M. Beames, second year graduate student Melodie Ting, and Marsha I. Lester in
the Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania as well as Thomas A.
Stephenson in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Swarthmore College.
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I. Theoretical Methods
The orbitals used in the MRCI calculations were generated using state-averaged
complete active space self-consistent field theory (CASSCF). A CASSCF(9,8) active
space was used in the calculations with the lowest 3 states of A' symmetry included in the
state averaging. The MRCI calculations excluded only the lowest three 1s orbitals from
the MRCI, allowing all single and double excitations from the remaining occupied
orbitals into all virtual orbitals. Cs symmetry was used for all non-linear configurations,
and C2v for θ = 0° and 180° with care taken to ensure that the active space and state
averaging were consistent between different symmetries.
Energies were calculated at each geometry using augmented correlation consistent
basis sets (aug-cc-pVXZ) of varying cardinal number (X = 3,4,5). CASSCF energies and
electron correlation energies from these calculations were used to extrapolate to the
complete one-electron basis set limit (CBS). The Karton-Martin protocol was used as a
two-point extrapolation method for the CASSCF energies, while the uniform singlet- and
triplet-pair extrapolation scheme of Varandas was used to extrapolate the MRCI+Q
electron correlation energy, utilizing energies from all three basis sets.1-3 Extrapolation to
the CBS limit in this fashion is used as an alternative to the counterpoise correction
techniques employed in previous studies as a way of minimizing basis set superposition
error.

II. Hindered Rotor Analysis
This work follows the theoretical treatment for open-shell diatom-rare gas
complexes developed by Dubernet et al.,4 in which the intermolecular potential Vinter(R,θ)
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is expressed as a Legendre polynomial expansion truncated after the first few terms. R is
implicitly fixed at an effective intermolecular distance sampled experimentally. C1 and
C2 are Legendre polynomials terms in θ, and V10 and V20 are radially-averaged anisotropy
parameters characterizing the intermolecular potential. The model Hamiltonian for the
bending (hindered rotational) motion of CN-Ne with CN in a Σ state following Hund’s
case (b) is then
(0)
H bend
= E 0 + bn(n + 1) + V10C1 + V20C2

(A1)

It is assumed that the intermolecular stretch can be decoupled from the hindered internal
rotor motion and that the overall rotation of the complex can be neglected. Here, b is
rotational constant for the CN monomer in a specific vibronic state.
Next, we adopt the formulation presented by Dubernet et al.4 for evaluating the
bending Hamiltonian with specific values of V10 and V20 to derive energies for the
hindered rotor nK states. The eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalizing an n × n′ matrix
form of the Hamiltonian with matrix elements composed of potential coupling
coefficients
1
⎛ n l n '⎞ ⎛ n
K
nK Cl n ' K = ( −1) ⎡⎣( 2n + 1)( 2n '+ 1) ⎤⎦ 2 × ⎜
⎟⎜
⎝ 0 0 0 ⎠ ⎝ −K

l n '⎞
⎟
0 K⎠

Plotting the resultant energies of the nK states as a function of V20 (for fixed V10)
generates a correlation diagram, specific to CN-Ne in a designated CN vibrational and
electronic state. The correlation diagram generated for CN-Ne X (νCN=2) is shown in
Figure A1, obtained using the rotational constant of CN X 2Σ+(v=2) (b=1.856 cm-1).5 The
potential anisotropy terms, V10 and V20, were varied until the nK energy spacings were
brought into agreement with those of the 00,11 and 10 hindered rotor states observed
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(2)

experimentally (with associated uncertainties) for CN-Ne X (νCN=2) as indicated by the
vertical line in Figure A1. With two energy spacings for CN-Ne X (νCN=2) we are able to
determine both V10 and V20, without the need for further assumptions or analysis. This
process was then repeated to determine if these potential anisotropy parameters are
consistent with the nK states observed experimentally for CN-Ne X (νCN=0) and confirm
the parameters previously obtained for CN-Ne B (νCN=0).6
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Figure A1. Correlation diagram depicting the energies of nK states for CN-Ne X (νCN=2).

The different line styles indicate increasing quanta in K, with the solid line indicating
K=0 followed by long dashed and short dashed lines. The different colors indicate
increasing quanta in n with black indicating n = 0 followed by red then green. The width
of the blue vertical line indicates the range of values of V20, at a fixed value of V10 (-1.6
cm-1), where the nK spacings are within experimental uncertainty (0.1 cm-1).
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Appendix 4:

Characterization of Complexes of CN X 2Σ+ with Ar and H2 via IR-UV
Double Resonance Spectroscopy Supplementary Material

This research will be published as Supplementary material in the Journal of Chemical
Physics and was performed in conjunction with post-doctorate Joseph M. Beames and
Marsha I. Lester in the Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania.
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I. Determination of pure overtone transition of CN-Ar
To determine the pure overtone transition of CN-Ar, (vCN, vs, nK) = (2,0,00) ←
(0,0,00), electronic excitation spectra are recorded in the CN B-X (2,2) and CN B-X (2,0)
regions. Multiple features are observed in the B-X (2,2) spectral region which may be
correlated with transitions observed in the B-X (0,0) region1 (Figure A1, blue and red
traces). Two strong features are observed in the B-X (2,0) region at 30017.7 cm-1 and
30026.9 cm-1 which, when compared to the same features observed in the B-X (2,2)
region (at 25959.2 cm-1 and 25968.4 cm-1), allow for determination of the pure overtone
transition in the method described below.
To accurately obtain the value for the pure overtone transition, a frequency offset
is applied to the CN-Ar B-X (2,2) spectrum in steps of 0.10 cm-1 from 4058 cm-1 to
4060 cm-1. The CN-Ar B-X (2,0) and B-X (2,2) spectra are then subtracted and a
resulting residual trace is recorded for each value of the offset. The process is iterated for
each offset value and a set of residuals are recorded for each. The standard deviations of
the residual traces are then calculated and compared at each offset value. The minimum
was found to be at 4058.5 cm-1 with an uncertainty of ±0.2 cm-1, corresponding to the
approximate bandwidth of the UV laser used to record the spectra.
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Figure A1. CN-Ar B-X LIF spectra recorded in the CN B-X (0,0) region (blue), CN B-X
(2,2) region (red), and CN B-X (2,0) region (black). A schematic representation of the
electronic transitions is shown on the left-hand side of the figure. Spectral labels from
Ref. 1 are also shown above observed transitions observed in the CN B-X (0,0) region.
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II. Reassignment of H2-CN A-X spectrum
An alternative spectral assignment is proposed for the H2-CN A-X spectrum
recorded by Kaledin et al.2 The transition was originally simulated as a ΔK=1 type
transition with a band origin of 12656.9 cm-1, corresponding to the position of the Qbranch of the perpendicular transition, and rotational constants, B″=0.31 cm-1 and
B′=0.28 cm-1. The transition is simulated here with the ground state rotational constant,
B″=0.39 cm-1, derived from the IR spectrum, B′=0.36 cm-1, and band origin of 12656.1
cm-1. The Q-branch now corresponds to what was previously assigned as a congested Pbranch. The transition that was assigned as Q(1) is resimulated as R(0) and the
corresponding higher energy peaks make up the R-branch. The P-branch is predicted to
be small relative to the Q- and R-branches and could be unobserved in the experimental
spectrum.
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Figure A2. Alternative simulation of band contour for the A-X electronic transition of
H2-CN with rotational temperature of 4 K and Lorentzian linewidth of 0.25 cm-1.
Rotational assignments are denoted as ticks.
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Figure A3. Correlation diagram depicting the energies of nK states for CN-Ar X (νCN=2)
at constant V10 (5.2 cm-1) as a function of V20. States of increasing n are indicated by line
color where black corresponds to n=0, red to n=1, and green to n=2. Different K states
are indicated by line type where the solid lines designate K=0, the long dashed lines,
K=1, and the short dashed lines, K=2. The blue reference line reflects the range of values
of V20 that reproduce the observed spacings based on experimental uncertainty, from 2.6
to 3.8 cm-1.
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